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Administration analysis
reports Kentucky as
management top-heavy
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
management analysis conducted
by the administration of goy.
John Y. Brown Jr. concludes that
state government is top-heavy
with management personnel and
As a sleeping giant that awakens to
fight any proposed changes.
The analysis recommends that
783 of the current 4,134 employees
in the executive branch who are
classified as managers be
reassigned to non-managerial
positions, although it does not
recommend any layoffs.
It says that despite changes by
Brown over the past three years
that have reduced state employment from 37,000 employees to
29,886, there has been no comparable reduction in management
positions.
The study was conducted over
the past 2',2 years by the Office for
Program Administration within
the governor's office. It was
released Friday by state Cabinet
Secretary George Fischer.
The report said fear of change
by politicans, bureaucrats and
special interest groups has been
the biggest problem faced by the
Brown administration in trying to
implement changes in state
management.
"What people do not understand, they fear. What they fear,
they try to destroy," it said.
"The state bureaucracy is a
sleeping giant composed of some
entrenched politically appointed
employees which always awakens
when any new plan for state
government is proposed," the
report said.
"They see state employment as
a form of perpetual job security.
Their underground network

serves to strangle or at the very
least impede new ideas for so long
that one four-year administration
ends and a new one begins before
an efficient management system
can be implemented," it said.
A legislative survey released
Thursday showed that two-thirds
of the state employees surveyed
said changes in the state personnel system implemented by the
Brown administration have had a
negative impact on morale.
Nearly half said they would
prefer returning to the old system
of paying and evaluating
employees.
The study also concluded that
the failure of state officials to conduct a major public relations program contributed to the resistence
to changes instituted by Brown.
The report also blamed the
General Assembly for part of the
problem. It said the legislature
has yielded to pressure from
special interest groups to create
so many boards, commissions and
specialized divisions that "Kentucky's management structure
has been fragmented into many
independent islands of decision
making."
The report contains recommendations which Fischer said would
help produce a smaller, more
highly skilled and better paid
state work force.
The recommendations included
developing dual career ladders,
one for managers and one for professional career employees who
have no desire for managerial
positions.
The report also recommended
that expansion of state government be controlled through
uniform administrative efforts by
the executive, judicial and
legislative branches.

Planted acreage reports
due in local ASCS office
Farmers have only a few days
left to report their 1983 planted
acres to the Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation
Service. The final certification
date is July 15.
Program participants are required to report crops and
acreages planted, the uses to be
made of these crops and cropland
acres to be devoted to conserva-

Officials seek
suspect's girl
OCALA NATIONAL FOREST,
Fla.(AP) — A vagrant's arrest in
a firebombing that killed three
people has led officials to reopen
the case of his missing girlfriend,
with police beginning to dig up a
campground looking for the
woman's body.
John William Ferry Jr. hinted to
relatives he "committed foul
play" on the missing girlfriend
three years ago, police said Friday.
After the 30-year-old Ferry was
charged with spraying gasoline
onto a crowd in a Tampa grocery
store July 2 and igniting it, Marion
County sheriff's deputies decided
to reopen their search for his
girlfriend, Susan Hallowell.
Gov. Bob Graham meanwhile
has ordered an investigation of
reports that relatives had tried to
get psychiatric help for Ferry
before the firebombing.
Police meticulously used teaspoons and toothbrushes to dig up
the campground where Ferry
once lived with Miss Hallowell,
who vanished in April 1980 soon
after reporting that Ferry had
bound, beaten and tried to
smother her.
Investigators had carefully dug
a hole 3 feet deep by the end of the
day Friday. Technicians were to
resume digging this morning.
"Nothing accusatory" was
found in the hole Friday, said
homicide detective Steve I3inegar.
"But we figure to be here a
while."
The possibility 'that Miss
Hallowell was murdered "could
have occurred as indicated by
!Continued On Page 21

tion uses. Non-participants need
to certify their crops for future
programs. In addition to history
purposes, the acreage reports are
also necessary for proven yields.
ASCS will randomly check
farms to verify that acreage
reports are accurage and have
aerial photographs available for
farmers to identify their fields. To
be sure of planted acres, farmers
can request measurement service.
Crop certification is necessary
before the farmer can receive
price support and other program
benefits.
The ASCS official said spring
seeded crops may be certified
Monday through Friday between
7:30a.m. and 4:30 p.m.

mostly sunny
Today will be mostly sunny
and very warm. High around 90
with light southwest winds.
Tonight will be mostly clear.
Low in the mid to upper 60s
with calm winds. Sunday will
be mostly sunny. High in the
upper 80s with light and
variable winds.
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'BONJOUR' — The interested eyes of several French students are
on Beth Belote, Mayfield schools foreign language teacher and head
of the French program at the Calloway County Library Arts Annex.

In addition to learning the language, the classes include singing, watching films and eating foods.
Staff photo by Charles Honey

Library offers French, Spanish programs

Foreign languages keep children busy
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
What's a good way to keep kids from getting
bored on a summer afternoon? Teach'em a
foreign language!
That doesn't sound quite right, but it works
— or at least, it works the way it's being done
at the Calloway County Library Arts Annex
this month. Third- and fourth-graders are
learning French and Spanish, 20 in each class,
on Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays. They
aren't just sitting in neat rows reciting "Comment allez-vous?", though: They're parading
around singing songs, watching films, eating
tasty food....In other words, having fun, which
can make learning a lot easier.
"They don't have time to ever get bored,
because they barely have time to catch on to,
'Here we go on to something else," said Libby Hart, who originally started the French
program five years ago with librarian
Margaret Trevathan. The Spanish program
was just begun this year, "by popular demand."
Watching Friday's French session, one
could understand why the program is so
popular that last year 90 percent of the
students never missed a day. They learned
the French national anthem, how to do a
French handshake, received fleur-de-lis with
their French names on them, and got a lesson
in history with a cameo appearance by
Charlemagne. That was in addition to learning how to greet each other (both informally
and formally) and say "tres bien" properly
("Try not to say it like a tray that you hold").
After only one day, most all the talking was in
French.
Students are admitted to the programs on a
first-come, first-served basis, with a limit of
20 students to each class. Diane Johnson,
library coordinator of the program, says
students may not repeat the classes in order
that others will have a chance to be in them.
Some former French students, however, have
this year taken the Spanish program. This
year's students come from all the city and
county elementary schools.
There is no charge, primarily because all
the teachers and aides volunteer their time.
The fact that many of them are professional
language teachers makes their contributions

all the more v'aluable. In addition, Murray
State and high school foreign language
students, and community residents who are
either natives of or who have lived in France
or Spain, provide valuable assistance.
Hart says the amount and quality of
donated time are among the unique things
about the program. Though the staffing is all
volunteer, the courses are well-planned ahead
of time, with different instructors taking different responsibilities from day to day.
Beth Belote, a foreign language teacher in
Mayfield schools, heads the French program,
and Claire Resig is in charge of the new
Spanish course. They both have ample personnel with whom to work: about 15 teachers
and aides for each program.
Colorful, fast-paced activity characterize
the 90-minute classes, as teachers move
students from room to room of the old Higgins
house through varied exercises. The students
learn not only the language basics but facts
about the history, geography and culture of
France and Spain. It's intensive but lighthearted, and the results show: After only a
day of lessons, Belote's French students could
name colors, numbers and greet each other.
"It hits them so quickly that they don't
realize they're learning," said Kevin Cole, an
MSIFrench major who's been with the program from the beginning. Young children
pick up foreign languages very quickly, and
learning the basics early will benefit them
should they take a language in high school or
college, the teachers say.
"So many people, when they get to college,
really begin wanting to know a second
language," explained Belote. "And many of
them wish they had had it earlier."
Kids are excited by learning a new
language and like to show off their newlylearned 'foreign phrases to other kids,
teachers point out.(One boy said he was going
to torment his brother by calling him
"Madame.") And they retain a good deal of
what they learn.
"It's real rewarding — you'll see kids who
will walk up to you (after taking the course)
and say 'Bonjour! Cole said.
Exposing children to other cultures and
quickening their curiosity about foreign
things is another value of the program, Hart

says. In fact, the French program is called
"Children's Cultural Adventures in French."
The adventures take kids through French
geography and history, family life, food, and
the arts. During the last week children see a
movie, at which they can buy the tickets and
ice cream from a vendor for French coins.
Similar lively cultural activities are planned for the Spanish program, which will emphasize the dissemination of the language
throughout many countries. On Friday
students looked at prints of Picasso; Spanish
costume will be displayed next week, and
later students will hear guitar songs played
by Ray Ferguson.
Students are able to meet the French and
Spanish cultures face-to-face, as it were,
since several of the volunteers either grew up
or lived in those countries. For instance,
French students this week met Emmanuelle
Lutz, an exchange student from France. Chris
Walker, a Henry County teacher, grew up in
France, as did Simone Taylor. Dr. Alfred
Wolfson, his wife Emily, and Dorothy Norris
have lived in France and are part of the
teaching team.
Several of the Spanish teachers and aides
are from or have lived in Spanish-speaking
countries: teachers Meme Garrastazu and
Irene Ball are natives of Cuba and Mexico,
respectively; teacher Nell Holt has lived in
Ecuador and Resig in Cuba; and Abagail Farfan of Chile and Iven Rosario of Puerto Rico
will also bring their cultures closer to the
kids.
Chris Thompson, Calloway County High
School Spanish teacher, is lending her expertise to the Spanish program, and John
Ferguson, chair of the MSIDepartment of
Foreign Languages, has qffered his
assistance.
Among the students belping out are Christi
Hale, Lisa Williams, Whitney Taylor, Missy
George, Lillian Olazabal, Kelly McCarty, Ann
Harcourt, Yvonne Jones, Melanie Roos,
Leslie Adams, Jackie Bolts, and Jenny
Kratzer.
Librarian Trevathan says the success of the
French and Spanish programs could lead to
additional language programs, such as German and Italian. With a countyful of bright
and curious kids eager to learn, why not?

Reagan may fire guilty briefing parties
ministration, including myself, is
By MICHAEL J. SNIFFEN
available for questioning" by the
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Presi- FBI, according to spokesman
dent Reagan says he will punish, Larry Speakes.
One of Reagan's former camperhaps even fire, any of his staff
members found guilty of wrongdo- paign foreign policy advisers,
ing by the Justice Department's William Van Cleave told The
investigation into possible Associated Press Friday night he
political espionage by his 1980 saw a copy of what was described
to him as a book prepared to brief
campaign.
As he left the White House Fri- President Carter before his camday afternoon for a weekend at paign debate with Reagan. He
Camp David, Reagan addressed said his campaign colleague
for the first time the possibility of Richard V. Allen "probably" was
discipline in the case. During the the one who showed it to him,
last two weeks, burgeoning "since we shared the same office"
evidence has emerged that his in the campaign.
However, Allen, who subseaides had access to debate briefing materials and other quently served for a year as
documents prepared inside the Reagan's national security adWhite House by the Carter ad- viser, told ABC News he never
ministration.
showed such a book to Van Cleave.
In a rare, surprise appearance • _ Up to.now, Allen . has said he
at the daily morning meeting of received only "innocuous"
his White House senior staff, material from someone on the
Reagan said "everyone in the ad- staff of Carter's National Security

•

Council about the workload and
morale of that staff and has not
mentioned debate material.
Friday afternoon, Reagan told
reporters: "I told my staff that I
wanted everyone there to hear
directly from me that they were to
make themselves available, to
add any information whatsoever,
take it and tell it to the FBI, the
Justice Department."
Asked why he felt compelled to
repeat that order after issuing
similar instructions last week,
Reagan said,"In view of all that's
been going on, I thought they
should hear it directly from me."
"I said we want the truth. If
there's arty evidence of wrongdoing, we'll take whatever action
should be taken." Asked if that included dismissals, Reagan replied
"Yes."
Reagan vowed his message
"will be conveyed to the rest of
this administration, the Cabinet

officers and others who weren't
present there."
Meantime, congressional
sources said the U.N. Ambassador
Jeane Kirkpatrick had responded
Friday by letter to a request for
information by a Hou;e Post Office and Civil Service subcommittee investigating the case.
Mrs. Kirkpatrick was asked for
her recollections because she participated in a mock debate during
the 1980 campaign to prepare
Reagan for his encounter with
Carter. According to the sources,
who asked not to be identified, she
told the panel that she, a Stanford
University professor whose name
she could not recall and columnists George Will and Patrick
Buchanan asked the questions in
the mock debate at Reagan's Wexford, Va.,retreat.
But she wrote the panel.: "At no
time, either during the preparetCoatinued On Page 21
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Libya accused
of kidnapping
two Americans
KHARTOUM, Sudan (AP —
The government accused Libya
today of masterminding the kidnapping of two Americans and
three other Westerners who were
freed unharmed by Sudanese
soldiers in a helicopter commando
raid.
Government soldiers stalked
the swamps and bush for rebels
who escaped the daring attack on
Friday which ended two weeks of
captivity for the hostages.
Western diplomatic sources in
Nairobi. Kenya, revealed more
details of the raid in the remote
Boma grasslands in southeastern
Sudan.
They said an anti-terrorist
squad of the Sudanese army used
five .helicopters to flush out the
captors from a riverside guerrilla
camp. High grass and swamps apparently made a ground assault
impractical.
The United States and the other
countries whose nationals were
among the hostages were not told
of the commando raid plan. They
. had urged that "no precipitous action be taken," diplomatic sources
said.
The State Department thanked
the Sudanese government for the
rescue.
The hostages were "safe and in
very good health" in Juba, a
southern regional capital, the
state-run Sudanese news agency
said.
-During the operation, 18 of the
outlaws were killed and some
were wounded, and the army
troops are chasing the rest of
them. One of the government
troops was killed and two were
wounded," the agency said. It did
not say how many rebels escaped.
-Foreign forces were behind the
outlaws' operation," said a communique today from the Sudanese
military command. "Information
received so far show contacts between the group and the Libyan
government."
The communique said two of the
rebels had been trained by Cuban
troops in Libya. It also said that
two people speaking Arabic with
Libyan accents were heard during
radio negotiations to free the
hostages.
No more details were given to
back up the accusation against
Libya. The communique did not
identify the other "foreign
forces.
Sudan has repeatedly accused
Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy
of trying to overthrow the government of President Gaafar
Nimeiri.
The communique said the kidnappers had rejected all proposals
during negotiations.

Fire, heat damage
Midway dwelling
A one-story frame Midway
house suffered extensive heat
damage during a Friday night
fire.
The Hazel Fire Department contained the blaze to one room.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad was called as back-up.
Owner of the house Blomer
Barnes. No injuries were
reported.
Hazel responded • with eight
.firefighters and two trucks.
Calloway sent four men and one
truck.

Look, up in the sky ...
it's a bird, it's a plane,
it's an eaglet!
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WELCOME HOME — Tony Campbell (left), director of the Tennessee Conservation League, and Terry
Potts, a TCL aide, places one of the eaglets on his artifical nest atop a hacking tower. The eaglets will feed on
fish transported on their tower on a pulley from an adajcent tower until they learn to fly and can feed on their
own. Seven eaglets have been hacked at Land Between The Lakes since 1980, and it's hoped that these will
form the basis for the development of a permanent eagle community in the Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley
region.
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EAGLE HACKING — Bob Hatcher, a non-game biologist with the Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency,
displays one of the three eight-week-old bald eaglets which arrived at Land Between The Lakes recently as
part of a cooperative eagle restoration program with the Tennessee Conservation League, TVA and TV/RA.
The conservation league has provided the funding for The program for the last two years and financed this
year's birds with a grant from the General Wine and Spirits Company,makers of Eagle Rare Bourbon.

RAISING TO THE TOWER — After their arrival from the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service's captive breeding program at the Patuxent Wildlife Research Laboratory in Laurel, Md., the eaglets were
hoisted atop a hacking tower to an articial nest where they will remain for the next weeks until they learn to fly. It's expected that the
birds will return to their fledging area when they sexually mature,
about four years,select a lifetime mate,and nest and reproduce.
TVA photos by Brian Myers

American youth treated like royalty in Soviet Union visit
By STEVEN R. HURST
Associated Press Writer
MOSCOW ( AP ) — Samantha
Smith, the 11-year-old American
who captured the attention of
Soviet leader Yuri V. Andropov
with her worries about nuclear
war, saw the embalmed remains
of Vladimir Lenin today on a VIP
tour of Red Square.
Thousands of ordinary Russians
waited to pay their respect to
Lenin, the founder of the Soviet
state, but Samantha's Soviet hosts
kept up their royal treatment and
took the girl and her parents, Jane
and Arthur Smith of Manchester,

Maine, to the head of the line at
Lenin's tomb.
Her father laid a wreath of red
gladiolas at the entrance of the
tomb, at the base of the Kremlin
wall.
Today's tour began with a ride
in a black limousine — the kind
which usually carries the Communist Party elite. The family
was picked up at the Sovietskaya
Hotel, one reserved for important
foreign visitors, and taken to the
tomb of the unknown soldier.
There, Samantha's father placed a wreath to honor Soviet war
dead. The three, surrounded by

security men and Western
reporters, walked to the cobblestone square to the Lenin
mausoleum.
"How are you this morning,
Samantha?" a reporter asked.
"Fine," said the dark-haired,
blue-eyed youngster wearing a
denim jumper and a green shirt.
"Her father said no more questions," a man from the Soviet
Foreign Ministry told the
reporter.
Samantha was a celebrity on
Friday, her.first day in the Soviet
Union. Soviet reporters asked for

Briefing books

THAT'S THE WAY TO DO IT — Efficiency charts from an efffciency expert father (Frank Blodgett) explain to his daughter (Alexia Schempp)the correct way to perform every day chores around the house during
a scene of "Cheaper By The Dagen," the Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre's current production.
The play can be seen at8 p.m. tonight and July 14-16 in the Playhouse in the Park. Tickets may be reserved by
dialing 759-1752.
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IContinued From Page 11
tion of materials for the simulated
debate, or during the questioning,
or at any time thereafter during
the course of the campaign, did I
notice any activity which might
have even remotely suggested use
of Carter campaign materials,"
the sources said.
Also on Friday, Carter's former
press secretary,Jody Powell,suggested in a newspaper column
that investigators probe three instances of anonymous attempts to
disseminate false stories about
Carter's policies and staff.
Powell's allegations were considered beyond the scope of the
FBI investigation, said sources
who declined to be identified, in
part because they did not immediately raise the possibility of a
violation of federal law.
But congressional sources said
the House panel will check into
Powell's charges.
And both the FBI and the subcommittee prepared to interview
Dan Jones, a volunteer in the 1980
Reagan campaign, who passed
economic policy documents from
the Carter White House to Reagan
campaign officials. Jones' memos
went to presidential counselor Edwin Meese, then campaign staff
chief; CIA Director Willianf
Casey, then the campaign

her autograph.
Samantha is "sociable and
jovial," the Soviet news agency
Tass said. Her arrival was the
lead item on nightly television
news and her visit was prominently reported in the government
newspaper.
Worried about nuclear arms
buildup by the United States and
the Soviet Union, she wrote a letter to Andropov to ask if he planned on making war. Andropov
wrote back that the Soviets are
peaceful people and invited her to
get to know them and their coun-

try. A state-run agency is footing
the bill for the tour.
For Samantha and her parents,
a highlight of tkeir two-week tour
of Russia would be a meeting with
Andropov.
Her parents said Friday they
did not know if they would meet
Andropov, but Samantha was
ready, anyway. She told reporters
she had a "secret" gift for him,
tucked in with the T-shirts and.
pennants she brought here as
presents for the people she will
meet.

•
•
•

manager, and Robert Gray, who
was head of couimunications in
the Reagan camraign. He said his
information and documents came
from a "White House mole."
Jones' lawyer, George Foote,
called the subcommittee and the
FBI offering to make his client
available. "We told them we'd be
happy to talk with them and are

just waiting to hear back" on
when,Foote said.
Today's Washington Post
quoted administration sources as
saying some "innocuous" Carter
documents, including a duplicate
of one already released by the
Reagan White House, had been
found among Reagan campaign
papers in an archive at the Hoover
Institution at Stanford University.

Explosion ...
(Continued From Page 1)
Ferry's past behavior," said firebombing in Tampa. Two of the
Marton Sheriff Don Moreland. victims remained in critical conHowever, he said there was no dition today with burns over 100
hard evidence that Ferry killed percent of their bodied. Ferry is
his fcirmer girlfriend.
being held without bond on first"But he made inferences to degree murder and arson charges
relatives in so many words and in- In the Hillsborough County Jail.
direct references that he commitGraham said he has asked the
ted foul play on her," the sheriff Department of Health and
added.
Rehabilitative Services to inDeputies have "reasonable vestigate reports that Ferry's
suspicion to believe there may be relatives tried unsuccessfully to
something" in the hole, said Ken get him state psychiatric help.
Ergle of the Sheriff's Department. The department is checking
Ergle said Ferry once told his records, the governor said, but to)
mother and sister he burned far has not found anything.
several items of furniture because
Relatives described- Ferry ail
"Superman told him to."
"nuts" and said they had been
Three people died and 15 were unable for years to get him
injured July 2 in the grocery store psychiatric help.
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July I marked the beginning of the final phase of
President Reagan's three-year tax cut. Senate
defeat of a Democratic-led "tax cap" effort allowed
President Reagan to put away his veto pen, thus
giving $30 billion more to taxpayers' paychecks
during the next fiscal year.
For the average family of four with an annual income of $22,300, that amounts to about $6 a week.
Higher income and taxpaying Americans — who
were the object of the Democratic proposal — may
see an extra Andrew Jackson each week $20.(
In
either case, many will say. "big deal."
Unlike last year's tax cut which took effect during
an economic downturn, this one is coinciding with a
burgeoning economic recovery. So it could indeed
be a big deal.
It may he. for many. the- difference between buyInc or not huying a new car, or any durable goods
that will turn a recovery' into a boom. Some auto industry officials are predicting it could result in the
sale of 300.000 extra ears this year, for example.
Many of those -wealthier" taxpayers who the
Democrats said would be unfairly benefited by the
reduction, may be more enthusiastic about putting
their extra dollars into savings accounts that fuel
home and commercial loans. Some of the money is
bound to go toward maintaining the current bull
market on Wall Street.
To others, the tax cut will not be a reduction in
taxes so much as a reduction in the growth of taxes.
If one remembers, that was how President Reagan
originally characterized .his plan to parcel out $90
billion from the U.S. treasury over a three-year
period as a way to spur economic growth.
It compensates for the recent increases in the
Social Security and gasoline taxes, as well as increases in local fees. The president's tax cut at least
will allow millions of Americans to stay even.
The dark side of the tax cut, of course, is that it
isn't much help in the effort to reduce record
federal deficits that many .economists fear may
ultimately shorten the economic recovery.
Regardless of the state of the economy in
November 1984. the tax cut is likely to be a campaign issue Detneeritts found that eliminating or
reducing it was easier to advocate than tax iu1 .reases. they can be expected to exploit any
perception that the wealthy benefit most.
President Reagan and the Republicans have
a ruged that the Democrats tried to sabotage the tax
cuts in order to avoid necessary budget cuts.
With a presidential election year lootning, it is
probably too much to hope for any bipartisan
resolution of the deficit problem in the near future.
But one recommendation from Charles Walker, the
deputy secretary of the Treasury under President
Nixon. is worth studying.
If an economic recovery. aided by the tax cuts,
doesn't begin to whittle down the deficits, Walker
suggests that a bipartisan commission be created to
devise a deficit reduction plan — similar to the one
that faced the Social Security crisis.
For the moment, however, let's give this real tax
break a chance to work.

It was a dark and
stormy night...
Bulletin A New Jersey high school student has
won the International Bulwer-Lytton fiction contest. juvenile division.
You never heard of it? Edward Bulwer-Lytton
was a 19th century author whose novel, "Paul Clifford." begins: "It was a dark and stormy night...."
The object of the contest named for him is to write
the opening sentence for the worst possible novel.
Today, we thought we'd brighten your life and
revive your soul by-printing the winning entry in
this year's contest:
"He did not notice the pouring rain, the thunder.
the lightning, the futile attempts of the sun to pierce
through the relentless clouds in the early dawn as
he sauntered into the Dunkin' Donuts, removing his
rain-soaked greatcoat, brushing a mauve thread
from the sleeve of his puce genuine virgin polyester
imitation leather jacket, inhaling the intoxicating
aroma of cream-filled eclairs and double-chocolate
munchkins, and gazing at the waitress through his
polarized Cool-Ray photosensitive corrective lenses
— such pleasures were for lesser men, he thought."
Edward Bulwer-Lytton, eat your heart out.
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by lorry mcgehee

Highways offreedom are also deep ways
July 4th was a fine choice for the
nation's birthday.
Just as snow season fits with
Christmas,so does the summer vacation season fit Independence Day.
America is such a large country, it
takeS a lot of travel and good weather
to get a feel for its incredible variety.
This is no corner grocery country, to
the travelcr, but a supermarket of a
nation.
Unless they were more farsighted
than we think, the Founding Fathers
didn't know how well they chose
when they picked the Fourth of July
to celebrate. To them the new nation
extended only to 13 states, all east of
the Appalachians. Even traveling
that small distance was a Herculean
task.
As it turned out, the new nation
,_ grew in size and waS knitted together
by the loom of travel, much of which
has become vacation travel around
this birthdate time of each year.
That sense of our nation as a woven
fabric, symbolized by Old Glory,
goes far deeper than economics,even
though tourism is America's industry
(because of hugh investments in
autos, highways, food, lodging, and
gas).
For one thing, American travel has
done more than anything to patch the
Mason-Dixon Line rent in the national cloth. The Civil War could not
force us together again, but travel

has brought us together voluntarily.
Furthermore, experiencing travel
has made Americans unafraid of
moving their homes. Eighty percent
of the American people don't live in
the same houses they lived in 10
years ago. A sixth of the new homes
in America are mobile homes. From
the days of the Mayflower and the
prairie schooners to the present day
Interstates and spaceship Columbia,
Americans have been on the move. In
any city, we are always surprised to
meet anyone who claims to be a
native. Most people came from
elsewhere, bound for somewhere
else.
But travel in America goes even
deeper than that. There is a spiritual
quality to it, too.
Jack Kerouac, back in the Fifties,
was one of the great apostles of
travel. He romanticized the experience of what, in the Depression,
would have been called hoboing. At
almost every other intersectioq
cloverleaf of the super highways today, we see his descendants — young
men and women, simply clad,
backpack or bag nearby. On the
move,in search of themselves.
But the people in Vie millions of
cars and campers who whiz by the
hitchhikers are also often on spiritual
odysseys, too. And an impressive
group of them share, by books or
camera, what they find "out there."

Charles Kuralt takes us "On the
Road" with him by television
footage, and Willie Nelson gets us
humming, "On the Road Again."
John Steinbeck shared with us his
"Travels With Charlie," and Richard
Reeves wrote to us about his retracing of Tocqueville's 19th century trip.
When we can't get in the car and go,
we read about it, sing about it, watch
it on the tube, flip through National
Geographic or Southern Living
magazines, or force our friends to
watch our slides of journeys past.
More of us will die on our highways
than have been killed in all our wars,
but that fact fails to shock us. Travel
was a way of risk long before there
were cars. Hurricanes lashed our
wooden ships, shoals unended our
river rafts, Indians and deserts closed in on our wagon trains. The
Hindenberg and the Titantic were
tragedies, but also were noblechallenges to conquer sea and air
more than warnings to vacate that
space. Riders of ski trams and hikers
of mountain trails and rafters of
rivers are descendants of traveling
adventurers.
Not least among the spiritual
qualities of travel is the American
theme of independence, the spirit of
being freed from household drudgery
and workplace routine, of having
charge of one's own destination and
destiny. The sad thing about Willie

Loman,the traveling salesman in Arthur Miller's parable-play,"Death of
a Salesman," was that the more he
traveled, the farther he seemed to
get from what he wanted out of his
life. Few of us do, but most of us keep
on trucking, because there is
something to be gained just in the
driving.
Along the way, the traveler can
sniff the flowers of a free life. There
are things to see, people to meet, experiences to savor, and bumper
stickers to follow — out there. on the
road again — that renew and refresh
us. We can leave, in order to return
stronger. And even when our bodies
are paralyzed by work or the
economy, our minds are still free to
wander.
From the Pilgrims we,came, and
sojourners we remain — free to
travel into libraries and schools and
to read and write whatever we wish,
free to enter the churches of our
choices and to worship as we please,
free to congregate on beaches or in
council chambers and to assemble
with whomever we,wish, free to lend
a helping hand or borrow a cup of
sugar,and free to vote for or against.
July 4th was a great day to pick to
start such a free trip in 1776, and each
year it is a great day to add a few
more miles to the American trek.
Happy trails!
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"I don't have to drink lots of coffee any more... Thinking about
its harmful side effects keeps me awake."

looking back
Ten years ago
The Calloway County 4-H Club
Dairy Judging Team won many
awards at the Annual Kentucky State
Dairy Judging Contest. Kathy Stubblefield and Ted Howard are
coaches. Members include Sandra
Stark, Steve Howard, Steve McCuiston, Larry Tucker, Krit Stubblefield, Anthony Webb, Larry
Lawrence, Kerry Wyatt, Jerry
Tucker, Debra Tucker, Greg McClure, Stephanie Wyatt, Dawn Sledd
Timmy Coles, Marilyn Howard and
Cindy Williams.
Nineteen members of Boy Scout
Troop 77 attended Summer Camp at
Four Rivers Council Reservation on
Kentucky Lake.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Winfield on July
1.
Mitchell Story and Greg Story won
the Father and Son Golf Tournament
played at the Oaks Country Club. Ira
Story and David Story were second
place winners.
Twenty years ago
Nore Winter, senior at Murray College High School, has been selected
to attend an Institute on International Relations at the Unitersity of
Louisville starting July 11. His
parents are Mr. and Mrs. John C.
Winter.
Zane E. Cunningham, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Cunningham, Rt. 1,
Murray, has been appointed district
manager of the Woodmen of the
World foe the Bowling Green area.
Mrs. C.S. Loy will leave July 11
to spend one Year teaching English in
one of the national Greek High
Schools in Patras, Greece, on a
Fullbright Exchange,Teaching Position.
Sharon Lee Churchill, daughter of
Mr. and. Mrs. Max Churchill, and

Ronald Mason Rogers,son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hafford Rogers, were married
June 30 at First Baptist Church.
Mrs. Gene Bordeaux of Las Vegas,
Nev., is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
P.A. Hart, Main Street.
Thirty years ago
Wayne Voris Howard, son of Mr.
and Mrs. R.T. Howard and husband
of the former Mary Eva Johnson, is
serving aboard the attack aircraft
carrier USS Randolph at Naval
Shipyard, Portsmouth, Va.
Sgt. Wilton H. Jackson recently
graduated from Seventh Army NonCommissioned Officers Academy at
Munich, Germany. He is the son of
Mrs. Cora Lee Jackson.
Mitt Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Claude Miller, is serving as kitchen
supervisor on the camp staff at Boy
_ Scout Camp Pakentack of Four
Rivers Council.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bob Sims have
returned from a vacation in Detroit,
Mich. They were accompanied home
by their son, Dickie Sims, and Mrs.
Sims' mother, Mrs. Sue Ella Futrell,
who had been visiting relatives there.
Mr. and Mrs. G.T. Brandon and
daughter, Janice, have returned
home after a four days' motor trip to
Kilgore, Texas.
Forty years ago
An estimated 8,000 persons attended the July Fourth Celebration at
Pine Bluff, the last one to be there as
the area will be flooded by the Tennessee Valley Authority for the Kentucky Dam Reservoir before next
year. callqway. Sheriff. _Carl B.
Kingins said it -was one of the most
orderly crowds he had ever seen.
The Cadets of the United States
Naval Preparatory Flight School at
Murray State College made their
first parade to the court square in
Murray on July 5 in celebration of the

Of the men sent by Selective Service to Evansville, Ind., in the June
Draft Call, 32 were accepted by the
Army and 15 by the Navy for military
service.
Elected as officers of the Murray
Lions club were the Rev. C.C.
Thompson, J.I. Hosick, F.D. Mellen,
R.L. Wade, Charles Oakley, Boyd
Gilbert and Dewey Ragsdale.
The One-Room and Two-Room
Schools in Calloway County will open
July 26, and County High Schools will
open Sept. 6,according to Prentice L.
Lassiter, superintendent of Calloway
County Schools.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce McClard, June
26, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Oral
Eldridge, July 4, a boy to Pvt. and
Mrs. Wilbur Clouser and a girl to Pvt.
and Mrs. James H. Marcum, both on
July 7.
Marriages announced this week include Robbie Sykes to Lt. James Littlejohn, June 5, Helen Sykes to
George W. Patridge, June 26, Imogene Lee to Pvt. Urban L. Belcher,
June 30, and Marguerite Mae Gatten
to Ralph Boyd Wear,July 1.
Dr. John W. Carr attended a
meeting of the executive committee
of the National Education Association in Indianapolis, Ind. He was a
delegate from Kentucky.
J.T. Wallis and Son will pay 40
cents per pound for nice hams under
25 pounds.
Fifty years ago
The Fourth of July, the. anniversary.of Afaerican independence, was
celebrated quietly and orderly in
Murray and Calloway County. More
than 3,000 persons attended the
celebration sponsored by Calloway
Post, of American Legion at Pine
Bluff.
Calloway County Sheriff Clint

Drinkard was given a conditional
quietus by Calloway County Fiscal
Court in a special session on July 3.
Work on the grade and drain construction of the Mayfield-Murray and
Farmington Road started last week.
The stretch contains 8.8 miles from
Route 97 ( Mayfield-Paris Highway )
to Calloway line through Farmington.
Rains in the northwest brought
sharp relief to sweltering citizens of
Calloway County on July 3, but the
crops of the county are still parched
from lack of rain. The last rain in the
county was about 34 of an inch on
June 10 and 11.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Logan Bland on•June
27, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Houston on June 28, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Turner, July 3.
Marriages announced include
Dorothy Amelia Hagen to George
Kirby Jennings on June 20.
Published statements as of June 30,
1933, by three local banks listed their
assets as follows: Rank of Murray,
$695,587.91; Farmers Bank of Hazel,
$111,400.46; Dees Bank of Hazel,
$109,239.69.
The Rev. John R. Flynn is serving
as pastor of the Flint Baptist Church.

thoughts in season
by Ken Wdlf
Although I have lost the source of
this statement on friendship, it,
sounds as if.it were w,ritten sometime
during the last fifteen tor maybe five
hundred) years:
A friend is someone who
leaves you with all your •
freedom intact but who, by
what he thinks of you, obliges
you to be fully what you are.
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Mason and Stanley vows said

YARDS OF THE MONTH — The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club has selected the yard of
Mrs. Kathryn Glover, 509 Lynnwood CL, as residential Yard of the month, top photo, and the yard of
Michigan-Wisconsin Pipe Line Co., College Farm Road, as business yard of the month, bottom photo. Mrs.
Glover's yard features many shrubs and flowers arranged and kept professionally cut. The trees and the red
roses seen annually on the front fence are features of the pipe line yard.
Staff photos by Jennie Gordon

The wedding of Miss
Katharine E. Mason and
William J. Stanley was
solemnized on Saturday,
June 4, at the First
Presbyterian Church,
Murray.
Dr. David C. Roos performed the ceremony at 2
p.m.
John Houston, pianist,
and Melissa Whitney,
violinist, presented a program of music.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Neale B. Mason of Murray.
Parents of the groom
are Mr. and Mrs. James
P. Stanley of Topeka,
Kan.
The bride wore a streetlength ivory sheath dress
designed with long
sleeves. She wore a widebrimmed hat.
She carried a single
Sonia rose.
Mrs. Francie Beard

Vanarsdel was the
bride's only attendant.
She wore a street-length
pale pink chiffon over
sheath with a widebrimmed hat. She carried
a single carnation.
RobereStanley, brother
of the groom, was best
man.
The ushers were
Robert Mason, brother of
the bride, and Paul
Lawrence-Loucas.
Julie Skaggs presided
at the guest registry.
Reception
A reception followed
the ceremony in the
Pilgrim Hall of the First
Presbyterian Church.
Assisting with the
reception were Lisa
Cates, Cathy
Christopher, Sarah
Mason, Mrs. Russell
Terhune and Mrs. John C.
Winter.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley are professionally employed for the sum-

Mr. and Mrs. William J. Stanley
mer St the Breckenridge
Music Institute,
Breckenridge, Colo.
They later will reside in
Philadelphia, Pa.
Out-of-town guests
were Mr. and Mrs. James
P. Stanley, Robert
Stanley and Elizabeth
Cawthon of Providence,
R.I.; Katharine W. Hall,
the bride's aunt, of St.
Petersburg, Fla.; Robert
and Sarah Mason of

Atlanta, Ga.; Melissa
Whitney, violinist, and
Paul and Julie LawrenceLoucas of Chicago, Ill.;
Francie Vanarsdel of
Boulder, Colo.; Lisa
Cates and Dr. and Mrs.
Josiah Darnall of
Nashville, Tenn.; Julie
Skaggs of Owensboro;
Mrs. David Nelson and
son, James, of Madison,
Wis.; Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Oliver and son,

Your Individual
Horoscope

Scouts use yellow bus
ANCHORAGE, Alaska
(AP) — Boy Scout Troop
64 of Carversville, Pa.,
was given until today to
get out of Alaska.
It's not that Alaska has
anything against Boy
Scouts in general, or
these 13 scouts in particular. It's their bus that
got them in trouble.
An eagle-eyed Alaska
State Trooper noticed the
faded yellow bus as it
pulled into Tok last
weekend. State law prohibits buses painted
yellow unless they are
school buses.
Although the Pennsylvania vehicle is clearly marked with the words
"Scout Bus," the law is
the law. So the trooper
gave the scouts seven
days to either change the
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Many backs oche

"STALLONE
FANS SHOULD
GO NUTS.::

CINCINNATI (AP) —
Americans spend more
than $14 billion every
year in seeking relief
from aches and pains of
various back plfbblems.
Statistics show that the
backache surpasses the
common cold in 'bat
workdays. More than 93
million workdays were
lost in this country last
year as a result of back
problems, reports
Future, a maker of support products.
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color or getoput of the
state.
"One thing about
Alaska is that everyone
has been real friendly
here," said Scoutmaster
Ted Nichols. "Even the
trooper. He was really
nice, which I suppose is
why he checked that box
that said we didn't have
to appear in court."
If everything goes as
planned, Nichols says the
scouts and their bus will
meet the deadline. They
had planned to leave
Alaska by ferry from
Juneau on Saturday
anyway.

FOR SUNDAY,JULY 10,1983
What kind of day will tomor- LIBRA
Sept.23to Oct. 22)
row be? To find out what the
Self-doubt could cause you
stars say, read the forecast
to underestimate your
given for your birth sign.
abilities. Think about how to
strengthen your career posiAMES
tion.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Morning hours are best for SCORPIO
family talks and domestic (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Get in touch with somebody
decisions. A problem in a relaou haven't talked to in a
tionship may surface after
while. Don't let friendships
dark.
slip away. Seek ways to imTAURUS
. prove your mind.
(Apr. 20 to May 20) bawl
You're able to communicate SAG1TrARRJS
0
°
your ideas to good effect. (Nov.22 to Dec. 21) )6
You'll make some imporMake vacation plans. Have
more confidence in your tant financial decisions, but
it's best to keep friendships
creative potential.
and business interests
GEMINI
separate for now.
(May 21 to June 20)
You'll pick up some items CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 34
MEXICO CITY (AP) — shopping that will please you,
A loved one may feel that
though evening hours do not
Director John Huston, favor spending on pleasurable you're putting too much emwho filmed the classic pursuits.
phasis on your career. Now's
the time for couples to
"The Treasure of Sierra CANCER
rediscover mutual interests.
Madre" in Mexico, will (June 21 to July 22)
Pay more attention to per- AQUARIUS
return south of border
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
next month to make a $4 sonal appearance. Take steps
You have worthwhile ideas
want out of
BARGAIN MATINEES million version of to get what you
life. Some family respon- regarding work, but don't expect favorable feedback from
Malcolm Lowry's "Under sibilities arise today.
Cheri & Cin'e
others today. It's poor time to
the Volcano."
LEO
All Seats '2.00
Alberto Isaac, head of (July 23 to Aug.22) stafg seek advice.
Catch up on reading, rest PISCES
See Ads For Times the Mexican Film In- and
pursuits. Get an (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
stitute, told 'reporters earlyprivate
Talk to offspring; get to
start if traveling. A
that the movie will star neighbor's Coldness may be know them better. Show an interest in their activities. Avoid
Albert Finney, Jac- unsettling.
overspending in the pursuit of
queline Bisset and An- VIRGO
thony Andrews. Filming (Aug.23 toSe/2) 1/117‘11- pleasure.
YOU BORN TODAY have
Participate
group acwill start Aug. 1 for 12
tivities. A
harge at- management ability, but are
weeks in the state of titude wins you respect. Don't more inclined to the profesMorelos, southwest of dwell on financial problems sions than business. You can
succeed in business for
Mexico City,Isaac said.
when evening sets in.
yourself, but you're at your
best when you do your own
thing. You're an original perFri-Um-Thar
son, and mustn't let a need for
security stifleelthe developOm MO
DRIVE
ment of your own talents. You
*Start 8:30
IN .
can succeed in banking, but at
contrail canter 753-3314
times can be careless with
details. Highly creative, you
can commercialize your arThis time he's fighting tistic talents.
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Jason of Champaign, Ill.;
Mr. and Mrs. T. Donelly
Thomas of Cape
Girdcdeau, Mo.; Bob and
Pd'ula Allison of Carbondale, Ill.; John
Houston of Bowling
Green; Cathy
Christopher of Louisville;
Mr. and Mrs. J.P. Lyles
of Calvert City; Nancy
Beard of Henderson;
Mrs. Frances Beard of
Paducah.
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Community events announced
Saturday, July 9
Saturday, July 9
Murray Squa-A-Naders freshman and transfer
will dance at 8 p.m. at students at Murray State
Woodmen of World Hall.
University will be today
Sunday.
and
Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
Events in Land Betp.m. in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition ween the Lakes will inelude Forest Sounds,
Center.
Smells and Textures at 2
Coles and Shelton p.m. at Woodlands
Family reunion will be Nature Center and Muzfrom 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in zle Load and Shoot at 2
pavilion by old cour- p.m. at The Homeplacethouse in Murray - 1850.
Calloway County park.
Murray High School
Classes
of 1933 and 1934
Writers Potpourri will
meet from 9:30 to 11:30 will have a reunion with a
a.m. at Calloway Public coffee to be included at 10
am. at University Branch
Library.
of Bank of Murray.
Calloway County Friends of the class
Chapter of Full Gospel members may come to
Business Men's visit with the group at the
Fellowship International coffee.
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Gospel singing will be
Trenholm's -Restaurant,
1206 Chestnut St. This is at 7:30 p.m. at Oak Grove
open to all men and their Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
families.
Sunday,July 10
Open house will be
Jeffrey Cemetery
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
Lakeland Wesley Village, homecoming will start at
off highway 68 near 11:30 a.m.
Jonathan Creek.
Mr. and Mrs. Othel
Pool party and potluck Paschall, Rt. 1, Hazel,
for families of Murray will be honored at a
Country Club will be at 6 reception from 2:30 to
p.m. Reservations re- 4:30 p.m. in celebration of
quested and persons may 50th wedding anniversary
at home of son and wife,
call 753-7123 or 753-8756.
Mr. and Mrs. William
Men's Medal Play Golf Gerald Paschall, West
Tournament will start at State Line Road, Hazel.
The family requests
Murray Country Club.
guests not bring gifts.
Two-day seminar on
Events in Land Betdog obedience will be at
Glendhenmere Kennels. ween the Lakes will inFor information call 436- clude Stream Stroll from
2 to 4 p.m. at Woodlands
2858.
Nature Center.
Community Theatre
Gospel singing featurwill present "Cheaper By
the Dozen" at 8 p.m. in ing Joy Land Singers will
Playhouse in Murray- be at 1:30 p.m. at
Chestnut Street General
Calloway County Park.
Baptist Church.
Dance featuring Twice
Open house will be
as Nice will be from 8
from
1 to 4 p.m. at
p.m. to midnight at MurLakeland Wesley Village,
ray Moose Lodge.
off Highway 68 near
"Sing Out, Kentucky!" Jonathan Creek.
will be presented at 8
Monday,July 11
p.m. by MSU Theatre at
Free Pap Smear Clinic
Lake Barkley State Park. will be from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Calloway County
Orientation for Health Center, North
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DATEBOOK
WOW field day Tuesday
Woodmen of the World Ranger and Rangerettes
will hold their first Field Day at their new Woodmen
Youth Camp, located on U.S. Highway 641 North on
Tuesday, July 12,from 1 to 8 p.m.
The evening meal will be furnished. Parents are
encouraged to come, bring their children and stay
for the day. Children that are members under eight
years of age can attend if accompanied by parent.
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The Calloway County Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America will have a meeting on Monday. July 11. at 7:30 p.m. in the Agriculture Department of Calloway County High School. All members
are urged to attend, a chapter spokesman said.
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Outland meeting planned

porbut
ups
!sts

The annual meeting of persons interested in the
upkeep of Outland Cemetery will be Wednesday,
July 13, at the cemetery. A potluck meal will be
served and each person is asked to tiring a lawn
chair. Persons unable to attend may send donations
for the upkeep of the cemetery to Betty Sue Vinson,
2011 Gatesboro, Murray, Ky.42071.

that
ernow's
to

Monday, July 11
Seventh and Olive
Streets. Call 753-3381 for
an appointment.

Camp, U.S. Highway 641
North.

A Social Security
Sunday School Workers Representative will be at
and Directors of Sinking Robert 0. Miller CourSpring Baptist Church thouse Annex from 10
will have a workshop and a.m. to noon to assist perplanning meeting at 7:30 sons.
p.m.
Officers meeting of
Self-defense Class, Murray Moose Lodge is
taught by Sandy Forrest, scheduled at 7 p.m.
will start at 7 p.m. at
Cherry Corner Baptist
"Sing Out, Kentucky!"
Church.
will be presented by MSU
Theatre at 8 p.m. at KenReservations for ladies tucky Dam State Park.
day luncheon on Wednesday at Murray Country
Events in Land BetClub should be made by ween the Lakes will intoday with Mary Rigsby clude Stream Stroll at 2
p.m. at Golden Pond
or Bonnie Jones.
Visitor Center.
Compehensive exWMU of First Baptist
aminations for master of
arts degree in education Church will have a
at Murray State Universi- general meeting at 9:30
ty will start at 8:30 a.m. a.m. in church chapel.
in Room 118, Wells Hall.
Group II of First BapFree adult education tist Church WMU will
class in English gram- meet at 2 p.m. with Mrs.
mar will be from .9 to Bernice Wisehart.
10:30 a.m. and in general
Acteens of First Baptist
mathematics from 10:30
a.m. to noon at Adult Church will meet at 10
Learning Center, Room a.m.
206, Roy Stewart
Bazaar workshop will
Stadium, Murray State
University. For informa- be at 9:30 a.m. at First
United Methodist Church.
tion call 762-6971.
Social Concerns Work
"Sing Out, Kentucky!"
will be presented by MSU Area of First United
Theatre at 8 p.m. at Ken- Methodist Church will
meet at 7 p.m. at church.
tucky Dam State Park.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
Calloway County
Chapter of Future
Farmers of America -will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in
Agriculture Department,
Calloway County High
School.
Day Camp for ages 10
to 12 will open at 9:30
a.m. at First Baptist
Church.
Tuesday,July 12
Murray TOPS(take off
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Callow0 County Health
Center.
Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. in
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center, College Farm
Road.
Murray Lions Club is
scheduled to meet at 6:30
p.m. at Murray Woman's
Club House.
Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
First Field Day of
Woodmen of World
Rangers and Rangerettes
will be from 1 to 8 p.m. at
new Woodmen Youth
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Pink checks
being sent
to helpers
MIAMI(AP) The'artist Christo, who encircled 11 Biscayne Bay
islands in pink plastic, is
saying thank you to his
1,500 helpers by sending
them pink checks for $1, a
spokesman says.
The checks are signed
by Christo, making them
valuable mementos of the
"Surrounded Islands"
project, displayed for two
weeks in May. Most probably won't be cashed,
said Joseph Fleming,
Christo's lawyer.
"I feel like another
piece of Surrounded
Islands has come back to
me," said Orlando
Domiguez, ,who was
Christo's driver for two
months."The check is only for a dollar, but for me
It s $1 million: I'll probably put it in a pink
frame ... if I can find
one.
The first checks went
out two weeks ago to 420
people around the country who worked on the $3
million project, according to Elizabeth
Nelson, office manager of
A&H Builders, the construction firm that turned
Christo's dream into
reality.
Other checks were going to vendors and others
who backed Christo.
"It's his way of thanking people," Fleming
said recently. "He does
this at the end of all his
projects. It's to all the
people who were in any
way involved. Christo
sees it as a way to improve the project once it's
over."

By Rainey Apperson
Greece is everything you have
heard about it — and more — the
sky is the bluest, the sea is the
brightest — and the people seem
to welcome all with open arms and
a big open smile.
The overall impression of the
country of Greece is one of history
surrounding every day life, and
also a country charm, unsophisticated and unworldly.
Our tour group wouldn't have
missed the Sound and Light spectacle at the Acropolis, even though
we almost froze to death in the
middle of June. The performance
of the Greek folk dancing was one
of the best.'
Our sightseeing at the Acropolis
was one of the highlights of
Athens, and we Western Kentuckians told our other tour group
members about our very own Parthenon in Nashville, Tenn., a
stone's throw from home.
If you go to Greece, stay in
Delphi in the Hotel Vouzas, which
overlooks the Pleistos Gorge. The
view is breath taking and the town

of Delphi resembles something
from a story book.
Speaking of stories, the Greeks
are great story tellers, and our
tour guide made Greek mythology
come alive with stories of
Poseidon, Artemis and Apollo.
Olmpia and the first stadium of
the modern Olympics leave you in
some awe.
As part of our trip, we spent
some time in Israel, Egypt and
Turkey. The contrast in the countries of Egypt and Israel is
unbelievable.
Egypt is terribly overcrowded
and the desert seems to stretch
forever. Israel, right next to it, is
blooming, orderly and marching
to a different drummer.
You come away with the impression of very close relatives,
living next door to each other, and
not enjoying it.
Naturally The Holy Land has a
special meaning for all of us
Christians, and you feel this from
the minute you step foot on the
soil.

North Fork News...

Mrs. Crete Cochran honored on 85th birthday
By MRS. R.D. KEY
July 4, 1983
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
visited the Jack Wyatts in
Nashville, Tenn., last
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins visited Mr. and
Mrs. Mike Jenkins in
Muscatine, Iowa last
week.
Mr.and Mrs. Cooper
Jones visited Mildred
Wiggins at Mayfield
Hospital Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Young of Covington
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Key, Kevin and
Jeremy, visited the
Mabern Key's Saturday.
Mrs. Myinie Lee Gore
visited in my home
Thursday afternoon.
Jessie Paschall visited
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey
Grooms Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper
Jones took Mrs. Crete
Cochran out for dinner on
June 25 for her 86th birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Morris,the Rev. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr and Brian
were supper guests of
Mrs. Jessie Paschall on
Sunday.
Hilda Orr visited Bertie
Jenkins on Sunday.
Visitors to see Mrs.
Ovie Wilson last week
were Mr. and Mrs.
Mabern key, Mr. and
Mrs. Hubert Deering and
Clerris Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Pistilli, Steve and Pam
from New Jersey are
visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Charles "Paschall this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Morris visited in my
home on Sunday afternoon.
Mitch Sykes and
Marilyn Paschall were
supper guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Terry Day on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Gallimore visited the
Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes Thursday evening.
The Rev. and Mrs.

Jerry Lee and daughter,
Tabitha, visited the Warren Sykes, Jewell Key
and Jennie Sykes last
week.
Ancil Wicker received
a bad injury to his hand
when caught in the
washing machine. Mr.
and Mrs. Ludie Malray
took him to a hospital in
Paris where he is being
treated, but has returned
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Tarkington, David and
Jeff from Dayton, Ohio
are here visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Enloe Tarkington
and Mrs. Brown Flood.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Crane and chldren from
Detroit are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Berthal Grooms
this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin

Carlie B, Paschall
visited Mr. and Mrs.
James Kuykendall
Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
Hopkins and Mike of
Chicago visited Mrs.
Rufus Hopkins and Mrs.
Ruby Owen over weekend
of July 4. Ruby Owens
had been visiting Jesse
Hopkins for past month.
Mitch Sykes visited the
Jerry Lee's Sunday. Mr.
and Mrs. Tony Sykes,
Brian and Amanda, Mrs.

Lanoice Hearington, Mrs.
Jennie Sykes, Myrtle
Rose Hill, Llburn Martin,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Smith, Dennis Smith and
daughter, Carman,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Cooper on Sunday.
July 3.
Myrtle Rose Hill visited
in my home on the afternoon of July 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Smith, Dennis Smith and
daughter, Cannon, from
Memphis, Mr. awl Mrs.
Tony Sykes, Brian and
Amanda, Mrs. Lanoice
Hearington, Warren,
Dorothy and Mitch Sykes,
Mrs. Beulah Lamb and
Mrs. Eva Thurman were
dinner guests of Mrs. Jennie Sykes on July 4. Mrs.
Sykes sent me a nice
plate that I enjoyed so
much.
4

ANNOUNCE THE ASSOCIATION OF

CHARLES W. RANSLER III, M.D.
FOR THE PRACTICE OF

UROLOGY,ADULT AND PEDIATRIC
\

AT

220 LONE OAK ROAD
PADUCAH,KENTUCKY 42001-4496
HOURS BY APPOINTMENT

TELEPHONE: 442-3539
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Lewis from West Memphis, Ark., visited the
Rev. and Mrs. James
Phelps over the weekend.
They were here to attend
the wedding of Cindy
Phelps and Mike
Meredith on Saturday,
July 2, at North Fork
Baptist Church.

Seabury, Brigance & Kupper, P.S.C.
JAMES C. SEABURY,JR., M.D., F.A.C.S.
WILLIAM H. BRIGANCE, M.D.
RONALD M. KUPPER, M.D.
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The museum in Cairo, Egypt,
was wonderful, and King Tut'
Exhibition is something to behold.
The exhibit draws thousands o
tourists each year and you ma
remember that the exhibit toured
in the United States.
Personally I'd rather have
walked to the Pyramids and Great
Sphinx than ridden that camel.
The new exhibit of the King's
boat has just opened and is causing world attention. It was buried
in the pyramid area and only
recently has been opened to the
public. The preservation is amazing.
The Greek food and I didn't
agree with each other, but most
folks loved it. lamb just doesn't
happen to be one of my favorite
foods, but the Greek salads were
delicious. Walt loved the desserts,
especially Baklava.
When we were cruising the
Greek Isles, I ha.d alittle difficulty
with motion sickness and innerear trouble, but try this new patch
that you wear behind your ear,
and I think you will be amazed. It
really works!
Life on the Greek •liner is
leisurely and fun and I liked not
having to pack and unpack daily.
o much of our culture comes
from the Mideast especially
Greece and when you come home
from a visit there, you bring bits
and pieces back with you that will
last forever.
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Due to a printing error
some July HBO guides
contain incorrect times for
listings on pages 7 thru
18. To determine correct
starting time, subtract one
hour from the time
indicated in the guide. We
regret any inconvenience.
If you have any questions,
please call 753-5005.

Asp'

We took the shape of your body and made it the shape
of our spa. There is no spa like a Hydro-Spa K2. Our
designs feature beds, seats and lounges that are
scientifically sculptured to cradle your entire body. The
hydro-jet system and millions of forced air bubbles
massage your body like a thousand gentle thumbs.
May be used for hot therapy or as a cool pool for year
round fun. 13 models and a variety of colors to choose
from.

1ft

DERBY WINNERS — Phiewood Derby winners of Pack 76 of North Calloway
Elementary School pictured with Cubmaster Jamie McMillen are, from left,
front row,Jason Halo,third in 9-year old, Ray Lynn Fennell, Net in 10-year old
and first at district, Curtis Wedhorn,second in 8-year old, Mike Davis, third in
6year old, Billy McMillen, best looking car, back row, Kevin Newell, second
in 9year old, Jeff Enoch, third in 10-year old, Robert Taber' III, second in 10
-year
old, Jimmy Ghan,first in 9-year old, and Russell Tabers,first in eight-year old.
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CABLE
Vt51111$N

Now Taking Orders In Murray
Martin and Laura Godfrey

MURRAY

Call 753-3488
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west kentucky outdoors
The name Charlie
Brewer is something of a
legend in bass fishing.
But the man who belongs
to the name, or vice versa, is alive and well in
Lawrenceburg, Tenn. At
63, Brewer catches more
fish and has more fun
than anybody I know.
Charlie Brewer is the
guru of light tackle
anglers. Years ago he set
out to prove that light
makes right, that you
catch far more bass,
crappie, bluegill, etc.,
etc., if you offer tantalizingly small lures to the
fish. Throw away the well
rope line and wormin'
rods, he exhorts anglers.
Take up the ultra-light
rod and the 6-pound line.
You'll get more action
and have more fun, "and
that, podners, is what
fishin's all about!"
Charlie Brewer's
fishing story is interesting as well as
educational for experts
and average anglers
alike. On the road to the
high priesthood of light
tackle users, Brewer
founded the Crazy Head
Lure Company, invented
the world famous
"Slider" lure and the accompanying '`do
nothing" technique for
using it. He's written
scores of articles for
fishing magazines. He's
given hundreds of
seminars on the merits of
light tackle. In short, he's
set about to change the
fishing habits of
America,and he seems to
be succeeding.
I recently spent two

days on Alabama's
Wilson Lake with Charle
Brewer and two local
fishermen who are experts in Charlie's
methods. After watching
them in action, it's easy
to understand why the
light tackle message is
getting through. It's
because they aren't just
woofin'. They're catching
fish — lots of fish, and
seeing is believing. In two
hours on a recent June
afternoon, the Alabama
boys sacked up amost 20
pounds of bass, including
a 5-pound smallmouth.
And after 15 minutes of
instruction, I landed a 4pound largemouth. In two
more hours the next morning the Alabamians and
I caught 25 small keepers
while Charlie slept in.
The system of fishing
they use is nothing short
of phenomenal. What I
learned in those four
hours on the water and in
subsequent interviews
will change my bass
fishing forever. I'm sure
the Charlie Brewer "do
nothing" method will
work equally well on Kentucky and Barkley Lakes,
on strip mine lakes, in
ponds, wherever bass can
be found in relatively
clean water.
In this column and the
next week's I'll explain as
clearly as possible what
the light tackle, donothing system is all
about. The remainder of
this column will cover
Charlie Brewer's
background and how he
discovered that little
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baits are better. Then
next week I'll go into the
nuts and bolts of how to
fish Sliders: how to find
bass, and how to work the
bait so they'll hit.
Charlie Brewer grew
up in Lawrence County,
Tenn. "My daddy was a
fisherman,and he started
taking me to the streams
for smallmouth when I
was real young," he said.
"It didn't take long for
fishing to become an
obsession, and I've been
obcessed ever since."
Brewer fished conventional tackle — big baits,
heavy lines and rods —
for years, and by his own
modest admission, he
was pretty good. "But in
some monster strings of
smalhnouth. That tore us
adults up. They'd come
walking through town
with those fish strung
over their backs, and we
got real jealous. Finally I
swallowed my pride and
decided to ask one of'em
how they were catching
all those fish."
Brewer took one of the
boys fishing on the Tennessee River, and he
observed the young
angler's tackle and
techniques. "He was
fishing with real small
spinners and rubber
worms. And he beat me
about five to one. That did
it. I bought some spinning
tackle and started learning about little lures."
Brewer says his years
of experimenting have
LIGHT TACKLE USER — Charlie Brewer is the high priest of light tackle
proven tha small baits users.
Brewer maintains that light gear and small baits catch far more bass than
are more natural. He also conventional
tackle. On a recent fishing trip to Wilson Lake, Alabama Brewer
thinks they are more backed up
his claims with fish like this.
tempting. "One of the
Photo by Wade Bourne
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good things about a small
bait is that it won't sink
as fast as a heavy bait,
and you can work it more
slowly in front of a fish.
It's just like offering him
dessert. He may not be
feeding. He may already
have a full stomach. But
when this smallbite
comes drifting slowly
across his nose, he'll
reach out and grab it."
Charlie Brewer has
always been a tinkerer,
and he started trying to
come up with new baits to
match his new angling
methods. "I was in a
dilemma. I wanted a light
bait that wouldn't sink
fast. But on the other
hand I wanted a bait with
enough weight to be easy
to cast. I couldn't figure
out how to get both
qualities in the same
lure."
But one night Brewer
was in bed thinking about
this puzzle, and the
answer came to him:
take a small lead sinker
flatten it out and solder a
hook onto the back. The
weight would still be
there for casting, but the

flat surface would cause
the bait to glide through
the water with some
buoyancy.
The idea worlf6d, and
the Slider was born in
1967.
Since that time Charlie
Brewer has thought up,
produced and refined a
while line of planning
head jigs. He's also refined the techniques to use
them. And as I mentioned, fished correctly,
they're the most effective
lures I've ever seen.
They'll catch more bass
than anything I know
about. That's a tall statement, but I have the facts
to back it up. I'll tell you
those facts and provide
instructions for "do
nothing" fishing in next
week's column.

Wholesale
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'Soda Flota
boat makes
no deposit,
no return trips

•

S.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. fiberglass tape to fit the
(AP) — Ron Frazier calls sections together. In
his river boat "Soda some places, the bait is
Flota," based on the fact four bottles thick.
that it is made from 946
The deck of the craft is
two-liter soft drink con- waterproof plywood and
tainers.
the rudder is made from
He plans to depart the a laundry pole and a
port of Madison, Ind. board.
Saturday morning and
When fully loaded,
drift down the Ohio River Soda Flota sits less than
to Louisville on a no- two bottles deep in the
deposit, no-return water, givingit more than
Journey.
two bottles of air to spare.
Frazier said he was in- It's colors vary from
spired to build the craft mellow yellow to black
while walking through cherry.
Carrie Gaubert Cox Park
Frazier said Soda Flota
in Louisville one day and is 14 feet 6 inches long, 6
saw a two-liter pop bottle feet,8 inches wide and rebobbing in the water.
quired 187.tubes of caulk
The 38-year-old Frazier at 11 ounces to the tabe. Iti
has been unable to work weighs -285 pounds and
since he was' in an cost about $480.77 to conautomobile accident •in struct give or take some
1979 in which he suffered duct tape.
serious leg, back and
The craft is built to
head injuries. He hoped operate with a sail, an
the walk would help him overhead canvas to keep
forget about the chronic the sun out and a trolling
pain and depression he motor so it can be kept
suffers.
out of the way of river
.
"When I first started, I barges.
only wanted to build a
It has been successfully
raft," Frazier said of the tested on a lake in Henry
project, which has proven County, Ky., but gets the
to be therapeudic for him. critical test at 7 a.m.
"But eventually that Saturday when Frazier
turned into a boat. It went and three fearless compretty slow at first panions will embark on
because it took me nine the 41.2 mile float trip to
weeks to collect 320 bot- Louisville.
tles. Then a lady in one of An aluminum and wood
my support groups gave boat, the store-bought
me 528 bottles she'd been kind, will accompany the
using in an advertising Soda Flota for safety purcampaign. It went a lot poses.
quicker from there."
Frazier hopes to land at
The craft was built in Cox Park, where the idea
five sections and the of the boat struck him,
workshop was a hallway sometime in the afterof his Louisville home, noon.
Frazier said. It took him What's next?
14 weeks to complete the Frazier wants'to build a
job using a waterproof 24-foot long, 10-foot high
caulk to glue the con- bycycle-powered padtainers together. He also dlewheeler to be called
used caulk, duct tape and "The Belle of Cox Pakk."
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CRAPPIE CATCH — Danny Roberts recently
caught a three pound, two ounce crappie while
fishing.
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fishing line

Trucking Couple Need
To Lighten Their Load

by jerry maupin

By Abigail Van Buren
• I 511.3
by
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The cooler temperature
is great but the wind has
been a thorn in the side
for several days now. It is
very nice on the water
both in the morning and
evening, if you can find
someplace out of the
frustrating wind.
It hasn't bothered the
fish much because most
anglers are catching
some good sauger, white
stripes and largemouth
bass.
I have been doing some
trolling and have connected with seven different species of fish.
Most of them were fairly big fish even though
some were the "rough"
variety.
I have been watching
the shad minnows pretty

close and I believe our
white stripes are ready to
start knocking them
around.
It's hard to see the
stripes feeding when
there is a 3-5 foot wave
slapping you in the face,
so maybe the good Lord
will calm the winds for a
few days and we will be
able to catch some big
ones.
The ones I have
brought in were still
needing some meat on
their bones, so I know
they are hungry!
The cooler
temperatures have held
the willow fly hatch at a
standstill. There was just
the one last weekend, but
here's hoping for some
more real soon. As you

know, whenever there is
a fly hatch, most all
species of fish come to the
surface to feed on them.
It's a great time for a
flyrod enthusiast, which
we don't have many of
any more. Everyone
seems to be in too much
of a hurl to work a bank
with a flyrod.
Well those of us who do
use them still enjoy one of
the truly fine arts of angling, and we smile when
the highpowered boats
race by, looking for a
place to fish.
Catfish are still being
taken on worms and cut
shad by bank fishermen
and boaters alike.
The depth depends on
the fisherman, because
some fish on the bottom

regardless of the season.
Most of the ones I see
taken, come from the 5-10
foot depths. Keep in mind
now, that these are the
smaller fish, if you're
looking for big ones, go
deeper.
The crappie have moved out a little deeper now
so, if that's the fish you
prefer, work the 15-10 foot
drops and you should find
them somewhere on the
sides.
Minnows and jigs are
still the best bait to use
even though some are being taken on deep diving
crankbaits.
Let's get out this
weekend and wet a hook,
you could take the
children!
Happy Fishing!

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — It has been one
year since a toxic
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chemical spill wreaked creatures.
But, thanks to the state
havoc on North Elkhorn
Creek, leaving an 11-mile Department of Fish and
trail of dead fish, frogs, Wildlife Resources, life
turtles and other aquatic has returned ahead of
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GOOD CATCH — Bruce King, left, Rt. 8, Murray, and his grandson, Bobby
King of Park City, display the large catch of catfish taken in a pond in Barren
County. Mr. King and his wife were visiting in the home of their son and family at
Park City.
'LP ••-.

LARGE NET NEEDED — Finis Barrow, Mason
McCuiston and Tommy Winchester caught 400
pounds catfish while fishing July 1 on Kentucky
Lake. The largest fish weighing 47 pounds and 10 of
the fish weighed over 15 pounds each.
Photo by Murray Bait Co.

and nature's course is a
long one for smallmouths, said Davis and
another officer, Gerard
Buynak.
To reach 12 inches, the
length at which smallmouths can be legally
caught, "takes about 61
/
2
years," Buynak said.
"But these (fingerlings)
will have a jump on those
that are spawning right
now in Elkhorn."

Kentucky suffered 27
fish kills in 1982, but "this
was the largest by far,"
said the department's
Jeff Sole. "It killed
everything — minnows,
carp, everything."
"In terms of numbers,
it was the worst fish kill
in 10 years," Davis said.
Production Plating
Inc., though never admitting it alone was to blame
for the June 4, 1982, spill,
paid the state ;38,000.
That was the adjudged
market value of the finned victims, plus transportation and stocking expenses.

"Nature abhors a
void," Davis said.
"Whenever you have a
void, nature brings
animals back into it. But
small-mouths are very
More stocking is plannslow growers. Anything
ed for North Elkhorn
we can do to help speed
up the process is Creek, including largemouth bass, blue gill and
beneficial."
catfish, Davis said. That
Nor was it enough to may take until spring,
simply import small- however, because the
mouths from a hatchery state's supply of largeor other stream, Buynak mouths is committed to
other streams, he said.
said.
But prospects are
There is a definite
"genetic makeup of the bright on North Elkhorn
small-mouth population Creek, Davis said.
in Elkhorn," he said. "As far as we know, it
Spawning from that doesn't look too bad. We
population keeps the have no reports of any
creek's fish "purebred," lingering effects of the
cyanide."
he said.
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schedule to the scenic
stream that sleepily
threads the heart of
Fayette County's famous
horse farms.
Department officials
released 9,800 smallmouth bass fingerlings
into the creek last week,
along with 84 mature
small-mouths that were
rescued last June when
the spill killed an
estimated 69,000 fish.
The shlvaged smallmouths were taken to a
hatchery near Morehead,
where the fingerlings
were spawned.
As the 21
/
2-inch
newcomers were released near the shade of an
overhanging willow tree,
wildlife officer Wayne
Davis said, "I feel good
about this. I'm glad we're
able to do it.
North Elkhorn Creek
was already restocking
itself; other small-mouth
bass were spawned this
spring in sheltered
tributaries by fish that
escaped the spillage of
zinc-cyanide solution at a
Lexington metal-plating
plant.
But those fish measure
only a fractioi:LoLaninch

Pontoon Rentals
Hwy. 68 a 80 At Aurora
We Will Be Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m. -9:00 p.m.
51111. • 1:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
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Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.

On Beautiful Kentucky Lake

J.C. Pontoons

Your U-Haul Headquarters
Hwy.641 South
753-9131
ItAVIAN.

LAKEVIEW BOAT SALES
*Hydra Sport Boats
*Mariner Outboards
•Sales & Service
*Custom Rigging

Double AA Service
We carry Johnson Outboards

.;
4 111LEILIE.1E.C.A.C.A..‘..C.E.VEIVE.A..E.It.t.t.‘-‘11-1

Why Pay More For Your Next Boot?
*Bass Hawk Boats
Authorized Evinrude
Sales 8. Service

GARY
DARN ELL
MARINE
Rt. 3
Murray
753-3734

Rt. 1 Hardin(502A74-2245 or 474-2211, Ext. 171

41 Super Shel

PARTS

SALVAGE &
AUTO PARTS
*COMPLETE ENGINES
*TRANSMISSIONS
*REAR ENDS
•STARTHIS•00011S
•ALTERNAPZIRS
•VO.1111 COVERS
*RADIOS*WHEE LS
*AUTO ACCESSORIES

Hwy. 121 S.
Murray, Ky.

753-5500,

yr4'.•••

DEAR ABBY: My husband is a long-distance truck
driver. When he's home he eats constantly He doesn't like
to eat alone, so I have to eat with him. In addition to the
meals I make, he brings home treats like fried chicken,
ribs, pizza, etc. He loves ice cream and puts away a quart
at one sitting. II can imagine what he eats when he's on
the road!)
In the five years we've been married, he's gained 80
pounds and I've gained 70. I never say anything about his
belly, but he says plenty about mine. When he's watching
TV he snacks on potato chips and drinks beer. His eating
drives me to drink. (Wine. More calories.)
I love to dance, but he doesn't take me anywhere anymore because he's ashamed of the way I look. Now he's
threatening to dump me. I'm so far gone (fat), dieting is
out of the question. I dream about being thin again.
What should I do?
BEING DUMPED IN IOWA

Life returns to North Elkhorn Creek ahead ofschedule
the
In
is

P
,
OSS

Missing Hill Resort
And Campground
Parking spaces for campers
camping trailers, house
trailers on lots overlooking
lake. Rent by the week,
month, day or year. Coll
436-5519 an time.

DEAR BEING DUMPED: Begin by seeing your
physician for a thorough checkup. Then locate the
nearest Overeaters Anonymous chapter and attend
a meeting. (I've attended some, and have found the
group to be incredibly loving,, caring and understanding.) You need support and encouragement
from people who have been where you are now.
Please go. Get yourself in shape, then go to work on
your husband. And if he doesn't follow suit and
shape up,,you might want to dump him!

DEAR ABBY: Recently I met an interesting professional
man at a party. (I'm a woman in the same profession.) We
hit it off rather well and he asked for my phone number.
A few days later he called and asked me to have "a drink"
with him that evening. I declined, saying I had an invitation for cocktails and dinner.
Abby, it's been years since I accepted a date for "a
drink only," but I still remember how humiliated I felt,
sitting in a cocktail lounge, nursing a drink, and hoping
the guy would decide I was worth a dinner too.
Please give me a snappy reply to let a man know that I
think "a drink only" invitation is tacky and insulting and
I'd rather not hear from him again.
NOT THAT NEEDY
DEAR NOT: Why bother with a snappy reply? Just
tell the man how you feel about "a drink only" invitation, and you won't have to worry about hearing
from him again.

DEAR ABBY: I am going to give your readers (if you
print this) some information I paid a psychiatrist $15,000
for — not to mention the hours I put in on his couch.
I was a "respectable" married woman, married 18 years.
I had great kids and a terrific husband — a handsome,
successful businessman, admired by all who knew him.
I'm sure he never cheated on me.
My problem? I cheated on him with so many men in the
last 15 years, I can't count them. My idea of a great
afternoon was picking up a man and going to bed with
him. If you think my husband was a slouch in bed, you're
wrong. He satisfied me sexually. So what did I need these
other men for? I wasn't looking for sex, sex is what I gave
them in return for a little warmth, intimacy, affection and
a few compliments.
My husband never touched me, held my hand or kissed
me unless we were having sex. He never told me I looked
nice. He never gave me a compliment. He never said, "I
love you." I needed it so desperately, I found strangers
who provided it.
So, Dear Abby, please tell husbands and wives everywhere that if their spouse is cheating on them, they aren't
necessarily looking for sex. They may be starved for
affection. I was. Sign me. . .
HAPPILY DIVORCED IN NEVADA
DEAR ABBY A woman friend (?) phoned and invited
me to a wedding anniversary party for mutual friends.
She said, "I'm having a money tree for the honorees, so
make your check out to me. I will cash it and hang the
money on the tree, and put your name on the card listing
all the donors."
I agreed to send my check, although I thought the idea
was in poor taste since the honorees were wealthy and
had much more than I.
Then she said, "I'm sure you won't want to attend as
the party is set up for couples only and you are a single
woman, so just mail the check to me. Goodbye." Since I
had already agreed to send a check, I meekly mailed it.
I later learned that several single men attended the
party and had a good time. The honorees never acknowledged my gift, and since they're not the type to disregard
a gift, I can only assume that my name was not put on
the card.
I welcome your comments.
STUNG IN COLUMBIA, MO
•
DEAR STUNG: Your"
-friend" could author a book
on how to lose friends and alienate people. As any
Monday-morning quarterback can tell you, when
your friend said she was sure you wouldn't want to
attend because the party was set up for couples and
you were single, you should have told her you would
either bring an escort or come alone and take your
chances.
It's not too late to tell her that your gift has not
been acknowledged, and knowing it is unlike the
honorees to ignore a gift, you are writing them to
task if your name was on the card — or inadvertently
omitted.

DEAR ABBY. When flying on a commercial plane, I
find that it is a rare flight when an infant doesn't scream
or cry for a good part of the trip I am extremely sensitive
to noises, and the constant cries of a baby upset me no
end.
I pay a large sum of money to fly, while the infant who
flies for free ruins my trip. I feel that this is an infringement on my rights.
4
What are your thoughts about having a section on planes
for passengers with infants? Just as there is a "No
Smoking- section. there can also be a "No Infant" section.
ALLERGIC TO CRYING BABIES
DEAR ALLERGIC: "No Smoking" sections on
planes are not entirely smoke-free because smoke
has a way of drifting.
A "No Infant" section would offer little relief from
a screaming baby because sound (like smoke) also
-travels." Given a choice, I'd opt for the crying baby
and use earplugs or a headset.
DEAR ABBY: I need a quick reply My boyfriend loves
to tickle me At first it was a game between us, but it's
gotten out of hand. Every time we're together, he pins me
down and tickles me until I am hoarse from screaming
and my lungs ache.
I am very ticklish at the bottoms of my feet, my ribs
and underneath my arms, and that's what he goes for.
This is no laughing matter. He is driving me crazy!
TICKLED TO DEATH IN NEW YORK
DEAR TICKLED: Your%friend is sadistic! Tell- him
now that you want no part of it, and forbid him to
put • tickling finger on you. If he doesn't take you
seriously — take a walk. Tickliag is in reality a
thinly disguised method of torture.
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USFL Playoffs: Can Allen Blitz Stars?
By The Associated Press
A veteran coach and a
rookie tackle have added
some spice to the first
weekend of United States
Football League playoff
action.
George Allen, whose
Chicago Blitz secured the
wild-card playoff spot
with a 12-6 record, and
Iry Eatman, a former
defensive lineman at

UCLA and now a blocker
for the Philadelphia
Stars, were involved in a
feud during the season.
That feud just might
carry over to Sunday's
game at Philadelphia.
In the other USFL
playoff contest,
Michigan, also 12-6, takes
on 9-9 Oakland. The winners will meet in Denver

on July 17 for the USFL title.
When the Stars beat
Chicago 31-24 in May,
Allen claimed Eatman hit
one of his players late.
Allen called it a "cheap
shot," and Eatman
responded by saying
Allen's accusation was
"bush."
Allen has bitter
memories of that game,

SCOREBOARD

agoSA

Your discount parts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%
Major League Baseball

AMERICAN LEAGUE
New York at Kansas City
EAST DIVISION
Monday's Games
W L Pct. GB Seattle at Boston (
Toronto
41
33
571
Oakland at Baltimore in
Baltimore
42 35
545 2
California at Detroit( a)
Detroit
42 35
343 2
Cleveland at Chicago In)
New York
42 35
New York at Minnesota in
343 2
Milwaukee
39 37
_513 414 Toronto at Kihisas City t n
Boston
39 39
500 50i Milwaukee at Texas I n1
Cleveland
35 44
443 10
NATIONAL LEAGUE
WEST DIVISION
EAST DIVISION
Texas
557
44 35
W Lai Pct. GB
Califorrua
43 36
.544 1 Montreal
41 37
.536 —
Chicago
40 38
_513 31.1 Philadelphia
31 37
.507 14
Kansas City
37 37
500 4,5 St Louis
40 40
.500 2
Oakland
37 44
Chicago
457
.475 4
3/1 42
Minnesota
33 49
402 124
, Pittsburgh
35 42
.455 54
Seattle
378 14,5 New York
31 51
.370 124
30 51
Friday's Games
WEIST DIVISION
Toronto 8, Texas 5
Atlanta
50 31
.617 —
California 9, Bon 3
Los Angeles
47 32
505 2
Seattle 3, Baltimore 0
San Dug°
42 38
.525 74
Detroit 3,Oakland 2
Houston
41 46
.506 9
Milwaukee 4, Chicago 3
.508 9,5
San Francisco
40 40
Cleveland 10, Minnesota 1
Cincinnati
35 47
.427 154
New York 9, Kansas City 2
Friday's Games
Saturday's Games
Atlanta 6, Montreal 5
Texas , Hough 741 at Toronto Leal 11- Cincinnati 3, Philadelphia 1
6
Houston., New York 3
California , . Forsch II-4) at Boston San Diego 3,St Louis 2
, Tudor 5-5
Pittsburgh 4, Loa Angeles 3
Milwaukee ,Sutton 6-4( at Chicago San Francisco 4, Chicago 1
Koosman 6-1 ,
Saturday's Games
Seattle , Abbott 3-01 at Baltimore
Chicago (Rainey $-7i at San FranMcGregor 9-41 n
cisco , Day-JO-21
Oakland McCatty 2-3 , it Detroit
Philadelphia ( Carlton 9-9 at Cincin, Morris 8-7 n
nati(Pi.leo 3.4). In
Cleveland Sutcliffe 10-3 at Min- Houston (J. Niekro 5-71 at New York
nesota Schram 6-31 ( n
(Seaver 34),In)
New York Righetti 10-31 at Kansas Atlanta (P. Niekro 4-61 at Montreal
City , Black 3-3) n
Rogers 124),in)
Sunday's Games
Pittsburgh McWilliams 141 at Los
Oakland at Detroit
Angeles IA. Penal-I),In)
Texas at Toronto
St Louis ILapolot 54) at San Diego
Seattle at Baltimore
Drsvecky 124),(n )
California at Boston
Sunday's GaMell
Milwaukee at Chicago
Atlanta at Montreal
Cleveland at Minnesota
Houston at New York

753-8971

South 12th Street

Philadelphia at Cincinnati
Chicago at San Francisco, 2
St. Louis at San Diego
Pittsburgh at Lou Angeles
Monday's Games
Atlanta at Montreal,In)
Philadelphia at Cincinnati,( n
St. Louis at Lou Angeles,( n
Chicago at San Diego,(n)
Pittsburgh at San Francisco, in
Only games scheduled

Golf
MILWAUKEE (AP)
— Mark O'Meara and
Don Pooley were tied at
137, for the lead after
two rounds in the
$250,000 Milwaukee
Open. Pooley shot a 4under-par 68, while
O'Meara shot a par 72.
BOISCHASTEL,
Quebec (AP) — Lee
Trevino shot a 7-underpar 65 fora 132 total and
a two-stroke lead over
Canadian Dan Halldorson in the Canadian Professional Golfers
Association championship. '

Southaid• Cantor

Annual Stockholders
Meeting
THE ANNUAL STOCKHOLDERS MEETING
OF THE

JACKSON PURCHASE
PRODUCTION CREDIT
ASSOCIATION WILL BE HELD:

MONDAY,AUGUST 8
MAY FIELD HIGH SCHOOL
MAYFIELD, KY.
7:00 P.M.

PROGRAM:

50th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION

in which Philadelphia
scored three touchdowns
in the fourth quarter.
The Stars, easy winners in the Atlantic Division with a league-best 153 record, have had little
trouble beating everyone
in the league. In Kelvin
Bryant, they have the
USFL Player of the Year.
Bryant rushed for 4,422
yards on 318 carries,
scored 16 touchdowns and
was the Stars' No. 2
receiver with 53 receptions for 410 yards.
The Blitz had the
league's top-scoring team
with 456 points but the
Stars ranked first in
defense, allowing only 204
points.
Chicago is paced by
wide receiver Trumaine
Johnson (81 receptions,
1,322 yards, 10 TDs) and
running backs Tim
Spencer and Kevin Long,
both of whom rushed for
more than 1,000 yards.
"Johnson is one of the
two or three best players
in the league," said
Philadelphia Coach Jim
Mora. "You feel like

you've got to do some
special things to stop
him, but if you concentrate on him, you might
be weak against the run
and they've got a good
running team."
Passing could be the
key to the MichiganOakland matchup. The
Panthers, whose late
rush earned them the
Central Division crown,
have the top-rated-passer
in Bobby Hebert. The
rookie from Northwestern Louisiana hit
on 257 of 451 passes for
3,568 yards and 27
touchdowns.
Oakland's Fred Besana
led the Invaders to the
Pacific Division title by
completing 345 of 550
passes for 3,980 yards and
21 TDs, ranking just
behind Hebert.
"Hebert is a fine young
quarterback who has
developed rapidly," said
Invaders Coach John
Ralston.
Panthers Coach Jim
Stanley complimented
Besana: "I think Besana
is one of the top quarterbacks in our league."

Four Dallas Cowboys
named in cocaine probe
DALLAS (AP) — Four knowledge of the story,"
Dallas Cowboys have Schramm said. "I do
volunteered to cooperate know that the four
with authorities con- players have been in
ducting a cocaine in- touch with the authorities
vestigation, team presi- because their names
dent Tex Schramm said.
were mentioned in some
Defensive end Harvey case."
Martin, defensive tackle
Schramm said he had
Larry Bethea and runn- not talked with the four.
ing backs Tony Dorsett "I don't intend to,
and Ron Springs have because I hadn't heard
been mentioned in con- anything I didn't know,"
nection with the probe, Schramm said.
Schramm said Friday.
"I have no indication
Schramm, who said he that they are suspected of
had no indication that the any illegalities," he said.
four were involved in any "We've been aware of
irregularities, said he this. It's not a new situahad no details of the in- tion. We're aware of it."
vestigation.
Dorsett told the New
"I was told about it by York Times in telephone
our National Football interview from
League security people in Shreveport, La., that he
New York, and that four knew nothing about such
players, through their at- an investigation but said,
torneys, had talked to "I'm sure if I'm questionauthorities on the basis of ed I'll cooperate."
'tell us what you want to
He declined to comknow," Schramm told ment on a report that was
The Associated Press in a identified as a user.
telephone interview from
The other players could
his home in Dallas.
not be located for comThe New York Times ment.
reported today that the
Martin and wide
four players had been receiver Tony Hill were
mentioned on FBI subpoenaed Wednesday
wiretaps in connection to testify in the case of
with an investigation as Lauriberto Ignacio, who
users of small quantities was indicted by a federal
of cocaine. The Times ...grand jury in April for
said it was not clear allegedly -conspiring to
whether the players were smuggle cocaine from
heard or mentioned on Brazil to Texas, U.S.
the tapes.
Marshal Clint Peoples
"I have no direct said.

Purcell battles Mayer today;
Connors avenges Wimbledon
After eliminating topseeded Jose Higueras, 64, 6-4, in Friday's Swiss
Open, Murray's Mel
Purcell now faces fifthseeded Sandy Mayer in
the semifinals.
Purcell, seeded
seventh, was scheduled to
play this morning in the
$100,000 tournament in
Gstaad,Switzerland.
In other news concerning Purcell, the U.S. Pro
Championships which
start Monday in Boston,
have seeded the Murray
pro fifth. Last year
Purcell advanced to the
finals of the tourney
where he was beaten by
Guillermo Vilas.
Vilas is seeded No.1 in
the tourney this year.

day night against Curren
— the South African who
knocked him out of
Wimbledon this year in
the fourth round.
Connors held serve,
closing to 3-4 and Curren
double-faulted on the next
game point to even the
set. From there on Connors was relentless, pouncing on every Curren erSUN CITY, ror to break again in the
Bophuthatswana (AP) — 10th gam, and sailing
Jimmy Connors showed through the final set for a
Kevin Curren why he has 4-6,6-4,6-2 victory.
reached the Wimbledon
In the other opening
semifinals or better for round match of the threenine of the last 10 years.
day round robin exhibiConnors was one set tion, Czechoslovak Ivan
down and trailed 2-4 in Lendl came back to
the second set of the open- defeat South Africaning round of the Sun City born Johan Kriek 2-6, 6-3,
$1 million challenge Fri- 6-4.

Summer Baseball
For all your Travel Reservations Call

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE TO AGRICULTURE AWARDS
'epresenting

ELECTION OF DIRECTORS
FINANCIAL REPORT

TIED FOR TITLE — 1890's Ice Cream and Paglial's tied for the championship
of the Murray-Calloway County Little League this season with 11-3 records.
Members of the 1890's squad are (below, first row, from left) Jason Farley,
Jonathan Burkeen, Bill Fandrich, T.J. Gradisher, Scott Cain, Darren Jones,
(standing, from left) Jon Wuest, Brian Shell, Jason Sammons, todd Seargent,
Michael Fulton, Chris -Hays, and coaches Jim Baurer and Tom Graciisher
Members of Pagliai's include (top photo, front row,from left) Kent Dodd, Will
Gentry, Darren Foster, Derek Tomer, Joey Waller,(back row, from left) Eric
Gibson, Bruce Thurmond, James Payne, Scott Rose, Scott Lyons, Greg
Workman,and coaches James Gibson and Stan Waller.

American and International Traveltime

KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Enix Interiors had
already claimed the
league title, Thursday
night, but the battle for
second place was a fitting
end to the season.
Crouse Motors could
have won the rurmerup title outright with a victory, but Dennison-Hunt

refused to accept defeat.
In Friday's game,
Dennison-Hunt fought to
an early 9-2 lead and stopped a late rally to win, 98,-gaining a share of second place in the league.
Josh Johnson and Allen
Rayburn were the pitching duo that held off the
hard-charging Crouse

MEAL:CATERED BY WEST KENTUCKY
PORK PRODUCERS
SERVING FROM 5:30-7:00

Clean up for energy savings

DOOR PRIZES:

SIX WONDERFUL WEEK-END TRIPS
AND A FLORIDA VACATION

Dtcl you know that a dirty, clogged liner in your central
heating system can cost you money?
When the tiller becomes dirty, it puts a straw) on your
system, causing it to work harder and use more Tergy

TICKETS MUST BE PURCHASED
PRIOR TO THE ANNUAL MEETING
CONTACT YOUR FIELD OFFICE NOW

To keep your system working
efficiently, check the filter
regularly. When it becomes dirty,
clean or replace it.
Remember, keep it clean. Your
heating system will work more
efficiently. and you'llstlYo on
energy costs.
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Lending Strength

401 Olive St.
753-5312

Murray
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squad and offensively
Johnson and Mike Lovett
tripled, Chris Bailey
doubled and Stanley Griffen singled for the winners. Crouse rallied
behind Joey Bazzell's tri-:
ple, double and single and
two hits apiece by Mike'
Barnett and Kevin,
Mewlell. Heath Walls'
also doubled in the loss.
In the other league contest, Rotary whipped
Jaycees, 18-6, on the;
strength of a double
apiece by Darylli
Eldridge and Shelly:
Rudolph and ii" Miff 'tif
singles each by Jason
Grimes and Toby
Latimer. For Jaycees,•
Brian Hewlick and Jason.
Wright each doubled and
sipgled and Meredith
Julian doubled.

vE Ryan regains
strikeout lead
NEW YORK (AP) —
Nolan Ryan struck out
nine New York Meta
through seven huihigs to
become the all-time
strikeout leader Friday
night, moving ahead of
Steve Carlton's 3,569.
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Framer's Galle offers ready-made as well as custom frames
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NEWLY REMODELED — Framer's Gallery has recently been remodeled to
accommodate a unique display of reedy-made frames, pre-cut mats and
decorative art items. Dr. Betty Hinton, center, co-owner of Framer's Gallery
located in Dixieland Center, says she and her staff are proud of the reputation
they have earned throughout the area and urge everyone to visit the gallery to
see the changes. Framer's Gallery employees are, Joyce Sliger, left, and Lou
Rule. Hinton and Sue Brown are co-owners of the business that will celebrate its
second anniversary in August.

"Business has grown so
rapidly and we have been
so well received that we
have remodeled the front
of our store," says Dr.
Betty Hinton, co-owner of
Framer's Gallery.
In addition to being a
custom framery of prints,
pictures and needlework,
Framer's Gallery has expanded its offerings to include ready made
frames, pre-cut mats and
decorative art items.
Located in No. 12 Dixieland Center, Framer's
Gallery has been in
operation in Murray for
two years under the joint
ownership of Hinton and
Sue Brown. The
Framer's Gallery "family" also includes Joyce
Sliger and Lou Huie.
Hinton says Sliger has
been with the business
since shortly after it
opened but that Huie has
been added recently due
to the tremendous success of the business.
Hinton explains that

the new items have been
added because, in many
instances, a ready-made
frame can be just as complementary to a peice of
needlework as a more expensive custum frame.
Because of this,
Framer's Gallery offers
expert assistanct in
choosing the frame and
the mat.
"We can teach a person
to frame their own
work," says Hinton,
which is another way to
reduce cost.
"We have the non-glare
glass, frames and backing board. We can assist
them in the cutting and
also check to insure that
everything is done right.
We then secure it into the
frame."
Another speciality area
of Framer's Gallery is
restoration of old and antique frames.
"We laughingly say we
are the frame doctors,"
Hinton says, referring to
the many calls and re-

quests they get for restor- Hinton says.
ing old frames.
Many times people are
Another growing part surprised at what a new
of their business is in the mat or different frame
commercial business can do for an old picture.
area. Hinton says they According to Hinton,
have recently been many people bring in icselected by a local tures that they are
restaurant and also an of- longer pleased with
fice building for their usually just a change f
framing services and ad- the mat or possibly
vice.
frame creates a re-newed
"We have several com- look to an old picture.
mercial contracts in the
"We can do alot with
works," she says.
what you have," she
Framer's Gallery has says.
discontinued its offerings•She encourages phone
of limited edition and col- calls and questions and
lector prints. A few are says she and her staff are
still available and efforts happy to offer advice.
are made to locate prints
Hinton has earned colfor customers on request. lege degrees with emAnd, of course, they do phasis in art and when
custom framing for these she decided to open an art
prints.
gallery and framery, she
At Framer's Gallery, attended a special framno job is too small. "We ing school equivalent to a
work with people ac- one-semester college
cording to their needs.
course.
"Framing is an investment. We try to save
them what we can and not
make it cost so much,"

ND OUT YOU DON'T HAVE
rim

" t-1111411-11191515r1E1 Movie lovers welcome opening
of Murray's first video center

MOVIE WORLD COMES TO MURRAY — Movie World, Murray's only video
movie center will open in Dixieland Center at 10 a.m. Monday. Over 200 popular
movies are available on cassettes for rent or for sale. Owner Robert Vaught says
he will soon offer video recorders for sale or rent. He encourages movie lovers to
ask about "the movie club" and announces that Movie World will be opepirom
10 a.m. to6 p.m. Monday through Saturday.

Area movie lovers will
be pleased to hear of
Mondays opening of
Movie World, Murray's
only video movie center.
Movie World, located in
Dixieland Center, has
over 200 popular and
classic movies for
or
for rent and, accordlilg to
owner Robert Vaught,
new cassettes will be added as movies are released.
In addition to movie
cassettes, Vaught plans
to offer home video
recorders for sale and for
rent and also plans to sell
televisions.

Bank of Lowes
'high performer'
Kentucky's smaller
banks continued to shine
as the "high performers"
of the state's banking industry last year, continuing a trend in which the
smaller-asset banks of
the Commonwealth have
outperformed their bigcity cousins.
The most profitable one
last year, in fact, is the
336th in size among the
state's 342 banks:
Citizens Bank and Trust
of Burgin. And the second
most profitable is the
state's smallest bank of
all, the Bank of Lowes.
Those two banks stood
out in an annual survey of
bank profitability conducted by Kentucky
Business Ledger, the
statewide newspaper of
business and finance. For
survey purposes,
"profitability" is defined
as return on average
assets, in which each
bank's operating income
— exclusive of the profits
it makes on its stock portfolio investments — is
divided by its average
total assets. A profitability factor of 1.0 means that
operating income was 1
percent of those assets, or
that a bank earned $1 for
each $100 of its assets
average during the year.The survey is based on
data supplied by
Sheshunoff St Co., a
Texas-based research
company that reports on
financial institutions.
Overall, about 40 percent of Kentucky's 342
banks improved their
profitability in 1982 over
the previous year, the second consecutive year for
about that portion of the
state's banks to improve
their profit margins.
But that underscores
the fact that Kentucky's
banks have actually had
two taagh years in a row,
since the pattern for at
least the preceding four
years had been one of Increasingly profitable
operations for almost
two-thirds of those banks.

Avid movie lovers may Saturday. A grand openfind Movie World's ing celebration is ex"movie club" of par- pected to be held in about
ticular interest. Vaught two weeks, according
explains that a person Vaught.
can have lifetime
Vaught says he loves
membership in the club
for a one-time cost of movies and is sure he will
$49.95. Once they belong enjoy working with them
to the club they can rent a and with other people
movie cassette for $3 for who share his en24 hours or $5 for an en- thusiasm.
tire weekend.
He adds that there is a
Movies that will be special attraction to beavailable when Movie ing able to watch a hit
World opens its doors movie in the comfort of
Monday morning include your own home at your
"Best Friends" starring convenience and enBurt Reynolds, "Kiss Me courages anyone with
Goodbye" with Sally questions about available
Field, "First Blood" with movies or video
Sylvester Stallone, "The recorders to contact him
Toy" starring Richard at Dixieland Center.
Pryor, "Jane Fonda's
Vaught, his wife Wanda
Workout" and a complete
and son Chris are
Walt Disney selection.
residents of Puryear,
Movie World will be Tenn., but plan to move to
open from 10 a.m. to 6 Murray in the near
p.m. Monday through future.
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It s too kite after you ve hod on occident or your home aburglanzed
That s why It s O good idea to consult an Independent
THIF Insurance Agent lee us before you buy your policy We repre
sent several compan•es —not just one So we con give you
expert, profesponal odwce on how to select the best insuranc
coverage at the best price
And 1o9ht now we re offering
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THE MORE-THAN-ONE-COMPANY INSURANCE AGEN

The Murray
Insurance Agency
Bob Billington CPCU
Dan Shipley
Mike Outland

Tom Scruggs
Guy Billington
Owen Billington
753-4751

Bel Air Center

THE INSURANCE CENTER
OF MURRAY
OUR NAME HAS CHANGED
BUT WE'RE STILL THE SAME
SERVING PADUCAH — Britt Airways, Inc., which recently announced plans
to serve Paducah, released its schedule which will be effective July 27. Britt's
schedule consists of three flights to St. Louis, and four returning. In addition,
certain flights will continue to Evansville, Ind., which connect with other Britt
flights for Chicago, Indianapolis and Cincinnati. Flights will leave Paducah for
St. Louis at 7:05 a.m., 10:05 a.m. and 1:45 p.m. Return flights from St Louis will
arrive in Paducah at 10:35 a.m., 1 p.m.,5:10 p.m. and 9:25 p.m. Dan Britt, director of marketing for Britt Airways stated,"Some of the flights will be operated
with our 18-passenger Swearingen Metro II which is pressurized, air-conditioned
and all-weather equipped including digital weather radar." The balance of the
flights will be operated by a 14-passenger, air-conditioned, Beecbcraft 99. Britt
Airways, with the addition of Paducah, will serve 24 cities in seven states.

'Same Friendly Staff
*Some Great Companies
*Same Efficent Service
•

You May Have Noticed
Our Name Change On Our
Sign At 901 Sycamore

6M-1)66-0-66-6M-6
Dallas Willoughby has
recently been added to
our staff. Dallas has
been licensed in Life &
Health Insurance for
23 years, in Personal
and Commercial Lines
recently. Dallas can be
reached at 753-7443.

We at the
:MP
•••••
.=•
•••••

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
David King. CLU, and Lindy Suiter
work with the new computer that can
give a complete insurance comparison
for any of our companies in a matter of
seconds.

Framer's Gallery
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Britt Airways,Inc.
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Just Remember If You
Need Any Product Involving
Insurance — Give Us A Try

FIRST!
THEINSURANCE
CENTER OF MURRA Y

Bank of Lowes

"Personal Service Puts Us Out Front...
Competitive Rates Keep Us There"

753-8355

J69Q9Q199_4_9U_QUIOQOAA1109,90AMQ9U-0000‘,
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Framer's Gallery
subscribes to several
trade journals and its
staff attends several
seminars each years to
keep up with the latest
trends.
"I have taught the
eploye
.es to be specialists.
They are totally professional in what they do.
"We guarantee that our
customers will be happy
with what we do. We are
proud of the reputation
we have built," she says.
Hinton also announces
that August is anniversary month and we plan
to celebrate right." So
she encourages everyone
to watch for their anniversary sale.
She also adds that now
is the time to be thinking
about those special
Christmas gifts and to
make Christmas reservations for framing.
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Dozens ofpeople 'dying'to get on Pittsburgh theatre stage
Free-lance writer
PITTSBURGH ( AP) —
Being dead in Pittsburgh Bruce Steele required
"beats having a full-time some directing for the
job," says a man who role of guest corpse in a
"died "for 90 minutes so murder mystery satire
he could write a story Friday night.
He appeared on stage
about the experience.

— motionless — for
longer than anyone else
on opening night of the
Pittsburgh Laboratory
Theater's production of
Tom Stoppard's "The
Real Inspector Hound."

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Sacred
image
5 Formally
precise
9 Hit lightly
12 Roman tyrant
13 European
capital
14 Number
15 Symbol for
krypton
16 Stupid
person
slang
18 Small child
20 River in
Siberia
22 Christmas
carol
24 Openings
27 Keyed up
with interest
29 Liberate
31 Once around
track
32 Bundles
34 Scottish caps
36 Note of scale
37 Made
amends
39 Having definable limits
41 Preposition
42 Lambs pen
name
44 Coy
45 Period of
time
47 Permits
49 Moccasins
50 Changed
color of
52 Mix
54 Greek letter
55 Fish eggs
57 God of love
59 French article
61 Hawaiian
wreath
63 Pitch
65 Wolfhound

67 Native metal
68 Sums up
69 Hospital
section
DOWN
1 Writing fluid
2 Disparaging
3 Conjunction
4 Teen's stroke
5 Confirmation
6 Mans name
7 Negative
prefix
8 Encountered
9 Sum
10 Article
11 Hebrew letter
17 Preposition
19 King of
Bashan
21 Philippine
knife
23 Page of book
25 Special
26 Hurries
27 Lessened
28 Mans
nickname
30 Send forth

Answer to Previous Puzzle
0

MOATU
A

33 Trade for
money
35 Cut
38 Expires
40 Mohammedan priest
43 Be present
46 Eagle's nest
48 Fathers
51 Note of scale
53 Artificial

1234

6

5

language
56 Greek letter
58 Carpenter's
tool
60 Goal
61 Beholdl
62 Teutonic
detty
64 Hypothetical
force
66 Note of scale
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It feels like the blood
is back into my elbows, it
should reach my fingers
by tomorrow," the 27year-old Pittsburgh resident said. Still, he said,
the role "beats having a
full-time job."
Director Bill Royston
said a large sign in the
theater foyer announcing
the "guest corpse" had
the audience wondering
who Steele was.
"Bill did have to direct
me to be a corpse, so that
gives you some idea of
my dynamism as an actor," said Steele, of Pittsburgh.
Steele said it wasn't
hard to keep still because
he feared the audience
would whisper if he moved.
"I felt many analogies
to my real life'. People ignore me, I just sit
around," Steele joked.
-Most people think the
nightlife is pretty dead
around here anyway."
Apparentlz others aredying to appear on stage,
according to the play's
director.
When the theater put
out a casting call for
volunteers, replies came
from people in California,
Chicago, Milwaukee and
other parts of the country, Royston said.
"A lot were cranks, as
you might imagine, and I
was able to weed out
some of them over the
phone," said Royston,
who got about 35
"serious" applications in
a week.
"One guy said his idea
was 5o get drunk and
sleep it off on stage,"
Royston said.
"A woman in California
called, who said she

thought she was qualified detectives fail to notice.
their own suit and be still.
for the role since she had
"None of the members
While the company is
died three times," said of our company were real professional, the corpse
Jody Knott, general enthralled with the role," is a voluntary part.
manager of the theater.
said Bob Wenzel. So
Seven men have been
The corpse, a shooting Royston asked for men, signed up for one or more
victim, is sprawled on his ages 25 to 40, who were performances, Ms. Knott
stomach on stage, but required only to provide said. A few spots have

been kept open for "Pittsburgh celebrities," who
may be persuaded to take
on the role, she said.
The play runs for 18
performances through
Aug. 6.

Center symbolizes new juvenile care
ELIZA.BETHTOWN,
Ky. (AP) — A state
juvenile justice official
said that the reopening of
the Lincoln Village Treatment Center marks the
first step in implementing important changes in
Kentucky's system for
treating delinquents.
The first four residents
are scheduled to arrive
Monday at Lincoln
Village, which was temporarily closed in April
after the death of a 14year-old boy.
The changes at Lincoln
Village are among the
first steps toward implementing the recommendations of a special
commission appointed by
Human Resources
Secretary Buddy Adams
to suggest improvements
in the state system, said
Dr. Robin Welch, director
of the Division of
Children's Residential
Services for the state
Department of Social Services.
State officials said the
building has been refurbished and the staff has
been retrained and
enlarged* Lincoln Village
is now a "medium-level"
center, which means
most of the juveniles,
ages 12-15, will come
from state centers where
they were more heavily
supervised.

A statewide controversy over the quality of
state juvenile treatment
erupted after Dominic
Owens collapsed at Lincoln Village in January
after a treatment session
known as "grouping."
Owens died eight days
later at University
Hospital in Louisville
from previously
undetected heart disease.
Two forensic pathologists
have disagreed about
whether the grouping session, where Owens was
held to the floor by other
juveniles, contributed to
his heart attack.
Welch said that grouping has been dropped
from the new state program. Children will not
be allowed to be held
down by peers and staff
members may restrain a
child only after he has
committed "an aggressive act," Welch
said.

Instead, when a child
misbehaves, he can be
sent to his room,sent to a
"time-out" room until he
calms down, or placed in
a security room, according to a new policy
manual distributed
Thursday.
However,a child can be
placed in a security room
only if he has committed
a felony at the center or
after a hearing has been
held, Welch said.
Welch said the new program being instituted at
Lincoln Village also calls
for rewards for good
behavior instead of
punishment for
misbehavior, such as
allowing a child to attend
public schools, and emphasizing individual
counseling, including
private sessions with a
psychologist.
The non-professional
juvenile treatment officers also will be trained

to counsel the children individually, Welch said.
Lincoln Village also
will get a recreation
specialist and other additional staff to bring the
total to 38 for 36 children
— a ratio that meets
American Correctional
Association guidelines.
Before Owens died, Lincoln Village had 21 staff
members for about 48
children, Welch said.
Bob Hammitt, 33, who
has been chief administrator for the state's
four mental health
centers for children, is
Lincoln Village's new acting superintendent.
The former superintendent and three other staff
members were fired after
the Owens' incident. The
state Personnel Board
has ordered their
reinstatement, but Welch
wouldn't say if the
department will appeal
the board's decision.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — High losses in
food stamps mailed to
clients are forcing the
state to begin issuing food
stamps — over the
counter" in 17 counties.
The Cabinet for Human
Resources will seek bids
from private contractors
to issue food stamps in
Boyd, Carter, Christian,
Clay, Daviess, Hardin,
Harlan, Hopkins, Knott,
Laurel, McCracken, McCreary, Madison, Perry,

Pike, Warren and
Whitley counties.
More than $60,000 in
food stamps mailed to
clients in those counties
was reported lost or not
received and had to be
replaced during the first
quarter of 1983.
"The federal government won't tolerate high
losses any longer," state
Human Resources
Secretary Buddy Adams
said Friday."They began
assessing penalties for

replacement of food
stamps in January."
John Cubine, commissioner of the Department
for Social Insurance, said
the mail loss is too great
for his department to live
with until a new
automated issuance
system is in place later
this year or early next
year.
"We have to act now to
stop mail losses because
we can't afford the
penalties," Cubine said.
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CALLOWAY TO RAISE FUNDS — A 1957 "mint condition" Chevrolet has
been donated anonymously to the Calloway County Athletic Boosters. The
Chevy, parked in the Dwain Taylor showroom, will be said through sealed bids to
raise money for the athletic program. Highest bid will be accepted and bids will
be open July 15. The money will profit all Calloway sports. Boosters reserve the
right to reject any bids. Bids may be sent to Ted Lovett, booster president, in
care of the school board office.

Brown has periods breathing on own
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. was breathing
for short periods without
the aid of a respirator
Friday, the first step in
weaning him from the
breathing device, a
hospital spokesman said.
Patrick Stone, chief
spokesman for the
University of Kentucky
Medical Center, said the
respirator was being
removed for about three
minutes every half hour
to allow the governor to
breathe on his own.
Dr. Edward Todd, chief
of cardio-thoracic
surgery at the medical
center who operated on
Brown, said Brown's
vital signs were stable,
his jaundice was clearing, and his kidney, liver,
and cardiac functiohs
were good.
The governor, who
underwent triple by-pass
surgery June 25, has been
suffering complications
since June 28 when his
right lung partially collapsed.
Stone said Todd was
pleased with Brown's
ability to breathe intermittently on his own,
even though there was no
Indication when the

governor would be weaned from the respirator entirely.
Stone said the governor, who is still unable to
talk because of tubes that
pass over his vocal cords,

viewed a "video get-well
card" from his staff Friday night. On Thursday,
Brown saw a video tape
of his family prepared by
his wife, Phyllis George
Brown.

President resigns from job
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — The Transylvania UniversitY
Board of Curators accepted the resignation of
Dr. David G. Brown as
president Friday.
Charles L. Shearer, a
former vice president for
finance at Transylvania,
was named as president,
said William T. Young,
chairman of die Board of
Curators.

Young said Brown's
resignation was by
mutual agreement.
Brown, who has been
president less than one
year, was appointed last
fall after a two-year nationwide search.
"This resignation
represents the amicable
ending of a relationship
that did not evolve as anticipated," Young said.
No details of Shearer's
contract were released.

Don Armstrong steps down
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Don Armstrong,
former public relations
director at Western Kentucky University, has
resigned as executive
director pf the Kentucky
Press Association.
Armstrong took over
the post four years ago.
"(KPA has) succeeded

in rebuikding the
organization and I'm
ready to do something
else," Armstrong said.
Armstrong said he his
no specific plans but probably will move into consulting
KPA has
appointed a search committee to find a replacement.
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1. Legal Notice

15. Articles for Sale

24. Miscellaneous

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY IS
ACCEPTING SEALED BIDS UNTIL
MONDAY, JULY 11, 1983 AT 1:00
P.M. AT THE GENERAL SERVICES
BUILDING, CHESTNUT STREET,
MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071, FOR
THE FOLLOWING:
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34. Houses for Rent

Good used air conditio- Play miniature golf
ner, all sizes. 489-2166.
today at Puttertown.
Slalom Conley Hook mile North from MSU
Stadium. Open at 2:00.
Water Ski. 753.7645,
Snapper Hi Vac mower, 50 cents off a game if
vacuum and that- YoU just say you read
this ad.
cherizer. 753-3509.
Used air conditioners, SEASONED
central and window FIREWOOD. Call John
units. Dill Electric, Boyer, 753 0338.
1 -STEEL STORAGE TANK
753-9104.
Wood for sale. $22.50
APPROXIMATELY 8 FEET DIAMETER
rick delivered. Also
X 24 FEET LONG. THIS TANK HAS
16. Home Furnishings
build plank fences. 1928979 after 5p.m.
BEEN USED FOR STORING OIL. TO BE
Bedroom suite, china
SOLD AS IS, WHERE IS.
cabinet, upright
freezer, clothes dryer. 26. TV-Radio
753-1537.
BID FORMS AND OTHER
Clothes dryer, upright SATELLITE TELEVIINFORMATION AVAILABLE BY
freezer, television, ant- SION. 11 ft. system,
CONTACTING BOB MOYER AT
ique piano in poor polarotor, 125 ft. wiring
ABOVE ADDRESS OR BY CALUNG
condition. Call 753-9898 and all materials,
taxes, and labor irr.
or 759-4650.
762-443S.
cluded. INSTALLED
Clothes dryer, $50. 753- $1,825. Wood
T.V., 300
9266.
Walnut, Fulton, Ky.
Frigidaire refrigerator, Phone 502-472.3704.
2 Notice
6. Help Wanted
$75, good running conCoordinator Intramural dition. 753-8981.
27. Mobile Home Sales
, and Sport Clubs.- 10 Harvest gold gas stove,
months permanent like new, 36". Call 12x35, 2 BR, $3,200 Call
489-2767.
position begins 8-1-83. 437-4791 after 5p.m.
BARGAIN
12x50 2 BR .,trailer,
BA required. MA with
Kingsize water bed. furnished. Call 489-2161
experience in inMATINEES
Call 753-2437 after 5p.m.
after 6p.m.
tramural programming
Cheri 8, Cin'e
preferred. Re- Puttertown Factory 1980 2 BR mobile home,
sponsibities include Outlet lamp and shades furnished with central
All Seats
daily administration of at discount prices. 100's air and heat. 753-7232.
1
2
the I. & S.C. program available. 641 North, /
Near Murray, comand assist in the expan- mile from MSU Sta- pletely furnished 2 BR
sion of outdoor recrea- dium. Same as Putter- with washer and dryer.
tion activities. Applica- town Miniature Golf Call 759-1305.
tion deadline, July 22. Building. 759-1433 or
See Ads
Two mobile homes, 2
Send resume and 3 753-9786.
BR, carpet. 1.8x40, 1For Times
references to Personnel RCA 19" color portable
10x50, both all electric
Services, Murray State TV., Pioneer 8 track
Call 753-1778.
University, Murray, stereo, excellent
RENT TO
speakers. 753-9517 or
Ky. 42071. E 0.E./F.M.
28, Mobile Home Rentals
Golden Corral is accep- 753-4751.
OWN
12x60, Dills Trailer Ct
ting applications for the
following positions: 18. Sewing Machines
Two or three bedroom
19" Color TV
Day Cook and Meat
with central air, new
$8.95 per week
Cutter. Apply No! No! We're not going carpet and furniture
2p.m.-4p.m., Tues. and out of business. Sum- Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
Free delivery check
Wed., July 12th and mer Fabric Clearance
on our specials.
Safe, now 50 percent off.
13th. No phone calls.
30. Business Rentals
Need older lady in Singers Sewing Center,
Air
Bel
Center,
Murray.
Located at
Murray to babysit
FIREWORKS. Chestnut
Young infant. 762-2402 19. Farm Equipment
Mini
days. 759 1668 nights
Hills Shopping Center.
Warehouse
51 Case Tractor, good
Ask for Teresa.
75 3-05 70
Storage Space
RN, LPN, full time 7-3 condition, 3 pt hitch with
For Rent
shift. Apply in person to 7 ft disc, 1 row plow,
All persons, businesses Carolyn Ryan, Director $850. Call 527-0937.
753-4758
or groups having the of Nurses. Riverfront Bushhog
mower, $300.
petitions on the con- Terrace Health
Care 436-2506.
gressional record 110 Facility, 501 N. 3rd
St., Goodyear, Firestone 32. Apts. For Rent
commandments) please Paducah, Ky. E.O.E.
and other brands farm 1 BR
turn them in by Mon.,
apt. at 1002 Main
Wanted auto body pain
tires. Field service, 39
July llth. For further
• ter and painter's helper, years continuous car St., appliances furinformation call 759
male or female, day and service. We must be nished, 5135/monthly
4600 or 753-4915. All
plus deposit. Call Spann
evenings. 753-2703. '
doing something right. Realty
interested and con
Assoc. for more
cerned persons please We are taking Avon Vinson Tractor Co. information. 753-7724.
753-4892.
applications
for
the
lake
attend the Calloway Co.
2 BR apt., no children or
School Board meeting area, University area, HD6 Allis Chalmers pets, all
utilities paid
all
of
Murray
City
and
Dozer, 11
on Thurs., July 14th at
/
2 ton, Inter- except electricity
$175
6:30p.m at 2110 College Calloway County area. national Dump Truck. month
plus 1 month
Call 753-0232 anytime.
Farm Rd.
Call 928-2987.
deposit required. ExJust received a cellent location to
9. Situation Wanted
Jim Suiter & Jerry
truckload of truck tool shopping or downtown
Attention School boxes. Vinson Tractor Call 753-8355 before
Henry will be in our
Teachers. Experienced
Co. 753-4892.
5p.m. 437-4839 after
showroom from 6:30mother would like to
6p.m.
8:00 Mon., Tues.,
babysit full-time this 24. Miscellaneous
2 BR duplex in NorThurs., Fri.
fall for toddler or
2x4's, 8 Ft. long, 90 thwood Subd., central
preschool
age children. cents each. 2x4's,
PURDOM
10 ft., heat and air, all ap
Lots of experience and
$1.20 ea,h 'xis, 8 ft., 45 pliances furnished.
MOTORS, INC.
references. C-a-lf cents
$260/month. 759-4406.
each. 4354494. •
Olds-Porit.-Cod.- Buick
753-9403.
FREE Formica Coun- Early American living
Backhoe operator, 6 tertops
at FREELS with all modern conAuto glass, plate glass years experienc
e or
WHOLESALE during veniences. Try tnis new
and window glass, auto repair. Can
start
July. Your choice of 10 1 ER log duplex, $200
aluminum store fronts immediately
. 436-2635.
patterns of 25" post- month. 753-8848 before
installed, glass table
formed Formica coun- 9p.m.
tops, mirrors (cut to Experienced
tertops when' you buy Four room furnished
size). Repair storm Secretary/Receptionbeautiful Georgian Oak apartment near downdoors, windows also ist, with excellent
Chestnut Kitchen town. New carpet and
screens
patio door typing and proofing
Cabinets from FREELS curtains. Water furglass repair. Replace skills, seeks part-time
WHOLESALE. Your nished. 753-3690.
store front doors and or full-time position in
July cash & carry Furnished
closers. Shower door, Murray. Meets public
1 or 2 bedwell.
Reference
s on
discount is 40 percent room
make up glass
apts. Zimmerman
off mfgrs. list prices. So Apts.,
showcases. M&G Glass request. Available
S. 16th St. 753when you put the above 6609.
Company, 816 Coldwa- immediately. Call 7534412.
specials together, you
ter Rd 753 0180
Will have a beautiful Nice brick 2 BR duplex,
Will clean houses or
kitchen and a very 3 miles east on Hwy.
apartments, honest and
Our T.V. repair shop reliable. Also will sit attractive saving. 280, water furnished,
is now open!
FREELS WHOLES- $175 plus deposit. Call
With elderly. Have reALE, 4060 Olivet 753-1513.
ferences.
753-7350.
MURRAY HOME
Church Rd. Paducah, Nice one -bedroom
& AUTO
14. Want to Buy
Ky. 42001. West of duplex apartment, unChestnut St., Murray
Interstate 24 Highway furnished, one block
Small Ashley fireplace
at Exit 3; 2 minutes from campus. Stove,
753-2571
Insert. Call 759-4609.
from new Kentucky refrigerator, water
Used 10 speed bicycles
Oaks Mall. We are open furnished. AC.,
in decent shape, good
Wedding
8:00-5:00 Monday thru fireplace and large
price given. Call 753Friday or call 502-44- yard. Phone 753-22341
- •
3798.
7065 for appointment. One bedroom furnished
stet us make your
Used air conditioners.
Save this ad for a $10 or unfurnished. 2 bedwedding • Dill Electric. 753-9104.
steak dinner refund room furnished, lease
when you buy and save and deposit, adults only,
Ill mcmorable.
15. Articles for Sale
at FREELS no pets. Call 753-9208
1118 CARTER STUDIO
WHOLESALE.
after 4p.m.
18,000 BTU air con753 8298
NB 300 MAIN
Fiberglass tubs and One or two bedroom
ditioner, $150 or best
shower comb., $159. apts., near downtown
offer. 901-247-5138.
5. Lost and Found
Marble top vanity, $65. Murray. 753-4109, 762Camouflage army pants
Particle Board, $3.99. 6650 or 436-284.4.
Found black female and shirts,
Herman
Celotex, $3.99. Shingles, One bedroom
dog, New Concord area Survivors
furnished
Wholesale.
Call 436 2840
Jerry's Sporting Goods, $17.95 sq. Roll Roofing, apt., low utilities. 753Saint Bernard puppy, 6th and Walnut, $9.95. Check our prices 3949.
on treated lumber.
brown and white. An- Mayfield, Ky. 247-4704.
Wynn Discount Building One room efficiency
swers to Star. 759.9906.
FOR SALE
New
Supplies, 601 Poplar, apt., located at corner
of 16th and Olive St.
shipment of desks,
Benton, Ky. 527-1553.
6. Help Wanted
across from University,
chairs, and file
For
sale,
used railroad $95. Call 753-0733.
PROCESS MAIL AT cabinets. Folding tables
cross
ties,
Benton, Ky.
HOME!' $75 per hun- and chairs. ROSS &
Hwy 348 across from Furnished apt. near
dred! No experience. SONS SALVAGE, MarUniversity. Call 753-2967
Seafords
Lawn & GarPart or full time. Start tin, TN 38237, phone
atter 5p.m.
den. 527-9918 after 4p.m.
immediately. Details - 901-587-2420.
Good used plain paper Two BR, two bath apt.,
send self-addressed GE portable discentral heat and air.
machine. 442-9158.
copy
stamped envelope to hwasher, like new. Slate
Stove refrigerator and
C.R.I.,520, P.O. Box bed pool table. Set, golf
Slabs and Sawdust. Also water furnished. Near
3149, Stuart, Fl. 33495.
clubs. 753-4091.
tobacco sticks. 224.2342.
University. 753-3949

DAILY

ho
d-

SWIE 31E"X 310 lt"."

•Photography

3 BR house in the
country. 192 8225.
Attractive 2 BR, un
furnished home, central
gas heat, decorated well
inside, $225 per month
rent, $200 deposit Call
753-2532

37. Livestock-Supplies
17 Holstein heifers,
start calving Aug. 15th
A I Bred. 502-172-1935.
Polled Hereford bull,
registered, 2 yrs 3
months, dark red,
dandy, a real pet
502-474-8856.
Six- Three Quarter
Sentinel cows and three
calves, 6 month old pure
bred bull. 753-6864.

38. Pets-Supplies
3 Beagle puppies, 3
months old, from good
hunting stock. 753 6040.
AKC Registered Sheltie
Puppies, sable white,
$100. Paris, Tn. 901.642
8696.
Boxer puppies, pure
bred, shots and wormed, 6 weeks old
753-3113.
POINTER PUPS AKC
German short hair
Championship Pedigree. Can deliver. $150
Call collect (502) 885
7001.
Registered Pointer Bird
Dog puppies, championship bloodlines. 7538848 before 9p.m.

41. Public Sale
YARD SALE
Mon., Tues.,
Wed.
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Hwy. 121 North at
Stella. lots of boy's
clothes, bicycles,
gutter & plumbing
supplies.

YARD SALE
Gatesborough
1100 County Cori Dr.
Sat., July 9tis
8-2
Painted chifforobe,
Hitachi stereo,
typewriter, lighting
fixtures, children
things and more.

2 PARTY
YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
July 8th & 9th
8-5
Holly Pork Dr.

Riviera Cts.
Trailer No. 7
Occepied lepen
&this, cloths.

pieces,

43. Real Estate
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance L
Real Estate
Soutbside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

a

HELP WANTED
THE SECURITY BUSINESS IS THE
FASTEST GROWING BUSINESS IN
OUR COUNTRY TODAY. WE NEED
TWO LADIES AND TWO MEN TO
WORK PART TIME. WE WILL TRAIN
YOU TO EXPLAIN OUR SERVICES TO
BUSINESS AND HOME OWNERS IN
THE CALLOWAY COUNTY AREA.
WE ARE NOW IN OUR 27th. YEAR OF
BUSINESS. IF YOU, ARE INTERESTED
IN PART TIME WITH POSSIBLE FULL
TIME EMPLOYMENT, SEND A BRIEF
RESUME TO SECURITY, P.O. BOX
616, UNION CITY, TENNESSEE,_38261
ALL REPUES WILL BE CONTACTED
FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS. WE
OFFER COMPLETE TRAINING AND
WE NEED PEOPLE NOW,

Murray Head Start is accepting applications for the 1983-84 school year for:

TEACHER: Early Childhood education/experience preferred. Full time,
salary based on education and experience.
HANDICAP AIDE: Experience/training in
working with handicapped children
preferred. Twenty hours per week,
minimum wog*.
Applications ore available at the Murray
Booed of Education Office, 9th and
Poplar. Applications will be accepted until 4:80 p.m. on July 19, 1983.
AN EQUAL OPPOITUPItTY EMPLOYER

STROUT
REALTY
Mal Coast to Cent
Boyers heal Everyethre
Rethble Service Siam 1900
1912 Coldwater Rawl
Murray, Kestacky 12071
(502) 753-0114
thytthe
JOE L. KENNON
Broker
Licensed S. Beaded

at.e
el
M
Appointments made
for your convenience.
Fell time soles
associates evening
phones.
Ames McCarty
Theresa Neiglit
Nyco Betswertk
Pry Suave
Mu Ilemortl

753-1149
53-1721
753-811
153-511
334411

At Lots for Sale
11.6 choice acres
located by South Marshall Junior High and
South Elementary. City
water, property is
located on blacktop
road. Owner will sell
all or part of property.
Inquires to P.O. Box
2545, Mt. Vernon, Ill.
62864

46. Homes for Sale
3 BR on South 14th St.
near Murray State. Call
•753 5795

"•11 111.111.0.10-410.111.10111.-.10.

46. Homes for Sale

503 Meadow Lane is the
address of this 3,500
square foot home with
large apartment for
extra income. Sixteen
closets! Drapes,
fireplace; washer;
dryer, two disposals,
ranges, refrigerators,
and dishwashers. Central electric heat and
air. A luxary single
family dwelling or
duplex arrangement for
income. Roberts
Realty, 753-1651.
APPEALING PRICE DO YOU THINK I AM
PREJUDICE.. Just call
and see for yourself
753-1492 at Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
This three bedroom
brick with attractive
front porch with white
columns is only $4,500.
The owners have really
taken pride in the
property and have it
well maintained just for
you...Just now on the
market.
BIG TREES, LITTLE
TREES, BIRDS, AND
WATER - Lovely re
tirement or vacation
setting.' Quality built
home that must be seen
to be appreciated. Cozy
as can be for new or
small family. Come let
us show you this special
home near the lake and
priced only in the $20's.
Cal 753-1492 at Century
21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors today.
By owner, 3 BR home,
masonite siding, 1 acre
lot, excellent condition,
clean garden, fruit
trees, strawberry
patch, low $20's. 7591054
Charming cabin near
the Lake in Marshall
Co. Great room with
woodstove, 2 BR, bath,
utility, 13x18 deck, fenced in backyard, cen
tral heat and air,
$37,500. Call 362-8570
after 5p.m.
If you are looking for an
extraordinary home,
this one has all the
extras. Five bedrooms,
three baths, marble
fireplace, spiral stairway, central vacuum
and intercom, and
custom made drapes
throughout. This is that
"dream home" you
have been waiting for.
Call KOPPERUD
REALTY,753-1222.
More for your money in
this newly renovated 4
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
veneer and frame
home. Electric heat,
carpets throughout,
shady lot, near hospital,
shopping center, etc.
Immediate possession.
Some owner financing
available to qualified
buyer. KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.
Reduced to $29,900.
Perfect for newly weds
or retired. 2 BR frame
home in city. Must see
this to appreciate!
Garage and storage
with concrete-floor
Only $25,000. Call Spann
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
Price reduced! Neat as
a pin and ready to move
into. Brick home
located on a tree shaded
lot and a very private
street. New carpeting
and drapes. Priced in
the 530's. Call KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222 for an
appointment.

49. Used Cars
1975 Dodge Coronet 318
engine. Good condition.
May be seen at 312 5
15th.
1975 Ford Elite, good
condition. Call 489 2332
1975 Ford Elite, excel
lent shape, good runner,
$650 Call 762 4798
1976 Hornet Call 759
1184
197-7 Chrysler Newport
Brougham, 2 dr., very
nice, many options,
$2,500 or offer. Must
sell. Moving 753-0821
1977 Ford LTD II. Call
759 1125 after 5p.m
1977 Toyota, good con
dition, 35 MPG, $1,200 or
trade. 436-2506.

7S3-8299

ARD
Catalog Sales Agency
19" color remote
coallotrolw 53991195

LIME

+1410421

51. Campers

Get a second opinion.
Free Estimates. Excellent references.
Call
Hugh Outland
759-1718 759-1135

1971 19 ft. Coachman
camper, bath, stove,
refrigerator, self con
tamed, sleeps 4, excellent condition. $2,650
753-6059.
1974 Venture, pop-up
with swing out kitchen GENERAL HOME
and awning, also 18 ft. REPAIR. 15 years ex
Jayco Travel Trailer, perience. Carpentry,
fully self contained
concrete, plumbinO,
Both in excellent condi- roofing, sliding. NO
tion Call 492 8149 after JOB TO SMALL Free
estimates. Days .474
21ft. Prowler camper 2359 or 753-6973, nights
with awning. Fully self- 474 2276.
contained, good condi- Guttering by Sears
tion. 489-2141 after 4 Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
p.m.
3 Mini Campers. B&B specificati-ons. Call
Sears 753.2310 for free
Brokers Inc. 753-4389.
estimate.
Coachman 23 foot, roof
Harmon and Malone.
air, awning, self con
tamed, sleeps 6, 52,950 Complete remodeling
1603 Wiswell Rd
753 from ground to roof top.
Free estimates.
4716.
492-8Tn. Evenings, 753Pop top camper, good
0790 or 436 2107
tires, easy to pull with
small car, $450. Ready
Camp Motor Home,
fully self contained,
55,000. 436-2506.
Low, Low
Rates.

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

52. Boats-Motors

1982 Vagaboad
Sailboat, main
sail, jib, trailer,
great shape, good
deal.
753-2297
after 5 p.m.
1973 Cherokee Tr -hull,
19 ft. inboard-outboard
Merrier Cruiser, 120
h.p., walk-thru wind
shield, power, trim,
good condition. 492-8646.

Si,
01
60
1956 Ford 2 door, good 60

49. Used Cars

running condition,
51400. 759-1843 or 7535216.
1964 Thunderbird with 2
motors, will trade. 7537523.
1970 Chev. Caprice, 2
dr., w/air, $350 or trade
for motorcycle. Call
759-9338
1971 Ford LTD, air,
p.b., p.s., good
mechanical condition,
$400. Phone 753-8514.
1967 Olds, good
mechanical condition,
$175.
1972 Grand Prix, sell for
parts or entire c
753-3619.
1974 ,,Ctrvy, good 2nd
car, extra nice, new
tires. Phone 762-6831
days. 753-6776 flights. ,
1974 Torino 302-2V.
Good condition, dependable, efficient
transportation.. 434-256*
after 5:30.
1975 Chrysler Newport,
$400. needs work. Call
after 7 p.m. 753-1145.

Service Co
Amine and tin) slang
custom trill work
Itetereetes. Call Will itt
iley. 153%89.

Alaimo

25"S
5'
'
,
,Icen
,1s3o0le
2s6
4
a
1978 Camaro, white with
black interior, V-8,
Sit-vice
automatic, p.s., p.b.
'499"
Now
ht"63
spoiler, $3,650. 753 1480.
Murray
Nola
300
1978 Honda Civic, 75,000
miles, radials, 4 speed,
Air conditioners,
1 owner, 51,750. 753 0174
1979 Cutlass Supreme, washers, dryers,
AM FM cassette, new freezlars and re
frigerator 54 repaired
tires. 753 4921.
Residential and coin
1981 Buick Skylark, 2 merical. Call
Sure Fix,
dr., V-6, power steering, 759 1322.
brakes and air. 28,000
miles. Phone 753-0324 or
753-2823.
Last chance folks, star
Hauling and custom
ted at $7,900, will sell for
Spreading
next 3 days only, 1977
Fleetwood Brougham
Bobby Mohler
Cadillac, all extras, fine
753-6692.
condition. $4,900 Call
759-4611.
Bob's Home Improve
50. Used Trucks
ment, 17 years building
1973 Chevy, i2 ton, 350 experience, remodel
engine, 3 speed trans ing, additions, concrete
mission, mechanical work, repairs, general
parts working good, home maintenance
Call 753 4501
good tires. 436 2371.
1979 Chevrolet Bull dozing and back
hole work Call 437 4533
Silverado 1 ton dooley
Air, steering, brakes, days, after 8 00p m
AM-FM tape player, tilt 354 8161
Custom Bushhogging
wheel, 4-speed. $4300
Call 474 8091
759.1843 or 753-5216.
1979 Ford Van, extra Fence sales at Sears
sharp conversion,. Low now aia II Sears 753 2310
mileage, new tires, all for -free estimate for
the extras. Can be seen your needs
at 510 N. -5th. Phone
762-6831.
Early Bird
1980 Ford F350 Duley
Discount 10%
Pickup, loaded, 5,000
Roof Pr
miles. B&B Brokers,
753.4389.
1980 Ford Van 759-1359
between 8-6.

47. Motorcycles
1979 Suzuki RM 100. Call
753-3108.
1979 Yamaha TT 500
Dirt Bike, $325. Can be
seen al Shady Oaks
Trailer Ct., No. 7.
1980 Honda 650 with
extras, $1,500. Call 3822845.
1980 IT250 Yamaha
$400. 759 - 1843 or
753-5216.
1 9 8 0 Yamaha 650
Special. Backrest,
highway pegs, extra
chrome, excellent condition. 51,650. 436-2689.
Motor bike and helmet
"Champ", like new,
driven only 25 miles.
502-474-8856.
Kawasaki 100K V.
7535561.

53. Services Offered

60
60
60
60
60
14)
60

BOAT
FOR SALE
You'll Erna), The
Lake This Summer
With This 23 Ft
Fiberglass Cruiser
sleeps 4, 155 omc
Sharp And In Good
Condition.°3500"

759-1987
or 3624343

1982 Mark Twain, 17 ft
new model, deep-V. 140
h.p. Mercury Cruiser,
i/o, open bow, power tilt
and trim, 16 running
hrs. only, still under
warranty, new trailer,
accessories, on view at
Kentucky Lake. Home
502-362-4846. Office 502395-8347.
22 ft. Fiberglass open
haunch, 155 h.p. tandem
trailer,$3,000. 436-2506.

53. Services Offered
Appliance repair work
all brands. Specialize in
Tappen. Call 753-5311 or
3544956. Earl Lovett

53. Services Offered

'70

Mo.. Mockers,
eaderpassiag reefs sealed,
aims,paths. Apses &
carpets single wed disable.
Jack Glover 753-1173.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears
For free es
timates call 753 2310

luminum
iding and Aluminum
rim for all houses It
stops painting
Jock Glover
753-1473
Need a sign painted?
Give us a call. Corn
mercial lettering and
designs
Free es
timates Boat lettering
is our specialty.
753 0631
Need work on your trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more Call
B OVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessibnal tree care
753-0338 or 753 3316
O T
Stalls Portable
Welding and Repair
Service, also wrought
iron, porch post and
railing. 753 5425.

PAINTING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716
P ROFESSIONAL
CARPET CARE.
Offers - •Traffic Area
Treatment •Spot Re
moval. .Furniture
Moving. .Exclusive
Cleaners. •Power Ex
traction •Raking or
Nap Brushing •Carpet
Protection. We pledge
to live up to our name,
to give you the most
professional work
possible, using pro
fessional equipment
applied by pro
fessionals. Professional
Carpet Care. Murray,
Ky. 502 753-0274.
Painting
Paperhang
ing, Interior
Exterior,
Commercial
Re
sidential. 20 years, re
ferences, free es
timates. Tremon
Farris, 759-1987.
Fire Wood. Tree trim
ming and removing
hedges and shrubs
Free estimates.
753-5,176.

Attention
Tobacco
Farmers!
Save money and time,
wear and tear on your
equipment. I have all
the oak and hickory
slabs you need. Order
now and save before
the slabs ore hard to
find. Will deliver. Coll.

Satisfied References.
anytime 435-4457.
Free Estimates.
Tree work. Complete
759-193
•

removal and trimming,
Licensed electrician for experienced, reasona
residential and com- ble rates
753 0211
mercial. Heating and evenings.
air condition, gas in
WILL MOW LAWNS!
stallation and repair
759-4414 or 759-9246.
Phone 753-7203.
We service all Briggs
Mitchell Paving and Stratton, Tecumseh,
Hauling. Asphalt pav- Kohler and Lawn Boy
ing, sealing, striping. engines. Gilsons,
Stone, gravel, etc
Ariens, John Deere,
Phone 753-1537,
Master Cut mowers.
Poulan Chain Saws and
others. Special quotes
on pickup and delivery
ROSS
Hazel Lawn and Garden
Center, 311 Main, Hazel,
ROOFING
Ky. 492-8147.
Will do plumbing, air
conditioning, carpentry, roofing, painting'
All types roofing,
and will also haul
local references. Free
753 2211 or 753 9600.
Estimates. All work
Will do work in hay and
guaranteed. Days
tobacco, also will clean
753-6581, nights
houses or business offices Have experience
759.1859.
in both areas. 753 7694
or 753.9605.

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPT1016 *FREW FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSAIETN3
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Mew,ea PrewriphowsI On Lindh

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gehl
Closed
Yesterday
411.00
Opened Today 424.00
15.00
Up
Compliments of
GOLD & SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

Silver
Closed
Yesterday

Opened Tinley
Li p

1 1.55
12.05

.50

We buy Gold Silver
and Diamonos.
Hours- 10 8 Daily
12-5 Sunday.
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Contemporary Religious Thoughts

OBITUARIES
Farmer funeral set for today

•

The funeral for C.
James Farmer will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The
Rev. Don Farmer and the
Rev. Harry Yates will officiate.
Burial will follow in the
Farmington Cemetery.
Mr. Farmer, 65, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, died Thursday
at 8:30 a.m. at his home.
The deceased was a
member and deacon of
Farmington Baptist
Church.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Jesse Lee
Farmer; one daughter,

Americans must overcome slavery ofsin

Services for
Miss Irvan
to be today

By JAY L. BRIGHAM Mrs. Jimmy Mathis of
Pastor,Immanuel
Mayfield; two sons, the
Lutheran Church
Rev. Don Farmer of MurIn this month of the
ray and Robert Farmer
Services for Miss Bar- year millions of
of Mayfield.
bara Kay Irvan are today Americans celebrate InAlso surviving are one
at 11 a.m. in the chapel of dependence Day. It is a
sister, Mrs. Carvell
J.H. Churchill Funeral time of celebration. To be
Perry of Mayfield; one
Home. Dr. Billy G. Hurt sure the freedom that we
brother, J.B. Farmer,
have as a result of our
is officiating.
Jr., of Detroit, Mich.;
form
of government is
Song service will be by
eight grandchildren; four
Roy Weatherly. Organist very dear to us, especialgreat-grandchildren.
ly when we read, hear
is Louise Weatherly.
The family requests
about, and see so many
Pallbearers
are
Martin
that expressions of symBailey, Jr., Harold people in this world who
pathy be in the form of
McReynolds, Larry Hurt, do not share in our incontributions to the
Bobby Jones, James dependence.
James Farmer ScholarThe price for our inThomas Roberts and
ship Fund, Mid-Continent
dependence has been
Gray Hurt.
Baptist Bible College,
Burial will follow in high. Many of our fellow
Mayfield.
citizens have been killed
Almo Cemetery.
Miss Irvan, 45, died in our constant efforts to
Thursday at 8:40 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, She was a
The funeral will be Sun- registered nurse.
CALVERT CITY, Ky.
day at 2 p.m. in the
She is survived by her (AP) — A Paducah man
chapel of Kennedy parents, Mr. and Mrs. was killed
and three other
Funeral Home, Paducah. Nick Ferrara, Rt. 7; two
men were injured in an
The Rev. Millard Teague, brothers, Stephen L. ir- explosion
Friday at the
the Rev. Millie Teague van and Nick Ferrara,
GAF Corp. plant in
and the rev. Harold Diller Jr., New Orleans, La. Her Calvert City
in Marshall
will officiate.
mother is the former County.
Burial will follow in the Evelyn Hargrove.
Frank Harold, a plant
Maplelawn Cemetery
spokesman, said Elbert
there.
Powers, 40, was killed
Friends may call at the
when a residue tank exfuneral home.
ploded for unknown
LEXINGTON, Ky. reasons. He said the
(AP) — Blue mold, a material in the tank was
fungus that destroys not highly flammable.
tobacco leaf tissue, has
Donnie Evans and John
FRANKFORT, Ky. been found in fields in two Siser were taken to the
(AP) — Mike Ruehling, central Kentucky coun- Vanderbilt Hospital Burn
an aide to IS. Sen. ties for the first time this Center in Nashville,
Wendell Ford, D-Ky., will year.
Tenn. Another worker,
join the staff of the state
The plant disease was Charles Henry,is listed in
Democratic Party nex- confirmed earlier this critical condition at
tmonth on a temporary week on crops in Madisbn Lourdes Hospital in
basis.
and Clark counties.
Paducah.
State Democratic Party Chairman Joe Prather
1.1
said Friday that Reuhling
THE ACES BOBBY WOLFF
will work with the news
media until the
November general elecNI tliTtl
7-9-A
If God answered all
tion.
•.1 6

Mrs. Hawkins dies in Paducah
Mrs. Mildred Hawkins
died Thursday at 12:10

p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. She was 57
years of age and a resident of Dolly McNutt
Court, Paducah.
The deceased has been
employed as a nurse's
aide at Lourdes Hospital
for 15 years. She was a
member of the
Pentecostal Church.
Mrs. Hawkins is survived by her husband, the
Rev. Owen Hawkins; two
daughters, Mrs. Lois
Gene Leavitt and Mrs.
Joyce Marie Roberts,
Paducah; her parents,
the Rev. H.G. and
Mildred Collie, Paducah.
One sister, Mrs. Margie
Butler of Murray, survives along with two halfsisters, Mrs. Martha
Morris and Mrs. Sue Hutchinson of Paducah.
Also surviving are five
grandchildren and
several nieces and
nephews.

people s prayers. the world
would have standing room
only ---Ignas Bernstein

-iyf>
ts

FOR MONDAY,JULY 11, 1983
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.

cial gain comes from an
unlikely source.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Creative types should make
a special effort to bring their
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19i Ir4r4 work to the public. Meet with
Exciting times are in store agents, lawyers and advisers.
for you romantically. Make CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
plans for a pleasure trip. Why
You'll get a confidential tip
not investigate a new hobby'
to improve income and overall
TAURUS
-1
1,
1- security. A charitable mood
Apr. 20 to May 20) tikt
The buying and selling of inclines you to philanthropy.
property is favored. Apart- Visit a shut-in.
ment hunters meet with AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
valuable leads. Financial imOpportunities come through
provement is likely.
friends. Welcome the chance
GEMINI
I May 21 to June 20) 11°
9 to meet new people. Accept inCollaborative efforts suc- vitations. Romance is on your
ceed whether in business or agenda.
personal life. Now's the time PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
to open up your heart to
Career prospects improve.
others.
Schedule important appointCANCER
ments. You receive recogni(June 21 to July 22 )
Work is plentiful and grati- tion or new assignments from
fying now. Be alert for new those on top.
YOU BORN TODAY are
chances to improve income
charismatic and drawn to
and get ahead. Investigate!
public life. You'd make a good
LEO
actor or politician. You work
iJuly 23 to Aug. 22) •
You're in a generous mood best when inspired and are
and will want to do something quite original in your thinking.
special to please a loved one. You have a natural affinity for
Sports, hobbies and romance creative pursuits and may be
drawn to theater, music, painare favored.
ting and film. Though you can
VIRGO
succeed in business, you'd be
( Aug. 23 toSept. 22)
For a long time now, you've happier in some creative line
wanted to do something to im- of work. Learn to trust your inprove your home. Today you tuition. Birthdate of: Yul
— Brynner, actor; E.B. White,
should make a start.
writer; and John Quincy
LIBRA
Adams,politician.
ISept. 23 to Oct. 22 ) —
You're able to bruig out the
best in others. Social life im-• •
— —
proves and you should both accept and extend invitations.
KU STUMP
,
REMOVAL
SCORPIO
ere con remove stumps up
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
to 24 below the ground
It's a good time to meet with
435 43430, 135 431e
higher-ups to discuss raises
and new assignments. Finan-

)40

444-ok

wPuZL

4
WA swan,

1/1
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West couldn't avoid surrendering a trick with his
opening lead After that.
South could count on no help
from anyone but himself
Dummy's club jack won
the first trick giving South
good reason to he more
comfortable about his
game. The high trumps
came next and South then
played his diamond ace and
a diamond to East's queen.
establishing that s-uit--Eiest
returned a spade and when
both honors were offside
the defenders scored two
spades, a trump and a diamond for one down
South,ixas too quick about
playing his trumps Instead
of leading a trump at trick
two. South should have led a
diamond to his seven. giving..
West a diamond trick West
could not lead a spade without giving up a trick so the
most that South could lose
would be a spade a trump
and a diamond
The suggested play works
fine as long as its West who
has a trump trick instead of
East
But what if the opposite
were true'''. one might ask
The play of the diamonds
First would still be best
unless South had made up
his mind to take an abnor-

sin iii
•K 10
IPA K 31372
• 5,97

4.5,0
Vulnerable Both
South The bidding
South
I.

West
Pass
All
pa,

North
2,

Dealer
East
Pass

Opening lead Club 10
mal first
finesse

round

trump

Bid with The Aces
South holds

7-9-B

•.1 6
111 9 6 3
• K 10 9 5 2
Q 5

North
14
2 NT

South
I NT
-us
............
'CA>

ANSWER: Pass. With a
minimum it's usually best to
refuse acceptance of any
invitational bids
---

,

•
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1979 Goer° krlinetta

I

Ac
.
Tilt, Power
ower Door CLocks,, Power
Windows, AM-FM
Power Steering, Power Brakes, Rear . .
Window Defogger, 46)(xx miles.

DWAIN TAYLOR

I'Ii-HEVR a LET
753-2617

Don't Confuse The Doctor
Ask Him to Call Byron At
Safe-T-Discount Pharmacy

From Ueda kW
Ora
ri0

OHEVROLET

lig el

4

:"

—•

s ••

-----

At Glendale & Whitnell

For Your Best Prescription
Service At The Lowest Prices

EVERY
PILLOW

EVERY
COMFORTER

EVERY
BLANKET

S

Sale $40

Sale 17.99

ale 3.49 Standard
Reg. 4.99. Plump bedpillow
with Astrofillt' polyester
fiberfill Multicolor all-cotton
cover has corded edges
Queen size, Reg 799 Sale 6.39

EVERY
TOWEL

Sale 2.99

bath
Reg.3.99. All-cotton terry towel
sparked wrth gold color Mylar•
metallic piping In soft-tone
solids
Reg
Sal.
Hand towel
2 99 2.29
1 99 1.49
Wash cloth

Shop
Monday-Friday 9-9
Saturday 9-9:30
Sunday 12:30-6

641 S. Murray

•

sc-

Send bridge questions to The Area,
P0 Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225,
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply

Bath
Reg. $7. The big 25" x 50"
JCPenney towel of thirsty
cotton/poly terry In a rainbow
of great colors
Reg
Sal*
Hand towel
500 4.49
Wash cloth
2.19
2 50

2

but for those who do
believe a new found
freedom becomes a way
of life. In John 8:32 Jesus
says, "So if the Son sets
you free you will be free
Indeed!"
Freedom, for the ones
who love Jesus and
believe that He lived and
died and rose again from
the dead for them, is the
gift of life with God.
In the resurrection
Jesus gained new life and
now by the power of the
Holy Spirit, through faith
He passes that new life on
to all who believe in Him.
This is the abundant
and everlasting life Jesus
promised to His
followers! This is real
freedom! Freedom in
Jesus Christ the Lord and
Saviour of the world!

EAST
•917 4 32
•
•Q 4
•8 4 3 2

Sale 4.99
.r..,......

why would Jesus, who
was holy and innocent,
willingly lay down His life
on the cross for all
mankind who are sinful
and guilty?
The answer lies in the
great and unending love
that God has for all
mankind. God's love for
man is so great that even
If only one person believed and thus escaped the
wrath of eternal hell
Jesus would still have
layed down His life.
The Bible says,
however, that God
doesn't want anyone to be
separated from Him in
hell for all eternity and
through Jesus He. offers
everyone the free gift of
eternal life.
Many will refuse to
believe and thus be lost

WHITE
SALE

V 96 3
•K 109 5 2
• • 4Q 5
WEST
•A Q
•Q 6 4
•.1 6 3
4K 10 9 7

everywhere are trapped
in slavery to sin and try
as we will, we have no
power to free ourselves.
The only one who can
free us is Jesus Christ,
the God who became man
In order to free mankind
from sin. Just as freedom
for our country was gained at great cost, the lives
of many people, so
freedom from sin was
gained at great cost.
The price for our
spiritual freedom was not
the lives of many but of
one — our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ.
Because Jesus was both
God and man His life and
death on the cross of
Calvary is price enough
for the sins of the whole
world.
A logical question is

IT'S OUR
EVERYTHING'S
ON SALE

Aide joins staff

Frances Drake

Or/ 0

Man killed

remain a free nation.
"-Unfortunately there
are still millions of
Americans and billions of
people worldwide who do
not know that while
political freedom is
wonderful there is
another kind of freedom
that is even more important and wonderful. 'his
freedom is that which only Jesus Christ can and
does give to all people
who believe in Him.
In a very real way all
people lack spiritual
freedom. St. Paul says
that we are all sinful people (Romans 3:23). In the
Gospel of Saint John
(8:34) Jesus teaches us
that all who sin are sieves
to sin.
There are no exceptions. All people

Mold discovered

Your Individual
Horoscope

rail

,s•

•

•111113

C Moo,Componv froc

Twin
Reg. M.Polyester-filled
comforter with multicolor
geometric pattern Poly/cotton
Reg
Sale
Full
$52
$65
$75
Queen
$60
Pillow sham
$20
$25
Twin bedskirt
$24
$30

EVERY
SHEET

Twin
Reg. $24. Velvety soft Vellux•
blanket of nylon pile bonded
to polyurethane foam Solid
colors
Reg
Sale
Full
$30 23.99
Queen
$37 28.99

EVERY
MATTRESS
PAD

Sale 2.99 Twin
Rog. 4.99. Delicate flowering
vines on subtle striping
Dacron* polyester/cotton Flat
and fitted sheets are same price'
Reg
Sal.
Full
6.99 4.99
Queen
12.99 9.99
Pillowcases, by the pair
Standard
4 99 3.99
Queen
5.99 4.119

Sale 8:39

Twin
Reg. 11.99. Fitted mattress pad
with elasticized skirt Poly/
cotton qui ted with Astrofill*
polyester
Reg
Sale
Fug15 99 12.79
Coueen
20 99 16.79
Sale prkin effective
through Saturday.

JCPenney
Chestnut HOls Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky

•1 • .•
•

•

,7

•
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tv week
The Weekly Entertainment Section of the Murray Ledger & Times

Take a good
LONG
LOOK
at those glib
money-making
schemes being
offered these
days.
Remember:
There is NO
St BSTITUTh
FOR A SAFE,
SOUND,INSURED
SAVINGS ACCOUNT

Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Illeseeber MC

•

LONG WAY FROM HOME — Richard Gore plays an AMA= soldier Orly World
War II, who boatatl000d la England and looking for lova la "Yanks,"skims as The ABC
Sunday Night Movie,"Sunday.

—
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THE MURRAY,Ky

MONDAY
5:00 A.M.
-

Religious Program-

ming

5:30 A.M.

o
Mindan

Last Tribes of
ad Tribesmen from
the Philippines fight to perserve their ancient heritage

6:00 A.M.
Religious Programming

6:30 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Clash of the
Titans' The child of Zeus battles mythical monsters to
save a princess from an arch
rival Laurence Olivier, Claire
Bloom, Burgess Meredith
1981 Rated PG
-

8:00 A.M.
- Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Bonnie
Strauss talk with Sam Rubin,
Danuta Rylko and Dr Michael
Weissberg
- MOVIE: 'Before and
After' A wife and mother
whose weight problem cripples her marriage is forced to
examine the issue of image
versus reality. Patty Duke Astin. Barbara Feldon, Kenneth
Mars 1979

o

8:30 A.M.
O - Video Jukebox
C)- Spiderman

9:00 A.M.

11:00 A.M.
O

Some Call Them
Freaks Richard Kiley hosts
this show featuring some of
the world's famous human
oddities

12:00 P.M.

- MOVIE: 'Comanche'
o
Indians
raid a Mexican town
and kidnap the daughter Of a
Spanish aristocrat Dana Andrews, Linda Cnstal, Kent
Smith. 1956
O - MOVIE: 'Rocky III' A
boxer finds out that it is
tougher to stay on top than to
to get there Sylvester Stallone, Burgess Meredith, Talta
Shire 1982 Rated PG

12:30 P.M.
C-

MOVIE: 'The Gene
Krupa Story' A dramatic
biography of the famous
drummer's rise in the jazz
music world, his battle with
drugs, and his comeback Sal
Mineo, Susan Kohner, James
Darren 1960

2:00 P.M.
O - Standing Room

Only:
Dolly in Concert Dolly Parton performs in London.
- Nova 'Black Tide'
Tonight's program examines
the most devastating oil spill
in history (R) (60 min )
(Closed Captioned]
- Local Programming

OD - 700 Club I oday's pro
gram features actress Rita
Walter of 'As the World
Turns
(1)- Phil Donahue Four successful child stars discuss
their television careers, their
private lives and how they try
to keep them separate
O MOVIE: 'Victory Allied prisoners fight their German captors on the soccer
field, but their real goal is escape Sylvester Stallone, Michael Caine, Pele
1981
Rated PG
0X - Phil Donahue Donahue examines sadomasochism

_

-

3:00 P.M.
olID - Victory Garden

3:30 P.M.
0 - Last Tribes of
Mindanad Tribesmen from
the Philippines fight to perserve their ancient heritage

4:30 P.M.

o - Starcade
O-

MOVIE: 'Clash of the
Titans' The child of Zeus battles mythical monsters to
save a princess from an arch
rival Laurence Olivier, Claire
Bloom, Burgess Meredith
1981. Rated PG

5:00 P.M.

QAD

For 81 Years
Means Protection
No Atha Insurance Program
No Other Auto Club Can Offer
You
1) 25,000 contract stations US & Canada. On
call 24 Mr/Day. One call anywhere, anytime service within Y2 hr. generally day nothing, even
towing(Contrast this with your present pion)
1)Find your own service
2)Pay premium rates up front
3)Get reimbursed 2 weeks later

•

2) AAA members hove their own travel agency
in their areas. Reservations sot for member
trip-tiks prepared to you specs US or world wide
- tour books, no fee traveler checks. Cash
personal chock anywhere without credit cards even for auto repairs.
3) Hundreds of hotel/motel-restaurants - tourist
attractions offer AAA members substantial
disc, plus many more member benefits.
To join mail 25.00 1st member, 10.00 wife,
yearly dues.
Home
Address
Date Of Birth
AAA 121 5.17th Paducah 42001
443-6478
MC No.
Visa No.
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O I Dream of Jeannie
012J) - Reading Rainbow
5:30 P.M.
f)- Father Knows Best
-

- Business Report

0

6:00 P.M.
WM
0
Cip
News
O - Green Acres
0 X - Business Report
0i
- MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
0- Starsky and Hutch
- CBS News
- In Search of....

GO C2) gif

a-

Vi cE

Sad facts
Alter a burglary, Elyse
(Meredith Baxter Birney) and
Steve Keaton (Michael
Gross) consider buying a gun
for protection in "Have Gun,
Will Unravel," on NBC's
"Family Ties," Monday, July
11.

6:30PM.

_

Entertainment
Tonight
▪ ry0CC - Family Feud
CL - Tic Tac Dough
- Andy Griffith
O - Fraggle Rock Visit the
world of Fraggle Rock underneath the basement of an eccentric inventor
0 C12 - Jeffersons
CL - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
113
- Tony Brown's
Journal 'We're
Number
One

(Stations reserve tne (igtrt
to mak* last-minute changes)

o

O

o

7:00 P.M.
(2) cli) Vi - Major
League Baseball: Teams to
Be Announced
cE0 - Square Pegs
Lauren's convinced that she
and Patty have broken the
popularity barrier. (R)
- MOVIE: 'Fun In
Acapulco' Elvis romances
two beauties and acts as
part-tme lifeguard and night
club entertainer Elvis Presley, Ursula Andress, Elsa Cardenas 1963
00 CC - Love, Sidney
Sidney is insulted when Laurie starts imitating him (R)
O - On Location: Campus
Comedy Joe Piscopo hosts
this look at what makes college students laugh
0X - All Creatures Great
and Small
21) - Frontline 'Sanctuary '
MOVIE: 'Sarah T.:
13
Portrait of a Teenage
Alcoholic' A high school student begins drinking to help
herself adiust to a new neighborhood, a new school, and a
new stepfather. Linda Blair,
Verna Bloom, Wiliam Daniels 1975.
Bonanza

Vi

o

o

-

7:30 P.M.
a Or 0 COO -

Fog
Members Only Three young
caddies at an exclusive country club prove constant
thorns in the side of the pompous mariager
CC
- Family Ties
Alex courts disaster by secretly investing his father's
money in the stock market.
(R)

8:00 P.M.

(E)0132 - 1983 Miss
•
Universe Pageant Bob Barker and Joan Vlin Ark host
the 1983 Moss Universe Pageant from the Kiel Auditorium, St. Louis, MO (2 hrs )
GD
'Alcatraz:
The
Whole
Shocking Story' Part 2
MOVIE: 'Rocky III' A
boxer fonds out that it is
tougher to stay on top than to
to get there Sylvester Stallone, Burgetts Meredith. Take
Shire 1982 Rated PG
EL - Frontline 'anctuary

czu _ mbvIE:

O-

o

o

-

Great Performances 'Brideshead Revisited Charles Ryder returns
to Brideshead Castle where
he first met Sebastian (R)(2
hrs.) [Closed Captioned)
- Championship Fishing

8:30 P.M.
- Independent Network
News

9:00 P.M.

o (1) -

Great Performances 'Brideshead Revisited: Charles Ryder returns
to Brideshead Castle where
he first met Sebastian. (R)(2
hrs.) [Closed Captioned]
O - 20 Minute Workout
Masters Barefoot
Waterskiing Championship
Coverage of the Masters
Championship is presented
from Cypress Gardens, FL
(60 mm.)
0)- Praise the Lord

•-

9:15 P.M.
O - TBS Evening News
9:30 P.M.

- Odd Couple

10:00 P.M.
CID CD GiD 0
419
- News
- Woman Watch
0- Standing Room Only:
Dolly in Concert Dolly Parton performs in London
- Honeymooners

0CIO
CE 1111

o

10:30 P.M.
Vi 02) - MASH
O (1)- Sanford and Son
- Barney Miller
- Catlins
(1)- Three's Company
CID - Tonight Show
Johnny's guests are Alan
Aida and David Brenner (R)
(60 min.)
- Wild, Wild West
0 X - PBS Late Night
This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from around the worlds of politics,
entertainment, business and
sports with telephone calls
from viewers around the
country
MOVIE:
'Up
Periscope' A Navy Lieutenant is ordered to get special
photographs on a Japanese
controlled island James Garner, Edmond O'Bnen, Andre
Martin 1959
Hart to Hart The
Harts become the targets of a
couple who want their prize
antique car (R)(80 min.)
1 1:00 P.M.

•

-

-

Vi (2)(I)- Nightline
Vi CL) - Hart to Hart
- Its a Long Way

to

October
CD - Barney Miller
11:30 P.M.
000- Late Night with
David Letterman
0- MOVIE: 'The Soldier'
A CIA agent tries to prevent
the Russians from blowing up
half of the world's oil supply.
Klaus Kinski, Ken Wahl.
Rated R
Nightline
O r,U - Columbo 'Any Old
Port in a Storm: A winemaker murders his younger
brother when he decides to
sell the family business. (R)
(90 min.)

C)-

12:00A.M.
0Map - ABC News One
on One
- Columbo
0- Pro Boxing
V -Sermons frorn Science

12:30A.M.

Vi CE OD - News
- NBC News Overnight
- ABC News One on

Magic Bullet' A doctor devotes his life and family to
medicai research to find a
cure for social disease. Edward G Robinson, Ruth Gordon )940
- News/Sign Off
ID - Women's Gymnas
tics: USAIGC
V - Reason to Sing

2:30 A.M.
- Eagle's Nest
2:45 A.M.
Vi CL - MOVIE:

'The
Producers'
A
has-been
theatrical producer and his
accountant partner scheme
to make more profit from a
flop than a hit, Zero Mostel,
Gene Wilder, Kenneth Mars.
1967

3:00 A.M.
- Father Manning
3:30 A.M.
0- On Location: Campus
Comedy Joe Piscopo hosts
this look at what makes college students laugh
- Lloyd Ogilvie

4:00 A.M.

One

a - Varied Programs

13 -

- Believers Voice of
Victory

Mary Hartman, Mary
Hartman
- Lordship of Christ

1:00 A.M.
- Face to Face
CID - Three Stooges
Some Call Them
Freaks -Richard Kiley hosts
this show featunng some of
the world's famous human
oddities.
113 - News/Sign Off
Jim Bakker
0
- CBS News
Nightwatch
- Jerry Barnard

a -

4:1 5 A.M.

o - Winners

4:30A.M.
at - Behind Scenes

4:45 A.M.

o - World/Large

-

1:30 A.M.

a CU -MOVIE:'Pursuit' A
political extremist steals a
deadly nerve gas and plots to
destroy a majoiU S city. Ben
Gazzara, E G1rAarshall, William Windom 1972
CU - CBS News
Nightwetch JIP
GD - CNN Headline News
1:45 A.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Eye of the
Needle' A Nazi spy becomes
involved in a passionate alkance with a Scottish woman
Donald SutherLand.Aate Nel'igen 1981 Rated R

O

O

-

2:00A.M.
MOVIE: 'Dr. Ehrlich's

ESCAPE — Telly Savalas
portrays Jo* Cretzer, the
leader of an unsuccessful
prison escape attempt In
"Alcatraz: The Whole
Shocking Story," airing
on "NBC Sunday Night at
the Movies," Sunday,
July 10 and concluding
Monday, July 11.
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DAYTIME
12

Elyse
I and
heel
i gun
Gun,
BC's
July

-

o
o

6:00 A.M.
CBS Morning

ED CL -

News
lat) - Cartoons
SuperStation Funtime
0CL - Early Today
Jim Bakker
▪ - Carl Tipton Show
dig - Breakfast Show
6:30 A.M.
- Morning Stretch

0a-

doctor deI family to
to find a
sease. EdRuth Gor-

Gff
Gymnasing

o1.

A.

FIE: 'The
has-been
r and his
r scheme
fit from a
Mostel,
eth Mars.

4.

ling

hA.

: Campus
opo hosts
nakes col-

▪ - Lassie

o GE, - News
CL - Inside
o
Today

a- Jimmy Swaggart
a - Religious Programming
6:45 A.M.
0CL - News
7:00 A.M.
El OD CID el - Good
Morning America
a- My Three Sons
(1)0(1:) - Today
o cc - To Life: Yoga w/P.
Patrick
▪ - Great Space Coaster
a (12 - CBS Morning
News
- Lester Sumrall
7:15 A.M.
0
- Weather
7:30 A.M.
I Love Lucy
- Over Easy [Closed
Ci
Captioned]
Bullwinkle
aft) - ,Religious Programming ;"
8:00 A.M.
Om- Hour Magazine
0
(1) - Sesame Street
[Closed Captioned]
▪ Muppet Show
8:30 A.M.
Cii- Varied Programs
(t)- Joy in the Morning
9:00 A.M.
OM-Little House on the
Prairie
OCLGcl2- New
$25,000 Pyramid
- 700 Club
(1)- Phil Donahue
Ø($)-Donahue
- Hour Magazine
(I) - Instructional
Programs
• - Jim Bakker

o

A.
ams
Voice of

I.

I.

Saralee
zee, the
messful
empt In
Whole
' siring
Might at
lunday,
eluding

Business

-

-Movie

o

o

o

o
o

-

CID

-

9:30 A.M.
•GI)0(fa - Child's Play
a cu - Electric Company
- Praise the Lord
10:00 A.M.
al- Too Close
•aD
forftmfott- - 1, apse- PrIce Is
Right
- Cardin.
•
11CI - Sale of the Century

'

WNGE
VVTVF
WTBS
HBOWPSD
WBBJ
WDCN

WKMU
WZTV
USA
KFVS

Non-Cable
Channels
WNGE Nashville, TN
WSIL
Harrisburg, IL
WSM
Nashville, TN
WTVF
Nashville, TN
WPSD Paducah, KY
WDCN Nashville, TN
KFVS
Cp Girardeau, MO
WKMU Murray, KY
Viewers who receive
their television signals vie
antenna should refer to
the white screen channel
ambers.

Nashville, TN
Nashville, TN
Atlanta, GA

Home Box Office
Paducah, KY
Jackson, TN
Nashville, TN
Murray, KY
Nashville, TN
USA Network
Cp Girardeau,

Viewers who receive
television signals vie
/dorm Cablevision should
refer to the black screen
channel numbers in the accompanying listing.
CL - Scooby Doo

a- Addams Family
Bunny

0 CL - Bugs
Friends
O - Andy Griffith
- Over Easy
- Flintstones
(8(12- Happy Days Again
- Lucy Show
4:00 P.M.
- Bonanza
13
- Six Million Dollar
Man
(I)— Addams Family
- Corner Pyle

o

MO

Ustings are provided by
the TV stations, who
sometimes make program

(1)- People's Court
CI GE - Waltons
O - little House on the
Prairie
M0(t)- Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood
- Varied Programs
0
- Alice
- Mr. Ed
5:30 P.M.
ocums- ABC News
O CE - CBS News
Father Knows Best
(1)0 CL - NBC News
- Business Report

o

C)-

changes
after
the
schedvies have been seat
to the newspaper.

a- Andy Griffith
c=t - News
- Mary Tyler Moore
ID - Scooby Doo
(Ef) - Star Trek
- Superfriends
4:30 P.M.
CL - Beverly Hillbillies
Varied Programs
(:=) - Wheel of Fortune
(;) OD 0 J _ Electric
Company
a- Brady Bunch
- Green Acres

o

-

5:00 P.M.

O c2D- Live on 2
0Up- Laveme and Shirley
CL - Hogan's Heroes
I Dream of Jeannie
(14) - Tic Tac Dough
(i)- News
- Beverly Hillbillies
Sesame Street
[Closed Captioned]
o a - Reading Rainbow
a- Bewitched

o
o

-

-

wkms-fm highlights

(8-

I:00 P.M.
ecE(3)0- One Life to
Live
Another World
(I)- Varied Programs
- Religious Programming
1:30 P.M.
OC900- Capitol
0CL - Another World
2:00 P.M.
O cums- General
Hospital
O )a at - Guiding
Light
SuperStation Funtime
(31) - Fantasy
- Varied Programs
- 20 Minute Workout
2:30P.M.
O - Heckle and Jockle
0321- Fantasy
tf0 - Electric Company
a- little Rascals
Ift) - Jimmy Swaggart

o

o

-

-

•

o
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Coble
Channels

9198110110001110

5:00 A.M.
CL ABC News This
Morning
(:) a (4.J- CBS Early
Morning News
- TBS Morning News
C)- Early Today
5:30 A.M.
0CL - Ag-Day
C)- Ralph Emery Show
(112- CBS Early Morning
News
- Joy in the Morning
5:45 A.M.
13 CL - Weather
- Sign On/News

- Wheel of Fortune
Ce (11) - Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood
- Three Stooges
10:30 A.M.
1131 X X0- Loving
- That Girl
(1)- Dream House
(1)- Richard Simmons
- Reading Rainbow
41113 - Get Smart
1 1:00 A.M.
O (2)- Richard Simmons
(1)- News
go a- Family Feud
o - People Now With Bill
Tush
CI- Channel 4 Magazine
13
- Facts of Life
0 CID - Sesame Street
(Closed Captioned]
▪ - Independent Network
News
a - Young and the
Restless
11:30 A.M.
locums- Ryan's Hope
o ceo - Young and the
Restless
0CL - Search For
Tomorrow
▪ - All In the Family
- Behind Scenes
12:00 P.M.
- All My
o (I) (I)
Children
Movie
0(Y)0C12- News
Sullivans
a- 20 Minute Workout
Citt - Get In Shape
12:30 P.M.
- As the
0 up a
World Turns
1:11- Search For Tomorrow
- Days bf Our Lives
Movie
- Jimmy Swaggart

,
....11P•••••••••4•••••••••-•••••••••••••••••••
.....••••••••er..• ..•••

I)

3:00P.M.
- Beverly Hillbillies

-Waltons

ma- Edge of Night
- Flintstones
(1)- Days of Our Lives
110 (ID- Varied Programs
21) - &Nom. Street
(Closed Captioned]
a- Woody Woodpecker
Tattletales-0- Independent Network
News

o

3:30P.M.
am- Fpinily Feud

Saturday,July 9
9 a.m. A Mixed Bag. John Fahey,
Charlie Koster and Jim Post perform
with comedy mix& in by Stan Freburg.
12.30 p.m. Singer's World. Lily Pons,
coloratura soprano.
5 p.m. A Prairie Home Companion.
Live from the World Theatre with The
Butch Thompson Trio.
7 p.m. The Thistle & shamrock.
"Flantin, Ravin' RolAn," the songs and
tunes of Scotland's national band,
Robert Burns, as performed by today's
folk musicians.
9 p.m. Kentucky Fried Chicken
Bluegrass Festival. J.D. Crowe and the
New Smith. Red Knuckles and the
Trailblazers — alias Hot Rise with
special guest Sam Bush),alt Michael
and company, Ralph Stanley and the
Qinch Mountain Boys and Hot Rise
with Sam Bush, Darryl Anger, Mike
Marshall and Bela Fleck.
Solidity,July III
9:39 a.m. Saint Paul Sunday Morning.
Harpsichordist Eiji Hashimoto performs works from Couperin's Stziame
Ordre. Aho featured are works from
Bach's Well-Temperod Clavier, Book
11.
2 p.m Big Band era. Billy May,Sammy Kaye, Bob Crosby and Sarah
Vaughan.

3:30 p.m. Barbershop's Afterglow.
Kent Jenkins explores the wonderful
world of Barbershop Quartets.
6 p.m. America's past in Song. Protest movements in America as expressed in music. Hosted by Joe Furhmann,
Monday,July 11
7:15 a.m. Voices of Times Past.
General Dwight Eisenhower nominated ▪
for president in Chicago. 1952.
9 a.m. Adventures in Good Music.
"Vocal Gems," a sampling of the truly
great art of singing as represented by
some of today's leading artists, repeats
at 7 p.m.
I p.m. The Zagreb Soloists perform
music by Grleg, Mendelssohn,
Markovic and Respighi at the Dubrovnik Summer Festival, 1982.
10 p.m. Easy Street. George Shearing, Don Byas, Rosemary Cloon
oat
Harry James, Dizzy Gillespie,
Peterson, Sonny Stitt and Four
Freshman.
Tuesday,July 12
O a.m. Adventures in Good Mimic.
"Large and Low," continuing a series
featuring orchestral instruments, today's program highlighting the use and
the history of the bassoon.
5:30 p.m. Speak Easy. Joe Belcher
diarusees trends in the oil industry.

-4000:144ie.„-.4
reogroptAr *440114041,41-ki
.
Piece ain't Fancy...
het sure is good food!
lor-11-0 by tbe sandwich,
pound or whole shooldor.

6:30 p.m. The Bob and Ray Public
Radio Show. Highlights from the zany
duo's program include a visit to the
Rudolph and Irma Dance Studios and
the premiere of a new soap opera spoof,
"Garish Summit."
10 p.m. Easy Street. Joe Pass, Ben
Webster, Tony Bennett, Les Brown,
Sweets Edison, Milt Jackson, Scott
Hamilton and Nancy Wilson.
Wednesday,July 13
15 a.m. Voices of Times Past. John
F. Kennedy maps "new frontier." as he
accepts presidential nomination, 1960.
9 a.m. Adventures iii Good Music.
"Story of the Concerto," a new installmeg in ttie series of the evolution of the
cdncerto featuring works of the Viennese Classics.
I p.m. Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra. Lukas Foss conducts
VigeLand's "One Three Five (World
Premiere 1, Grieg's Concerto in A and
Sibelius's Four Legends from the
Kalevala,
du10 p.m. Easy Street. Earl Hines, Coleman Hawkins, Julie London, Duke Ellington, Art Farmer, Dave Brubeck,
Charlie Niter and Mel Tonne.
Midnight. Jan Horizons. Jain Fay
Fern for contemporary and fusion jaw
nvirsday. July 14

t

Clitos I Days a woo! Chestert St..

9 a.m Adventures in Good Music ' A
La Francaise," this is the second of two
programs honoring the French national
630 p.m The Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes. "A Study in Scarlet." Holmes
and Watson investigate the murder of
an American businessman and his
secretary
II p.m Milwaukee Syniphony Orchestra Lukas Foss conducts
Schoenberg's Music for an Imaginary
made, Mahler's Ktariertetenhoder and
Schtanann's Symphony no. 2.
10 p.m. Easy Street Red Norvo,
George Add, Peggy Lee. Count Basle,
Chet Baker, Erroll Garner. Bud Shank
and Joe Williams.
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5:30 p.m. Speak Easy. Viet Nam
veteran Lucky Lessman discusses his
and other's problems with the Veteran's
Administration and Agent Orange..
p.m. New York Philharmonic
Cellist Lynn Harrell perforujg Haydn's
Cello Concerto in D.
10 p.m. Easy Street Count Basic.
Benny Carter, Frank Sinatra and
Carmen McRae.
Friday, July 15
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9:00 A.M.
aCI- 700 Club Today's pro-

5:00 A.M.
- Little Orbit, The Astro
Dog Orbit and his two-legged
friends make a space voyage Animated
- Religious Programming

gram features a recovered
burn victim plus a hospital director who discusses the
complexity of suicidal patients.
- Phil Donahue Donahue
talks to
women
who,
launched their careers and
started families during the
1950's.
o - MOVIE: The White
Lions' An animal researcher
and his family discover two
white lion cubs. Michael
York, Glynnis O'Connor.
Rated PG.
o010 - Phil Donahue Donahue discusses the emotional.
traumaof losing a parent.

6:00 A.M.
Religious Program-

ming

6:30 A.M.

- Dr. Seuss: Cat in the
o
Hat
Two children discover a
colorful cat in a tall hat
7:00 A.M.
- Inside Boxing

o
•

7:30 A.M.

- Gabe Kaplan .as
Grou-cho Gabe Kaplan stars
in this one-man show about
the master of one-liners.

1:00 A.M.

- HBO Rock: The Who
o
Tour 1982

8:00 A.M.

The final concert
of this legendary rock group
is presented.

- Hour Magazine
Collins and Bonnie
Strauss talk with Nancy
Walker, Psychiatrist Dr. William Rader and Jose Eber.
o - MOVIE: 'Flamingo
Road' A carnival dancer
stranded in a small town becomes involved with politicians, romance and murder.
Joan Crawford, Zachary
Scott. 1949.
Gary

12:00 P.M.
0 MOVIE: 'The
Outsider' An ex-con turned
private eye is hired to learn if
a young woman is embezzling company funds. Darren
McGavin, Edmond O'Brien,
Ann Southern. 1967.
0 - MOVIE: 'The Pirate
Movie' A shy - teenager
dreams she is the heroine in a

(1)- Superheroes

16.6 cu.ft. NO-FROST

REFRIGERATOR

Freedom fighters

2:00 P.M.

Peter Strauss stars as the
leader of a band of rebels
willing to face death in
"Masada," an "ABC Novel
for Television," airing over
four consecutive nights
beginning Tuesday, July 12.

o(e)- Cosmos 'The Persistence of Memory,' Dr. Carl
Sagan examines The human
brain and the nervous system. (R) (60 Min.) (Closed
Captioned)
- Local Programming

2:30 P.M.

(Stations reserve the right
to Make last-minute changes.)

O - Insicie Boxing
3:00 P.M.

O - Dr. Sousa: Cat in the
Hat Two children discover a
colorful cat in a tall hat.
(r - Magic of Oil
Painting

o

3:30 P.M.

O - Little Orbit, The Astro
Dog Orbit and his two-legged
friends make a space voyage. Animated.

4:30P.M.
▪
Major
League
Baseball: Atlanta at Philadelphia

5:00 P.M.

O-

12:30 P.M.

8:30 A.M.

pirate tale. Knsty McNichol,
Christopher Atkins. 1982.
Rated PG
▪ - MOVIE: 'Fluffy' A
biochemist conducting stuflies on a lion must leave his
college when the lion esCapes. Tony Randall, Shirley
Jones, Edward Andrews.
1965.

MOVIE: 'The White
Lions' An animal researcher
and his family discover two
white lion cubs. • Michael

14.8 cu. ft. MANUAL DEFROST
CHEST FREEZER

York, Glynnis O'Connor.
Rated PG.
0
- Reading Rainbow

8:00 P.M.
B mmo- MOVIE:
'Masada' Part 1 An epic

5:30 P.M.

story of first century freedom
fighters struggling against
the awesome forces of the
Roman Empire. Petr O'Toole,
Peter Strauss, Nigel Davenport. 1981
IS Meal- MOVIE:
'Defiance' An off-duty seaman dares to stand up to a
New York gang. Jan Michael
Vincent, Art Camay.
413 Major
League
Baseball: Atlanta at Philadelphia
(I) 0
- Remington
Steele Remington and Laura
investigate the apparent murder of a female artist. (11)(60
min.)
- World Specials
'Against Wind and Tide: A
Cuban Odyssey.' The journeys of the 1980 Cuban boat
people are examined.(R)(60
min.)
- Lifeline 'Dr. Judson
Randolph.' Dr. Randolph explains the working life of a
pediatric surgeon.(60 min.)

CI

- Business Report

6:00P.M.
▪ CIO0(I) cI) Go0

CC0- News

- Business Report
- MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
C - Starsky and Hutch
In
- CBS News
- In Search of....

6:30 P.M.
B co

- Entertainment
Tonight
O(1)0(1)- Family Feud
- Tic Tac Dough
O B (ft - Jeffersons
MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
(E) - Michael's Story
Tonight's program profiles
19-year-old Michael Tecklenberg's battle to function in a
hearing world.

• Opboosa automate toe
male. IC sera cast)
• 3 acaustata Wat
carelever elvalves
• we luaepe• ara
cover sheaf
• See-they
vegetable elate
ea hue Oraew
• Reversbie taloa!
steel Coors
• E nee% swag /eaves

CU

Now only
VfAegic Chet

Hour Comedy Hour
(1)0
On the Road
w/ Kursk
(1)0CC - A Team The A
Team tries to escape from
prison before B.A. is ,forced
to fight in a deadly boxing
match. (R)(60 mi.)
0 -Gabe
as
Grouch° GabfKaplan stars
in this one-men show about
the master of one-liners.
11, CE)- Word on Words
0 - Nova 'Hawaii: Crucible of Life.' Tonight's program takes you to the land of
volcanoes and shows you
more than any tourist ever
saw (R) (60 min.) (Closed
Captioned)

crt —

LITTLE-BIG
MICROWAVE OVEN

20 lb. CAPACITY 20 lb. CAPACITY
WASHER
DRYER
MAII.

IhAstlic
• 2 ea, It conga...a•e
baleb:PY
• 27 wee cotalempace lave.
• .0 level rum co..
• Atokomie themnomese,
• Aultalac
•em
• Nee Sten
• 3-1ral vatemca

•}paean wear elm owed
•4-90eleet animate ahem
• Cellen•Inen deacelee anO
peneenere peen cedes
• Easy to abet be Ye

lint *ay

'339

• lectelon heat salealre
• Rama perms/ere emu Ind
aulo-dry cafes
• Senate. berme" awl tan
• &aro reminde

New oak

New WI

'399

299

5 yr. werronty

641 N. Murray

-

7:00 P.M.
co (3)0- One-Half

$499

1

WEST KENTUCKY
APPLIANCE/
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OD - MOVIE: 'Newman's
Law' A detective who can't
be bought by the syndicate is
disgraced by a frame up and
suspended from the force
George Peppard, Abe Vigoda, Gordon Pinsent. 1974.
_ World Music Festival

Pt2

7:30 P.M.
CI) OID•- Joanie

0
Loves Clroki Chachi's stepfather's 'berfect Christmas'
takes a turn for tbg Atoms.(R)
-4 (Closed Captionadj
ap (I)
- Our Times
vr/ BIN Moyers
0- Between Game
0CID - Flying Wing

8:30 P.M.
o-

MOVIE: 'Death Wish
II' A vigilante in Los Angeles
continues his fight against
crime after his daughter dies
escaping from a gang of
toughs. Charles Bronson, Jill
Ireland, Vincent' Gardenia.
1982 Rated R.
(22) - Independent Network
News

9:00 P.M.
(ID o(1)-St. Elsewhere A
pregnant woman holds the
staff hostage and Nurse Ro
senthal tnes to deal with her
mastectomy. (R)(60 mini
- World of Animal

Behavior
CEO - Bernstein/
Beethoven
- 20 Minute Workout
- Praise the Lqrd

•

9:30P.M.
- Odd Couple
10:00 P.M.
ID GO
•
CID CU (I)
OI)00
- News
- Inside Boxing
•
(1)- NUT411/0 Uno 'Murray Rose'Tonight s program
looks at Austraka s Olympic
gold medalist swimmer (R)
- Honeymooners

•

10:30 P.M.
eE - MASH
(I)- Sanford and Son
- Barney Miller
(1)- Three's Company
- HBO Rock: The Who
Tour 1982 The final concert
of this legendary rock group
is presented.
o
Tonight Show
Johnny's guests are Richard
Pryor and George Carlin. (R)
(60 min.)
- Wild, Wild West
- PBS Late Night
This live talk show jeatures
newsworthy guests from around the worlds of politics,
entertainment, business and
sports with telephone calls
from viewers around the
country
- MOVIE: 'A Very
Special Favor' A father asks
a lawyer to pursue his spinster daughter. Rock Hudson,
Leslie Caron, Charles Boyer.
1965.
• (12 - Quincy Quincy discovers an assassination plot
against a government official.
(R)(60 min.)
1 :00 P.M.
ggi CE
- Nightline
ID a) Quincy
- Catlins
Barney Miller

—

•

gip —

o

11:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Savage

Pampas' A rebel band of Argentine army deserters and
Indians plunder the countryside. Robert Taylor, Ron Randall, Marc Lawrence. 1967.
(4
)0CL - Late Night with
David Letterman
ea - Nightline
- Masters Barefoot
Waterskiing Championship
Coverage of the Masters
Championship is presented
from Cypress Gardens, FL.
(60 min.)
- mcMiitan 'Phillip's
Game.' McMillan tries to
solve the slaying of a building
inspector. (R)(90 min.)
12:00A.M.

Cl)- ABC News One
on One
• - McMillan
•
- MOVIE: 'Tarzan. the
Ape Man' While looking for
her father in Africa, a women
meets Tarzen. So Derek,
Miles O'Keefe, Richard Harns 1981. Rated R.
• - Behind Spenes

•A.
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Mel Gibson, John Philip Law,
Sam Neill 1981
Business Report

cancer research organization
(R)(60 min )
- Glen Campbell Show
8:30 P.M.
CD 0 CeD - Buffalo Bill
Wendy finally sees Bill for the
man he really is
(27) - Independent Network
News
9:00 P.M.
00 EL - News is the
News
CL) - Who's Supporting
the Kids? The issues of unpaid child support are examined. (60 min
0- 20 Minute Workout
Professional Golf
Series
273 - Praise the Lord
9:30 P.M.
- TBS Evening News
EL0 - Taxi Jim tries to
convince a Judge that he is
riot crazy so he can get his
inheritance (R)
- Howard Hughes: The
Inside Story The life of this
eccentric millionaire is examined
0- Odd Couple
10:00 P.M.
431(1)0C$DC3DX0
CF00a- News
0EL - Moneymakers
- Honeymooners
10:30 P.M.
O ILT - MASH
Sanford and Son
- Barney Miller
O - Catlins
11) - Three's Company
O - MOVIE: 'Rocky III' A
boxer finds out that it is
tougher to stay on top than to
to get there. Sylvester Stallone, Burgess Meredith, Talia
Shire. 1982, Rated PG.
- Tonight Show
Johnny's guests are Liza Minnelli and Dr. Paul Ehriich. (R)
(60 min.)
O - Wild, Wild West
O CIE) - PBS Late Night
This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from around the worlds of politics,
entertainment, business and
sports with telephone calls
from viewers around the
country
- MOVIE: 'Lonely Are
the Brave' A cowboy tries to
escape from a posse that is
being aided by walkie-talkie
equipment and a helicopter.
Kirk Douglas, Michael Caine,
Walter Matthau 1962.
0 - Police Story 'Confessions of a Lady Cop '

TUESDAY CONT.
12:30 A.M.
J News
0- NBC News Overnight
O - ABC News One on
One
▪ - Mary Hartman, Mary
Hartman
- Faith That Lives
11

-

1:00 A.M.
- Ann Holt at Large
(1)- Three Stooges
- News/Sign Off
• - Jim Bakker
Pro Golf Series
- CBS News
Nightwatch
Roger McDuff

a• _

1:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Against a
Crooked Sky A man desperately attempts to rescue his
stster who was abducted by
the Apaches Richard Boone,
Stewart Peterson, Jewel
Bland 1976
- CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
- CNN Headline News
- Praise the Lord

O

on

Vho
Cert

0u p

1:45 A.M.
0- MOVIE: The Trap' The
head of a crime syndicate,
trying to flee the country, isolates a small desert town Ri-

iow
lard
(R)

ght
res
arcs,
ind
ails
the
,ry
;ks
s)n,
er
01
al

5:00 A.M.
Religious Program ming

3:00 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Atomic
Kid' A young man is exposed
to atomic radiation and becomes a government charge
Mickey
Rooney,
Robert
Strauss, Hal March 1954.

(2) -

o

3:30 A.M.
- Mission: Impossible

3:45 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Death Wish
II" A vigilante in Los Angeles
continues his fight against
crime after his daughter dies
escaping from a gang of
toughs Charles Bronson, Jill
Ireland, Vincent Gardenia
1982 Rated R

O-

4:00 A.M.

o - Varied Programs
4:30 A.M.
U _ Health Field
o - Nice People
- Behind Scenes

tors on a South Asian island
Mel Gibson, John Philip Law,
Sam Neill. 1981
1 1:00 A.M.

5:30 A.M.
0- Odyssey of the Pacific
6:00 A.M.
It - Religious Program ming
7:00 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Arthur' A
young millionaire falls in love
with a girl from 'the wrong
side of the tracks.' Dudley
Moore, Liza Minelli, Sir John
Gielgud. 1981. Rated PG.

- MOVIE: 'Rocky III' A
o
boxer finds out that it is

8:00 A.M.
- Hour Magazine
▪
Gary Collins and Bonnie
Strauss talk with Dr. Joyce
Brothers, Dr. Isadore Rosenfeld and Karen Senik
Any
MOVIE:
O
Wednesday' Six days a
week a model husband stays
home but on Wednesday visits his mistress in his taxexempt executive suite. Jane
Fonda, Jason Robards, Dean
Jones. 1966.
8:30 A.M.
- Spiderman

12:30P.M.
'The
MOVIE:
Goddess' A lonely woman
dreaming of Hollywood stardom struggles her way to the
top. Kim Stanley, Lloyd
Bridges, Steve Hill, Patty
Duke. 1958.

o

It

2:00 A.M.
0- MOVIE: 'Penitentiary
II' A boxer seeks revenge on
an old prison enemy who
murdered his girlfriend Leon
lssac Kennedy, Ernie Hudson, Mr T 1982 Rated R
• - News/Sign Off

WEDNESDAY

-

1 -

chart' Widmark, Tina Louise,
Lee J Cobb 1959

9:00 A.M.
CU - 700 Club Today's program features Miami Dolphin
safety, Glen Blackwood.
- Phil Donahue Robert
Duvall discusses his latest
movie and the common misconceptions and stereotypes
about gypsies
- Fraggie Rock Visit the
world of Fraggie Rock underneath the basement of an eccentric inventor.
- Phil Donahue
Former Secretary of State
Cyrus Vance analyzes successes and failures in America's foreign policy over the
. last 25 yeses.
9:30A.M.
- MOVIE:'Attack Force
Z' A special operations unit
tracks down Japanese defec-

•

•

tougher to stay on top than to
to get there. Sylvester Stallone, Burgess Meredith, Talia
Shire. 1982. Rated PG.
12:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Law of the
Lawless' A former gunfighter, now a judge, faces his
father's killer. Dale Robertson, Yvonne De Carlo. 1964

O-

•

1:00 P.M.
0- HBO Theatre: Camelot
This magical love story
evokes memories of a better
world
2:00 P.M.
- Austin City Limits
2t - Local Programming
3:00 P.M.
(10 - Lap Quitting

o
3:30 P.M.
the
ap - Freggle Rock Visit
Rock under-

world of Fraggle
neath the basement of an eccentric inventor.
4:00 P.M.
Odyssey of the Pacific

o4:30 P.M.
o - Bewitched

5:00 P.M.
0- I Dream of Jeannie
(ED - Reading Rainbow
5:30P.M.
Father Knows Best
- MOVIE:'Attack Force
Z' A special operations unit
tracks down Japanese defectors op a South Asian island

0

•

a_

6:00 P.M.
• CE0(I) CU CC 0
CU U - News
IED - Green Acres
- Business Report
0
tip - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
- Starsky and Hutch
IR 'Et - CBS News
V .- In Search of....

o

•

6:30 P.M.
Entertainment
Tonight
0 0 oMc - Family Feud
- Tic Tac Dough
League
Major
Baseball: Atlanta at Philadelphia
Jeffersons
U
- MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
CD
- Night at the News

_

o

-

-

7:00 P.M.
Fall Guy Colt
C2D CE
and a stunt woman help a
movie star accused of murder_ (R)(60 min.)
0 Cl) - MOVIE: 'Roots'
Part 7
CI0EL - Real People Tonight's program features a
tribute to Lenny Skutnik, a
look at fans of 'The Rocky
Horror Picture Show' and a
profile of animal trainer Ray
Berwick. (R)(60 min.)

fa_

o

_

o

)-

a- MOVIE:'Haywire' The
lives of the Haywards are followed through the good
times and the bad times Lee
Remick, Jason Robards, Deborah Raffin. 1980.
National
CU
0
Geographic Special 'The
Sharks.' The life patterns of
the shark are examined. (R)
((Closed Captioned)
(60 min.)
▪ - MOVIE: 'Disaster on
the Coastline,' A deranged
engineer, driven by revenge,
sets two trains hurtling toward each other on a course
of mass destruction. William
Bridges,
Lloyd
Shatner,
Yvette Mimieux. 1979
- PBA Professional
Bowlers Tour Coverage of
the Kessler Open is presented from San Jose, CA.(2
hrs.)
- Archie Bunker's
Place Billie is ordered out of
the house after Archie finds
some marijuana (R)
- Bonanza

•

7:30 P.M.
- Gloria Maggie's call
to a circus lion brings her
face-to-face with an old beau
who gives her a tempting offer (R)
8:00P.M.
IBUDODO- MOVIE:
'Masada' Pan 2
- MOVIE:
O CID
'Prime Suspect' A happily
married man's tranquil life is
suddenly shattered when he
becomes the prime suspect
in a police hunt for a sex murderer Mike Farrell, Teri Garr.
Veronica Cartwnght 1981
- Facts of Life
el
abandoned
Tootie feels
when Natalie gets a new boyfnend. (R)
CE) - Evening of
Skating
Championship
Elaine Zayak, David Santee
and Kitty,end Peter Carruthers are some of the skaters
who present a special performance to benefit The
Jimmy Fund, a children's

o

12:15A.M.
- On Location. Buddy
Hackett

O

12:30 A.M.
(ID
- News
EL - NBC News Overnight
O ABC News One on
One
0 - Mary Hartman, Mary
Hartman
- Love Special
11)

_

1:00 A.M.
0 - MOVIE:'They Only
Kill Their Masters' When a
police chief flushes out a killer
the evidence points to a Doberman Pinscher. James Garner, Katherine Ross, Hal
Holbrook 1973
Cl) - Three Stooges
O - MOVIE: 'The Bad
Seed' A malicious child's inherited evil causes the death
of several people Nancy
Kelly, Patty McCormack,
Henry Jones 1956
- News/Sign Off
•- Jim Bakker
Professional
• - PBA
Bowlers Tour Coverage of
the Kessler Open is presented from Son Jose, CA (2

3:0,0 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Friday the
13th' Part 2 Terror at Camp
Crystal Lake continues as
camp counselors are attacked by an unknown killer
Adrienne King, Amy Steel,
John Fury 1981 Rated R
Masters Barefoot
•
Waterskiing Championship
Coverage of the Masters
Championship is presented
from Cypress Gardens, FL
(60 min I

O

_

3:45 A.M.

o - Untouchables
4:00 A,M.
o - Varied Programs
4:30 A.M.
- Health Field
0- Howard Hughes: The
lnside Story The life of this
eccentric millionaire is examined
- Behind Scenes

4:45 A.M.
113 - World/Large

hrS

- CBS News
0
Nightwatch
1:15A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Lookin' to
Get Out' Two small-time con
men head for the Las Vegas
big time Jon Voight, AnnMargret, Burt Young Rated

1:30 A.M.
0 EL - CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
EL - CNN Headline News
re) - Praise the Lord
2:00 A.M.
- News/Sign Off

•

2:45 A.M.
0 CID - MOVIE: 'Dr.
Terror's House of Horrors'

4114

BLAST FROM THE PAST
— TV talk-show host
Buffalo Bill Bittinger
(played by Dabney Coleman)
•xp•ri•nc•s
embarrassment when his
plain daughter comes to
town on NBC's "Buffalo
Bill," airing Wednesday,
July 13.

ANY WAY YOU
SLICE IT

•

11,
•-•••:e•—•

••
• '02" •

•
'

—

Mffib 'fb
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1 1:00 P.M.
CD (1)- Nightline
- Police Story

O

- MOVIE: 'Raiders of
the Seven Seas' The dashing pirate, Barbarossa, captures a countess and saves
her from the rascal she is to
marry. John Payne. Donna
Reed, Gerald Mohr 1953
- Berney Miller

11:30 P.M.
glp - Tonight Show Johnny's guests are Liza iVlinnelli
and Dr. Paul Ehrlich (R) (60
min )
0 OD - Late Night with
David 'ottoman
- Nighttine
12:00 A.M.

o CE)(I)- ABC News One
on One
• - Behind Scenes

Any way you slice it, our BanClub is a
good deal. Because it provides a lot of
different services in one package. And
any slice of it is still a good deal for
YOU.
Come in today for your own BanClub
membership cord. BanClub — no
matter which way you slice it you'll
like it.

PEOPLES JBANK
MURRAY
KY.
Member FDIC
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FUN IN MURRAY

PA(;E,

4

•

•

•••••••

COMMERCE CENTRE

641

ROY STEWART STADIUM

PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK

•

A
BOY SCOUT MUSEUM

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY FIELDMOUSE
CLARA EAGLE GALLERY

ROBERT E JOHNSON THEATRE
LOVETT AUDITORIUM

I
WEST KENTUCKY MUSEUM

i•••

CC Tout

4

•

Family Steak House

SUN -THURS
11 AM -10 PM

753-0003

FRI -SAT
11 AM-11 PM

liearroisEBB

506 N. 12th St.

6

MURRAY, KY

2 r--

*eue
n,
1*ens
,

11111191MMIIII

iremovetite,
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Restaurant

Two Free Tokens

Y IS

Taco Tuesday

l

2 Tacos

.4 ondSoolood

753-41 4 1
Highway 641 N.
Open 4 PM

TAC
O JOHNS,
EVERY TUESDA

._,-----1<
for only

99c

Central Shopping Center
Across from the Stadium

ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER PER DAY
WITH THIS COUPON

7
n

Family Sena House

1.97 Lunches Served

Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.

The Playhouse In The Park Presents:

Cheaper By The Dozen
Need Worming Family Fen
July 1, 14, 15, 16
UM 751-1752
Far Information
And Iteservetiess

-Dinner Nightly-Sun.-Thurs. 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Fri. and Sat.S p.m.-10 p.m.

•

• Casing Next:
Another asserutet Calmwet1

753-0440 S. 12th Murray

The MINI PAGE Is Yours Courtesy Of These Businesses.
Also Patronizp These Businesses For Fun In Murray.
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Distinguished Achievement Awards Winner

By BETTY DEBNAM

A World of Winners

from. The Mini Nye 11.4 14•4144 I/4-)...,,,n

194
,
1

•.• .malpewl

The Special Olympics

"Huggers" or "Special Friends" are volunteers who cheer on the athletes and greet them
with a hug and words te praise at the end of each event. The "hugger" at the far right is
Mrs. Eunice Kennedy Shriver. The hugger at the left is K-yle Rote Jr.. a former
professional soccer player.
Eunice Kennedy Shriver is the
The International Summer
president of the Special Olympics.
Special Olympic Games will be held
Since she started the piograit in 1968,
July 12 through July 17 at
thousands of retarded citizens have
Louisiana State University in
taken part. Baton Rouge. Over 4,000 athletes
Mrs. Shriver is the sister of Sen.
from every state in the United
Edward Kennedy,and of the late
States and 50 countries around the
President John Kennedy.(Inc of her
world are expected to attend.
sisters is mentally retarded.
The Mini Page asked Mrs. Shriver to
write a story for Mini Page readers.

Supersports such as soccer's Pele have
given their time to train athletes and
help with the Special Olympics
programs in 16 different sports.

TV star Sally
Struthers gives a
Special Olympic
winner a special
hug.

If you 9r your parents want to
know more about the Special
Olympics, write:
Mrs. Eunice Kennedy Shriver
President:Special-Olympics Suite 203
1701 K Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20006

"It's important to get to know
people who are different from
yourself. Different people have
many different gifts.
"Mentally retarded people are
different because they need more
time to learn how to do things.
Some retarded people learn very,
very slowly.. Others may learn
some things faster and better
than you.
"In Special Olympics, athletes
are called `Special Olympians.'
Sometimes it takes them a long
time to learn sports skills. But
they have determination and
ability. They train hard.
"I hope when you see a boy or
girl- *Ito is refaided"that you
remember that because they are
different, they must try harder.
"If you have a retarded .
brother, sister or friend, be proud
of them.
.
"You can confe to the'Special
OlyMpics games witfi YoUr
friends and be a fan cheering in
the crowd or a 'hugger' who
encourages athletes. on the field."

-

Rhonda Guerette of Rack River.
Maine, was a proud medal winner in
the last Special Olympics games held
four years ago at the State University
of New York at Brockport, N.Y.

'"The Special, Olympics oath
gives the ideal of each athlete.
"'Let me win, but, if I
cannot win, let me be brave in
the attempt.'
— ,21,SpeCia1 Olympians try-to
live up to this oath in
everything they do."
—Eunice Kennedy Shriver
•
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Meet Ricky Wittman, a "Special" Star
Ricky Wittm

an, a Special
Olympian, is also an actor.
He starred in a movie about
the Special Olympics, "The
Kid From Nowhere," with
Beau Bridges. The movie was
first shown on prime-time TV
in January 1982. He also has
appeared on a "CHiPs" show.
Ricky competed in the 1979
International SpeCial
Olympics. He won gold
medals in the 25-meter
butterfly arid the 25-meter
breaststroke.
Soon after the games, Beau
Bridges was looking for a
mentally retarded child to be
in the movie. A school

Ricky in "The Kid From Nowhere"
with his TV mother, Susan Saint
James, and TV coach, Beau Bridges.

The Mini Page Advice Column
front The Mini Page bv Betty Debnarn

14M4 Universal Pres. Syndicate

principal suggested Ricky.
Beau met Ricky and talked
with him. After a screen test,
Ricky got the part. Ricky's
mother helped him memorize
his lines.
Now 14, Ricky lives with
his mother in North
Hollywood, Calif. His mother
is an 'artist and also works at
a school for the handicapped.
Ricky swims on a regular
YMCA team and wins often.
He practices his swimming
five days a week and also
takes gymnastics.
Some of Ricky's hobbies
include playing baseball,
drums and video games.

Let's Visit New Hampshire

Not long ago, I saw my

brother playin9 with
matches. He is beg9in9
me nth to tell our parents.
I do nal" want to be a
+tattletale. What should
I do?

The state flag is blue, State bird: purple
with the state seal in finch.
State flower: purple
the middle.
lilac.
State capital: Concord.
Nickname: The Granite State, because of large granite
deposits there.
Size when compared with other states: in area, 44; in
population. 41.

Dr. Egan says: _
It is not tattling when you tell what is in
someone's best interest. Would you think of it as
tattling if your baby brother ran into the street?
It is important that you let yOur parents know.
It is better to tell than to risk an accident that
could be very dangerous. •
Dr. James Egan is director of the Departmnt of Psychiatry,
Children's Hospital National Medical Center, Washington, D.C.

The Mini Page Gang is out running a race.
See if you can find:
•Christmas stocking
• horn
• baby bottle
•canoe
• pistol
•alarm clock
•teapot
• word MINI •trash can

•cartot
•candle
•keyhole

Facts About New Hampshire
•In 1776, it became the first
state to set up a government
independent of Great Britain.
•Cool summers and snowy
winters make the state a great
tourist attraction for hiking,
swimming,fishing andsnow
skiing. Profile Mountain is a
famous attraction that looks
like the face of a man formed in
rock.
• Manufacturing is the most
important source of business
income. The main products are
electronic equipment, including
lighting products and radio and
TV equipment. Computer parts,
machine tools and medical
instruments are also important.
Shoes are another big source of
income because the state
produces a lot of leather.
• Forests cover about 84 percent of the state. Much of the
timber is used in manufacturing paper products. Many fir
trees are cut down for sale as Christmas trees each year.
•Dairying is the most important farm activity, followed
by raising poultry and beef cattle.
• Apples are the leading fruit crop, with blueberries,
strawberries and grapes also grown there.
• Natural resources include maple sugar, mica and
granite. Many important buildings have been made from
the state's granite, including the Library of Congress in
Washington, D.C.
•The coastline is only 17 miles long, shorter than any
other state bordering an ocean. The mountains are higher
than any in the Northeast.
•Famous people: Franklin Pierce, Daniel Webster, Alan
Shepard and Robert Frost.
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rAiefaIanismut
Rookie's Jazzed-Up Peanut Butter

Rookie Cookie loves peanut butter for breakfast or
lunch. Here's her special way of fixing it.

You'll need:
• 1/2 cup chunky peanut
butter
•2 tablespoons honey

1=IS KW

!nun

l'Agr ho Betty Ikbnam

WHAT DID
-THE ROBOT
SAY To
THE GAS
PIMP?

Write down the alphabet and number
each letter. Use the numbers as a code
to find the punch line.

20
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14
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25
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1. Mix peanut
butter, honey and
cinnamon
together.

19A4 Unlyersal Preas S•nrficatt.

• 1 , 4 tea-spoon cinnamon
• 1/4 cup milk

What to do:

WI

MON.

2. Slowly mix in
milk and beat
until smooth.

6

1

5

IS

IS

25

21

15

2c.

2.1

15

5

IS

1

i

lMeE^

3. Spread on bread
for a great
sandwich. Try it
on raisin bread for
41.10 special treat.

iL5

12.
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19

20

5

14

5
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GUSGIONORTS%

front The

Mini Page by Petty 1,ebriarn ' 190,1 Univereal Press
Syndicate

Supersport: Loretta Claiborne

Your Newspaper. .I2-1.4;••• illustrated b..,,k1ct. has
po/iles and
:ictivities The h(,oklet (1e:cusses nc•ksluiper hishw‘ and \ 111
takes
h.qund the scenes luuk tt i typiCal 11(q1,1).11,1.1" st4OrN.
send st
plus 511 cents Ipustitge ;ind handling hi Your Newspaper it
kit
Urmersal Press Syndicate. 1•1011 .h,hitsoll Drive. ha Irv,:iv. KATI 61011,

When Loretta Claiborne was
growing up, doctors told her
that she would never be a
runner because of an operation
on her foot. At age 14, she gave
it a try anyway.
Loretta is now 27. She is an
outstanding long-distance
runner in Special Olympic competition.
Special Olympic races are not the only kind
she runs. In 1980 and 1981, Loretta ran in
the Boston Marathon, finishing among the
top 200 in a fiela of over 600 women.
Loretta will be competing in the mile race
and standing long jump at the upcoming
International Special Olympics.
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+ SPECIAL OLYMPICS me
from The Mini Page by Betty Debnam

1903 Universal Prom Synthesist

Words about Special Olympics are bidden in the block
below. See if you can find: special, Olympics, athlete,
sports, play, win, train, coach, competition, fun,
physical, exercise, game, bowling, diving, hockey,
Frisbee, gym,soccer, softball, swimming; track, skiing,
skating.
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A Special Olympian Gets Ready
"What does.'

Special Olympics
mean to you?"
The Mini Page
asked 18-yearold Whitney
Berkhimer of
Woodbridge,
Va.
"It makes rn# feel really
important," Whitney told us. "I am a
star of the show," she added.
\'
\
Whitney is a gymnast. She will
compete in the balance beam and
Bowling
floor routine events at the
Like floor
International Games.
hockey, using
Whitney likes all sports. She plays
plastic
soccer and hockey and rides bikes
stick
and
and horses.
puck.
She doesn't play basketball
because she likes being the team's
cheerlOader better.
Whitney's coach is Dr. Pat Davis,
who
teaches physical education at
Poly Hockey
her school.
''Special Olympics gives the
athletes a chance to be winners in
-----thei*special sport and physical
activity,' says Dr. Davis.
-"It also offers them events to go to
where they can have a good time
and make new friends," she added.
Just like any other athlete',
Whitney
Berkhimer is looking
Basketball
forward to the chance to compete
and maybe win a medal. She is
going for the gold at Baton Rouge.

ming

0-I
Lewis
Lamb(
show

n
ming

0
Mindi
the PI
serve

Floor Hockey

•

Gymnastics

Volleyball

0
Gary
Straus
Quinn,
borah
0-

Eileen
Track and Field

Whitney has been working with her coach,
Dr. Pat Davis, for months to build her
strength and get ready for the
International Games. Special Olympians
and their coaches are very serious about
training. Athletes must qualify in local and
state competitions to be invited to compete.
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People who lived in Greece
around 700 B.C. had an
average life expectancy ot
only 18 years. Today, the a vefage life expectancy of
Americans is 73 years.
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Though ants are tiny and
have no bones, they can
, lift as much as 5() times
their own weight. They
have powerful jaw muscles
to do the work.
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Of the over ,3,000 ,
languages in the world
today, Chinese is the most
widely spoken. It is also
the oldest language.
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THURSDAY
5:00 A.M.
It - Religious Programming
5:30 A.M.
o- Magic Hosted by Shari
Lewis Shan Lewis and
Lambchop host this variety
show of music and magic

6:00 A.M.
- Religious Programming
6:30 A.M.
0 - Last Tribes of
Mindanad Tnbesmen from
the Philippines fight to perserve their ancient heritage.

7:30 A.M.
O - MOVIE:'Ruckus' The
arrival of a shell-shocked
Vietnam veteran soon ruffles
the calm of an Alabama
town. Dirk Benedict, Linda
Blair, Ben Johnson. Rated
PG.

8:00 A.M.
- Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Bonnie
Strauss talk with Anthony
Quinn, Deanna Fry and Deborah Kidushim.

O MOVIE: 'My Sister
Eileen' Two sisters from
-

Ohio seek to further their careers in New York. Rosalind
Russell, Brian Aherne, Janet
Blair. 1942.

1:21)

2:00 P.M.
- National
Geographic Special 'The
Sharks.' Tie life patterns of

-

the Philippines fight to perserve their ancient heritage.

4:30P.M.

o - Bewitched

O - Or, Seuss: Cat in the
Hat Two children discover a
colorful cat in a tall hat.

5:00P.M.
O - I Dream of Jeannie
O - Video Jukebox
o (Id) - Reading Rainbow
5:30 P.M.
0- Father Knows Best
0- MOVIE: 'Ruckus' The

involved with 10 sexy ladies
suspected of murder. (R)(60
mu))
(4)0 - Gimme A Break
Nell gets a job as a door-todoor salesman. (R)
- MOVIE: 'Six Pack' Six
young orphans try to help a
stock car driver improve his
luck. Kenny Rogers, Diane
Lane. 1982. Rated PG.
0
- Sneak Previews
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
what's happening at the
movies

o

arrival of a shell-shocked
Vietnam veteran soon ruffles
the calm of an Alabama
town. Dirk Benedict, Linda
Blair, Ben Johnson. Rated
PG.
- Business Report

(F -

•

12:30P.M.
0- MOVIE: 'A Lion Is in
the Streets' Southern peddler marries a school teacher
and then starts on a whirlwind rise politically, using
hysteria among cotton pickers and small town folk as his
device. James Cagney, Barbara Hale, Anne Francis.
1953.

1:30P.M.
- MOVE: 'Under the
Rainbow' A secret service
men and atalent agent tangle

•

with unruly munchkins at a
hotel. Chevy Chase, Carrie

Fisher, Eve Arden. 1981.
Rated PG.

magazine.(R)(60 min.)
- Not Necessarily The
News This show promises
to be everything the current
news is not.
•(I) - Wild World of
Animals
Sneak Previews
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
what's happening at the
movies. •
-20 Minute Workout
•
-Bonanza
7:3010.NI.
•- Inside Boxing
0
- Tennessee
Outdoorernen

8:30 P.M.
CD 0 COD - Cheers

Diane
tries to use a Miss Boston
contest to denounce 'sexist
activity.' (R)

o

Portfolio
- Independent Network
News
9:00 P.M.
O
- 20/20
39
- CBS
Reports: The Plane That
Fell From the Sky Bill Kurt's
OF) -

(I)(i)

reports on the near disaster
of TWA Flight 841.(60 min )
CA) 0 01) - Hill Street
Blues Coffey is a suspect in
the death of a prisoner and
Joyce is offered a highpaying job in Washington (R)
(60 min.)

0 CC - Tonight Show

-

CD

Johnny's guests are George
Segal and Rich Hall (R) (60
min )
O - Wild, Wild West

- PBS Late Night

-

This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from around the worlds of politics,
entertainment, business and
sports with telephone calls
from viewers around the
country

-

shy science whiz develops
telekinetic powers in a lab accident. Scott Baio, Willie
Aames. Rated R
(j3 - Fall & Rise of R.

O - MOVIE: 'Once You
Kiss a Stranger' A psychotic

girl seduces a golf pro, kills
his rival, then tries to get him
to murder her psychiatrist
Paul Burke, Carol Lynley,
Martha Hyer. 1970

o
Perrin

O - Honeymooners •
10:30 P.M.
MASH
Rockford Files
- Barney Miller
O - Cations
- Three's Company

sio(22-Trapper John, M.D.

Gonzo is startled when his
fiancee's long-vanished husband suddenly reappears (R)
(60 min )

-

ED (I)-

1 1:00 P.M.
(I)
- Nightline

ir

-

min.)
(10(1)- Fame A retarded
singer falls for Julie and the
students find out that teacher
David Reardon has posed in a

tion ' Tonight's program tributes America's foremost
composer, Aaron Copland
(R)(90 min )
- Outdoor Life

World of pnirnal
Behavior
V - Praise tWe'l..iird
9:30 P.M.
0- TBS Evening News
Zookeepers
O - Major League
Baseball: St. Louis at San
Francisco
10:00 P.M.
OC2)OCSDC1)00
(I)0
- News
o MOVIE: 'Zapped' A

Entertain yourself with Cable TV. Instead
of summer re-runs, find your kind of
relaxation and enjoyment on cable
television. With the kind of variety
that you can't get on regular TV. 2
hours a day. And beyond entertain- *".
ment, cable brings you uprw
to-the-minute news, sports ADMIX
documentaries,the arts, r 0‘4
and better broadcast reception. For you total
entertainment
connection
call today! •

-

WWII, a spoiled Southerner
learns things the hard way.
Robert
Wagner,
Terry
Moore, Broderick Crawford.
1956.

a - Kennedy Center
Tonight 'A Copland Celebra-

Movies. 24hours.
Broadway.
Comedy. Musk.
LasVegasShows.

6:00 P.M.
GE) 11111 CI) CU (1)0
CC fj- News
o - Green Acres
o Business Report
(fi) - MacNeil-Lehrer
gram features Maxine AnReport
drews of the Andrews
•
- Stersky and Hutch
Sisters.
0C2- CBS News
- Phil Donahue Donahue
- In Search of....
discusses freedom of speech
on college campuses.
6:30 P.M.
O MOVIE: 'Grease 2' A O GO
- Entertainment
British exchange student falls
Tonight
for the leader of a female
0(1)0 - Family Feud
gang. Maxwell Caulfield,
CID - Tic Tac Dough
Michelle
Pfeiffer.
1982.
Major League
O
Rated PG.
Baseball: Atlanta at Phila113
- Phil Donahue Puldelphia
itzer Prize winner Seymour
0cit - Jeffersons
Hersh provides another per- •
- MacNeil-Lehrer
spective on the personality
Report
and historical significance of
Henry Kissinger.
di) - Kentucky
Considered
11:00 A.M.
- Major League
o - Video Jukebox
Baseball: California at
1 1:30 A.M.
Baltimore
O - MOVIE:'Six Pack' Six
7:00P.M.
young orphans try to help a
113
(1) 0 - MOVIE:
stock car driver improve his
'Masada' Part 3
luck. Kenny Rogers, Diane
▪ OD 0 OD-- Magnum.
Lane. 1982. Rated PG.
P.I. A woman who comes to
12:00P.M.
the estate to write a book on
I) - MOVIE: 'Between ornithologists causes probHeaven and Hell During lems for Magnum. (R) (60
8:30 A.M.
- Superheroes
9:00 A.M.
- 700 Club Today's pro-

Wild America

Baseball: Nashville at
Columbus
8:00 P.M.
O men- Simon &
Simon A.J. and Rick become

the shark are examined. (R)
(60 min.)[Closed Captioned]

- Local Programming
3:00 P.M.
Last Chance
Garage [Closed Captioned]
3:30 P.M.
O - Last Tribes of
Mindanad Tribesmen from

-

'Watching
Wildlife ' Tonight's program looks at
where, when and how you
can regularly find and watch
wild animals (R)
C Minor League

9. 1983

WIN

ORDER NOW
-AND SAVE 50%
ON INSTALLATION.
CALL 753-5005

•
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I
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FRIDAY

THURSDAYCONT.
o

MOVIE: 'Lola' A MaySeptember romance between a liberated 16-year-old
and an almost 40-year-old
writer who have an affair and
make the mistake of marrying Charles Bronson, Susan
George, Trevor Howard
1971
X - Barney Miller
-

11:30 P.M.
- Kojak
100W - Late Night with
David Letterman
- Nightline
McCloud 'Manhattan Manhunt ' McCloud finds
himself in Manhattan working
on two 'typical New York'
cases IA) 190 min )

o

-

11:45 P.M.

- MOVIE: 'Dangerous
o
Exile' During the French Revolution, the small son of
Marie Antoinette is secretly
smuggled into Wales Louis
Jourdan, Belinda Lee. 1958.
O - News/Sign Off
C - Jim Bakker
- Heritage Singers

•

12:00 A.M.
- ABC News One
(1)
on One
V - Behind Scenes

12:30 A.M.
0(2)0OD (3D - News
CE - NBC News Overnight
ABC News One on
One
11) - Mary Hartman, Mary
Hartman
O - Major League
at
California
Baseball:
Baltimore
- Good News
1:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: Villinger'
An account that follows
gangster John DiUinger from
his prison breakout to his
Warren
shootout.
final
Oates, Richard Dreyfuss,
Clons Leachman. 1973
CBS News
Nightwatch
- Three Stooges

-

emea-

6:00 A.M.
V ming

- CNN Headline News
O - MOVIE: 'Under the

0-

Rainbow' A secret service
man and a talent agent tangle
with unruly munchkins at a
hotel. Chevy Chase, Carrie
Fisher, Eve Arden. 1981.
Rated PG
- Praise the Lord

2:00 A.M.
- News/Sign Off
2:45 A.M.

O-

•

Little Orbit. The Astro
Dog Orbit and his two-legged
friends make a space voyage Animated
216 - Religious Programming

1:30 A.M.

•

MOVIE: 'Eye of the
Needle' A Nazi spy becomes
involved in a passionate alliance with a Scottish woman
Donald Sutherland, Kate Nel!igen 1981 Rated R

_

(1)-

MOVIE:'Dr. Jekyll
& Sister Hyde' A young
doctor/killer changes himself
into a woman and the female
personality becomes dominant. Ralph Bates, Martine
Beswich, Gerald Sim. 1972.

3:00 A.M.
O-

MOVIE: 'It's a Great
Life' When Dagwood gets invited to a fox hunt, the only
thing that's safe is the fox.
Penny Singleton, Arthur
Lake, Larry Simms. 1943.
(1) - Major League
Baseball: St. Louis at San
Francisco

3:15 A.M.

O

'Fighting
- MOVIE:
devoted family man

Back' A
organizes his community into
a People's Neighborhood Patrol to fight crime. Tom Skerritt, Patti LuPone. 1982.
Rated R.
4:00 A.M.
Varied Programs

O-

4:30 A.M.

- Health Field
O - Agriculture U.S.A.
V - Behind Scenes

5:00 A.M.

Religious Program -

6:30 A.M.
MOVIE: 'The White,
Lions' An animal researcher
and his family discover two
white lion cubs. Michael
York, Glynnis O'Connor.
Rated PG.,

8:00 A.M.

- Hour Magazine
o (I)Collins
and Bonnie

Gary
Strauss talk with Deidre Hall,
Caryl Rivers and Lisa Lyon.
- MOVIE:'Francis Joins
the WACS' An army lieutenant, throUgh a clerical error, is
assigned to the WACS. Donald O'Connor, Julie Adams,
Chill Wills. 1954

o

8:30 A.M.
O - Fraggle Rock Visit the
world of Fraggle Rock underneath the basement of an eccentric inventor.
O - Spiderman

9:00 A.M.
- Phil Donahue Donahue
features a debate on the pros
and cons of President Reagan's proposal to create an
antiballistic missile defense
system in outer space.
115 - MOVIE: 'The Pirate
Movie' A shy teenager
dreams she is the heroine in a
pirate tale. Kristy McNichol,
Christopher Atkins. 1982.
Rated PG.
0CID- Phil Donahue Guest
today is Pulitzer Prize winner
Seymour Hersh.

11:00 AM.
- Inside

Boxing

6:30 P.M.
11)(1)
Tonight

11:30 A.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Breakthrough' A Nazi sergeant
gets involved in a plot to assassinate Adolf Hitler Richard Burton, Robert Mitchum, Rod Steiger Rated PG

12:00 P.M.
0-

MOVIE: 'Hell On
Frisco Bay' An ex-cop,
falsely imprisoned for manslaughter, sets out to clear
himself upon his release.
Alan Ladd, Edward G. Robinson, Joanne Dru 1955

12:30 P.M.
C-

MOVIE: 'Griffin and
Phoenix' Two people suffering from terminal illnesses
meet and discover a new zest
for life through their friendship. Peter Falk, Jill Clayburgh. 1976

:00 P.M.
O-

MOVIE: 'The White
Lions' An animal researcher
and his family discover two
white lion cubs. Michael
York, Glynnis O'Connor.
Rated PG

2:00 P.M.
o (1) - World of Animal
Behavior
- Local Programming

2:30 P.M.
- New Shapes in
€1
Education
C - Wild Kingdom
3:00 P.M.
Little Orbit, The Astro
Dog Orbit and his two-legged
friends make a space voyage. Animated. 0 ap - Magic of
Decorative Ptng

0-

4:30 P.M.
alp - Bewitched
O Fraggle Rock Visit the
world of Fraggle Rock underneath the basement of an eccentric inventor.
- Sha Na Na

5:00P.M.
0- I Dream of Jeannie
- MOVIE: 'Breakthrough' A Nazi sergeant
gets involved in a plot to assassinate Adolf Hitler. Richard Burton, Robert Mitchum, Rod Steiger Rated PG.
210 - Reading Rainbow

For Wedding
Fit
Invitations
t' al
tot tt-7 Your Personality
oittl ,
`t Look To Stylart.
ts kir Come In And See
tct,11
lyti
This Unique Album.
TO

'i

Photo Invitations
PHOTOGRAPHER: DAVID CELAYA

LIS STU I

•

216E. NORTH ST. 247-1851 MAYfIELD, KY.
SAT. 9-12:30 CLOSED MON.
. OPEN TUES.-FRI. 9-5

o
o

5:30 P.M.
- Father Knows Best
121 - Business Report

6:00P.M.
CU CID OD0
- News
(1)
O Green Acres
•CP - Business Report
MacNeil-Lehrer
Report °°
- Starsky and Hutch
....
ews
CBShNof
_ In-searc
2t(2
0
CID

-

- Entertainment

O(1)10(1)- Family Feud
- Tic Tac Dough
Andy Griffith
42)- Inside Boxing
O - Jeffersons
0 01) - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
Comment on
Kentucky
- Special
0

o-

-

7:00 P.M.
O Cf)- Focus

apea_
-

Dukes of
Hazzard
(I)0 Benson Kraus' pen
pal arrives at the mansion.(R)
[Closed Captioned]
- MOVIE: 'Bless the
Beasts and Children' Six
boys, considered misfits
from a boys camp attempt to
stop the senseless slaughter
of a buffalo. Billy Mumy,
Barry Robbins, Miles Chapin.
1971.
- Powers of
Matthew Star Matthew
uses his supernatural powers
to earn a spot on the football
team. (R)(60 min.)
O - On Location: Buddy
Hackett
(I)0 - Washington
Week/Review Paul Duke is
joined by top Washington
.journalists analyzing .the
week's news.
- MOVIE: 'The Car A
mysterious driverless automobile terrorizes a smell Utah
town. James Brolin, Ronnie
Cox, Kathleen Lloyd. 1977.
USA Friday Night
Boxing Coverage of professional boxing is presented
from Madison Square Garden, New York. NY.(3 hrs.)
- Special Solid Gold
Celebrates the 70's

o

(4)

•

-

•

is

P46,

7:30 P.M.
C3D 0- At Ease Valentine
and Baker are ordered to strip
to negotiate with residents of
a nude camp. (R)
OD0*Si- Wall Street
Week Louis Rukeyser analyzes the '80s with a weekly
review of economic and investment matters.

8:00 P.M.
Ea CZ) C3D 0 - MOVIE:
'Masada' Part 4
Dallas The
Ewing feuds are temporarily
put aside as guests gather at
Southfork for a wedding. (R)
(60 min.)
(1)- Knight Rider MiGD
chael Knight and K.I.T.T. try
to help a girl escape from terrorists. (R)(60 min.)
- World Championship
Boxing: Michael Spinks vs.
Eddie Mustafa Muhammad
O CU- Nova 'Hawaii: Crucible of Life.' Tonight's program takes you to the land of

ap0 -

•

KEN LAKE
Appliance Servic •
•Imarams *Trish Csopecten
•Ilidniresiers
*Washers
*Dryers

•IlefriOrethil
*Air Casditieship

Ihrsir Service Os Al Appilsida

*deka Meallistaery Word Applisactis
tr AI Mork S..i....Jidsr
753-$5•5
211S S. Sib St.
is.(Isosy)Mellossy,°ow
*am

volcanoes and shows you
more than .any tourist ever
saw. (R) (60 min.) [Closed
Captioned)
- Creativity w/ Bill
Ca
Moyers

8:30 P.M.
- Inside Story

CI

9:00 P.M.

(2- Falcon Crest
axe*threatens
to make

Angela
Jacqueline pay for the affair
she had with her husband (A)
(60 min )
O - TBS Evening News
- Barbara Mandrell
Show
- Eischied Eischied
13
battles an arsonist who is
hired to burn down unprofitable businesses (R)(60 min )
- Creativity w/ Bill
0
Moyers
(21, - Masterpiece
Theatre 'A Town Like Alice.'
The English prisoners of war
are helped by an Australian
POW (R) (60 min ) [Closed
Captioned]
0- 20 Minute Workout
V - Independent Network
News

9:30 P.M.

o(I)- To Be Announced
0- Odd Couple
League
Major
Baseball: Chicago Cubs at
Los Angeles
10:00 P.M.
0(I) GI Cl) C3) C430
- News
Cl)00
O - All In the Family
O - MOVIE: 'The Soldier'
A CIA agent tries to prevent
the Russians from blowing up
half of the world's oil supply.
Klaus Kinski, Ken Wahl,
Rated R.
- To Be Announced
- Honeymooners

10:30 P.M.
- MASH

O

0
- Rockford Files
- Barney Miller
- Cartels
(3)- Three's Company
- Tonight Show
Cl)O
Johnny's guests are Shelley
Winters and Robert Klein. (R)
(80 min.)
Ebony/Jet Showcase
O (1) - PBS Late Night
This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from around the worlds of politics,
entertainment, business and
sports with telephone calls
from viewers around the
country.
Best of Midnight
Specials
Police Story 'The
Hunters '

-

•

▪ -

-

:00 P.M.

c2-,) _ Nightline
- Night Tracks
GID - Berney Miller
- Solid Gold
11:30 P.M.
O - MOVIE: To

O

Be
Announced
CO0 - Late Night with
David Letterman
0-MOVIE:'Cat People' A
sister and brother .share a
strange and horrible secret
Nastassia Kinski, Malcolm
Heard
McDowell, John
1982. Rated R
- Mary Hartman, Mary
Hartman

•

12:00A.M.

0CE - ABC News One on
One
- Road to Los Angeles
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FRIDAY CONT.
O
CD

Nightline
- MOVIE: 'Dracula's
Daughter'
A
vampire's
daughter kidnaps her lover's
fiancee Otto Kruger, Gloria
Holden, Marguerite Churchill
1936
-

a - Behind Scenes
12:30 A.M.
_ At The Movies
O
- News/Sign Off
- I Choose Life
1:00 AM.
▪ ck) _ News
Cl) - NBC News Overnight
O - ABC News One on
One
- Joy of 114tsic
1:30 A.M.
0
- MOVIE: 'DigbyThe Biggest Dog In The
World' When
scientists
spend more time eying an attractive widow than they
spend observing their experiments, the widow's dog
drinks one of their formulas
with hilarious results. Jim
Dale, Angela Douglas, Spike
Milligan 1973
- News
EL - Three Stooges

unced

SIM

Fly
Show
5helley
sin. (R)

vcase
Night
iatures
om aroeitics,
is and
o calls
cl the

dnight
y 'The

•

To Bo

it with

,ple A
hare a
secret.
lalcolm
Heard

• Mary

Dn.on

gobs

O

- MOVIE: 'The Pirate
Movie' A shy teenager
dreams she is the heroine in a
pirate tale Knsty McNichol,
Christopher Atkins 1982
Rated PG
O News/Sign Off
- Praise the Lord
2:00 A.M.
0- CNN Headline News
CD - News/Sign Off
3:00 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Purvis: G
Man'
-

-

3:15 A.M.

O - MOVIE: 'The Soldier'
A CIA agent tries to prevent
the Russians from blowing up
half of the world's oil supply
Klaus Kinski, Ken Wahl
Rated R
4:00 A.M.

o _ Prog cont'd

4:30 A.M.
clp - MOVIE: 'Food of
the Gods' A nightmare begins for people on an isolated
farm when a substance
causes animals and insects
to grow to giant size Marjoe
Gortner, Pamela Franklin, Ida
Lupin() 1976
- Behind Scenes

O

SATURDAY

10

V
Didier'
revent
iing up
iupply
Wahl
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5:00A.M.
O CE)- Movie Cont'd
- TBS Morning News
0- MOVIE:'Haywire' The
lives of the Haywards are followed through the good
times and the bad times Lee
Remick, Jason Robards, Deborah Raffin. 1980.
2t)- Deaf World
5:30 A.M.
- Joy in the Morning
6:00 A.M.
Heatth Field
O
O EL - Mornings on 5
- Ag USA
O - Between the Lines
CD - Perspective
6:15 A.M.
EL - Agriculture U.S.A.
6:30 A.M.
(I) - Children's Gospel
Hour
Cl) - New Zoo Revue
O - Romper Room
O
- U.S. Farm Report
- Public Report
6:45 A.M.
EL - Farm Digest
W*other
e - Sign On/News
7:00 A.M.
so (1) cu CD - Super
Friends

o

0

(ID

-

eminat- PoPire*/
Olive Comedy Show
- Baseball Bunch
•
GE) CI CID - Flintstono
Funnies
e - Spiderman
-Lifeline
7:30 A.M.
II CID CI)
- Poe Mimi
Utde Reecals/RIchie Rich
▪
(I)
a Pandemonium
e- MOVIE:'The Winning
Team' This is the story of
pitcher Grover Cleveland Alexander, one of the greats of
baseball Dons Day, Ronald,
Reagan, Frank
Lovejoy
1952
OL Q W - Shirt Tales

O - MOVIE: 'Clash of the
Mans'The child of Zeus battles mythical monsters to
save a princess from an arch
rival Laurence Olivier, Claire
Bloom, Burgess Meredith
1981 Rated PG
113 - New Zoo Revue
V - love Special
8:00 A.M.
ouspe(12- Meatballs &
Spaghetti
GU0 CI)- Smurfs
Dm- All Creatures Great
and Small
ID - Three Stooges
8:30 A.M.
O CI) fa
- Bugs
Bunny/Road Runner Show
(19 - Lone Ranger
- Treasures Out of
Darkness
9:00 A.M.
CI CE CID
- Scooby,
Scrappy-Doo/ Puppy Hour
0
- Motorweek
C9 - Daniel Boone
- Rise & Shine
9:30 A.M.
- TN, Dukes
O - MOVIE: 'Captain
Blood' Dr Peter Blood, sold
into slavery, escapes from an
island prison and becomes a
feared pirate captain. Errol
Flynn, Olivia de Havilland,
Basil Rathbone 1935.
(1)0(1) - Gary Coleman
Show
- MOVIE:'Hanky Panky'
A mild-mannered architect
gets caught in a web of intrigue and murder Gene
Wilder, Gilds Radner, Richard
Widrnark. 1982. Rated PG
O CL - Victory Garden
10:00A.M.
CD (i)
e - Mork &
Mindy/ Laverne & Shirley!
Fon: Hour
CD CE) al
- Bugs
Bunny/Road Runner Show
(4)0(I)- Incredible Hulk
and the Amazing Spider
man
▪ (I)

•

o ceD - GED Course
West
V - Kids Praise the Lord
10:30 A.M.
CeD - GED Course
11:00 A.M.
Bogus- British Open
Coverage of the third round is
presented from The Royal
Birkdale Golf Club, Southport, England (2 hrs )
(1) fa
- Gilligan's
Planet
Ij)0
- Thundarr
Guten Tag

o

o

31) -

CD - Wrestling
V - One Way Game
11:30 A.M.
0 CI) fa
- New Fat
Albert Show
- MOVIE: 'His Kind of
Woman' A fall guy in a plot
to bring an expatriated racketeer back to the U S. gets
wise and rounds up the
-crooks. Robert Mitchum,
Jane Russell, Vincent Price
1951
C4D
(11) - Flash Gordon
▪ - Howard Hughes: The
Inside Story The life of this
eccentric millionaire is examined
.)EL - Hobby Shop
- Heritage Singers
12:00P.M.
O cu is
- Blackstar
EL - Big Blue Marble
0CL - Atop the
Fencepost
CE) - Photo Show
GD - Twilight Zone
•- Hardy Boys/ Nancy
Drew

o

o

12:30 P.M.
0CL)- Baseball Bunch
- Happy Days
O - MOVIE: 'Six Pack' Six
young orphans try to help a
stock car driver improve his
luck. Kenny Rogers, Diane
Lane. 1982. Rated PG.
0
- Kentucky Afield
- To Be Announced
O
- Children's Film
Festival
1:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'The
Bounty Killer' An Easterner
is led into a life of bounty killing after wiping out a bandit
gang by a fluke. Dan Duryea,
Rod Cameron, Audrey Dalton. 19_64
GD EL - Outdoor Life
gID 0 EL - Major League
Baseball:
Oakland
at
Boston/or Texas at New
York Yankees
0- News
113 GU - Spokesman
0- MOVIE: 'They Saved
Hitler's Brain' Having given
eternal life to thebrain of their
leader, two survivors of the
Nazi holocaust kidnap an
American scientist as part of
their design to conquer the
world. Wafter Stocker, Audrey Cairo. 1964
la
- Baseball Bunch
ilott - MOVIE: 'Ma and Pa
Kettle At Home' The Kettle's try to make the old
homestead into model farm
Marjorie Main, Percy Kilbride,
Alice Kefley. 1954
1:30 P.M.
- Lone Ranger
113 - Public Affairs
Woodwright's
Shop
O
- Star Trek
2:00 P.M.
- To Be Announced
-

MOVIE: 'Captains of
o
the Clouds
-

CD - Wild, Wild

' A group of 'wild'
civilian American pilots join
the RCAF as a lark but prove
their worth under fire James
Cagney, Dennis Morgan,
Brenda Marshall 1942
O Wild, Wild West
0 CID - This Old House
[Closed Captioned]
2:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'The
Flame and the Arrow' A
mountaie fighter leads his
people in a fight against an
unjust Hessian ruler Burt
Lancaster, Virginia Mayo,
Robert Douglas. 1950.
0
CU -MOVIE:'Deliver Us
From_Eitif_Eive. men set out
to explore the Oregon wilderness, but end up fighting to
survive the rugged terrain
when their guide is killed.
George
Kennedy,
JanMichael Vincent, Bradford
Dillman. 1973.
0- MOVIE:'Haywire' The
lives of the Haywards are followed through the good
times and the bad times. Lee
Remick, Jason Robards, Deborah Raftin 1980.
CI CID - French Chef
(E)- Another Page
0 (12) - MOVIE: 'Planet
Earth' A 20th century American astronaut transported
into the 22nd century is captured and enslaved by a female dominated society. John
Saxon, Diana Muldaur, Janet
Margolin 1974
(21) - MOVIE: 'Life in the
Pink' A submarine officer
and his crew play host
aboard their shocking pink
sub to five rescued nurses.
John Astin, Richard Gilliland,
Melinda Naud. 1977
3:00 P.M.
O _ Hogan's Heroes
Magic of
CL
Decorative Ptng
- GED Series
CD - MOVIE: 'Ten Tigers
From Kwangtung'
-

o

o

ties mythical monsters to
save a princess from an arch
rival Laurence Olivier, Claire
Bloom, Burgess Meredith
1981 Rated PG
CC - Montage
0CL - Portfolio
2i Landscaping Your
Homes
- Kung Fu
fa
- News

o

-

5:30 P.M.
0 EL - USFL Football
Highlights
O CE) - Hee Haw
- At The Movies
CC0
NBC News
A ndy Griffith
-"Tony Brown's
Journal 'Stars on Hollywood
o
_ Magic of Oil
Painting
CD - CBS News
6:00 P.M.
faCECCOCE- News
- Lawrence Welk
O0
- Hee Haw
- Bobby Jones'
World
0 45) - Wild America
'Swamp Critters.' Tonight's
program looks at some
southern swamps and some
of the creatures that live
there (R)
Ca - Dance Fever
(21)- Jaws 3D: Sharks Don't
Die
(j) -

-

6:30 P.M.

O EL - Ann Holt at Large
- News
Minor
League
Baseball
Montreal
at
Atlanta

O

C4D - Point to Point

o ELI - Accent

0
- Tennessee
Outdoorsmen
(t) - Sneak Previews
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
what's happening at the
movies
CD - Nashville on the Road
7:00 P.M.
OCECIAR- T.J. Hooker
Hooker finds himself involved
with a major unsolved case
and a woman from his past
(R) (60 min ) [Closed Captioned]
(I)fli(12 - Witt Disney
'The Kids Who Knew.,Too
Much.' Part 1 of 2. A reporter
links up with four kids to
solve a murder and assassination conspiracy. (R) (60
min )
W 0 W - Diff rent
Strokes Willis discovers
how lucky he is to have a job
(R)[Closed Captioned]
0_ MOVIE:'Hanky Panky'
A mild-mannered architect
gets caught in a web of intrigue and murder. Gene
Wilder, Gilda Radner, Richard
Widmark 1982 Rated PG
(11) - Firing Line
121 (21) - Cosmos 'The Persistence of Memory ' Dr. Carl
Sagan examines the human
brain and the nervous system. (R) (60 mm) [Closed
Captioned]
CD - Austin City Lm'ts
Encore
V - Solid Gold
7:30 P.M.
CiD0CID - Silver Spoons A
man from Kate's past drops

o

Ss •

o

-

3:30 P.M.

CD - ABC Sportsbeat

CIE) - Magic of Animal
o
Painti

ng
- GED Series
4:00 P.M.
(3)CE)(I) - Wide World
of Sports
oa00(12- McDonald's
LPGA Golf Classic Coverage
of the third round is presented from the White Manor
Country Club, Malvern, PA.
That
(60-miri.)
(4)
Nashville Music
Nashville on the
Road
0 CU -Square Foot
Gardening
- Firing line
4:30 P.M.
Motorweek Illustrated
a) - Life and Times of
Grizzly Adams
0 CID - irvin Cobb Golf
0 CL - Magic of Oil
Painting
- MOVIE:'The Rangers'
Rangers face everything from
injured skiers to hungry
bears. James G Richardson,
Colby Chester', Jim B. Smith
1974
GO

;- -

-

Duties the summer, you'll want to
look your best! Why not come in for
0 styling consultation with Pam
Ruddle? She'll help you choose a
sew hairdo that's just right for you!

CD

5:00P.M.
- Olen CamPhoil
Show
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•
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is;
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PADUCAN,442-43$4

Championship

Wrestling
O _ MOVIE - 'Clash of the
Titans' The child of Zeus bat-

v-4/0•
,ft.t
family haircasters.
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SATURDAYcoNt
in on the Strattons (R)
C - Pop! Goes the Country
Club

is discovered that the Russians have infiltrated high
French government posi
tions Frederick Stafford,
Dany Robin, John Forsythe
1969
MOVIE: 'In Enemy
Country' A French intelligence Colonel must find, and
discover how to build a defense against, a new German
torpedo Tony Franciosa,
Anianette Corner, Guy Stockwell 1968

8:00 P.M.
1131XX0- Love Boat
The crew acts as a jury in a
landlady's case, a student
must tell his professor some
bad news and a man comes
between a magician and his
daughter (R) 160 min )
(Closed Captioned]
la
MOVIE:
'Same Time, Next Year
Two people, married to otherS, agree to meet once a
year to rekindle their romance Eifert Burst yn, Alert
Alda 1978
- Quincy Quincy
X0
agrees to work with a
psychic in order to solve the
murders of some teenage
girls (RI (60 min )
- Austin City Limits
Undersea World of
Jacques Cousteau
- MOVIE:'Frenzy' An insane murderer strangles a
series of women Jon Finch,
Barry Foster, Barbara LeighHunt 1972
- Laugh Trax

a) usi

•

..

•

_

_

10:15P.M.
CD - ABC News
O - Wrestling
10:30 P.M.
- Entertainment This
Week

CDC n- News

(I) - MOVIE: The Human
Comedy' A boy supports-his
family when his older brother
goes off to war Mickey
Rooney, James Craig, Van
Johnson 1943
O - All In the Family
- Saturday Night Live
O MOVIE: 'Six Pack' Six
young orphans try to help a
stock car driver improve his
luck Kenny Rogers, Diane
Lane 1982 Rated PG
0 at) - That Nashville
Music
Fiddle a Little
1 1:00 P.M.
O 111 - Gunsmoke
o - Night Tracks
Austin City Lrn'ts
o
Encore
Barbara Mandrell
Show

-

•

-

9:00 P.M.
OCEMIlif- ABC News
Closeup
00CC - Monitor
O - On Location: The
11th
Store's
Comedy
Anniversary Famous grads
of this nightclub return to celebrate
(jE - MOVIE: 'Heaven
Can Wait' A gay blade of the
1890's requests admission
to Hades in order to relive the
naughty gaslight era Don
Ameche, Charles Coburn,
Marjorie Main. 1943
(It - Therese Raquin
from Masterpiece Theatre
Therese and Laurent's wedding night turns into a horrible
nightmare (R) (60 min.)
(Closed Captioned)
- Independent Network
News

CD

(I) -

• cz -

11:15 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Roots: The
Next Generation' Part 1 A
dramatic representation of
the Alex Haley family from
the time of the Civil War to
the present Georg Stanford
Brown, Ossie Davis, Ruby
Dee. 1979

13

11:30 P.M.

O cf)- MOVIE:'The Spiral

9:30 P.M.
TBS Weekend News
- Wall St. Journal Rep.
-

10:00 P.M.
DX CD CID0 - News
O - Not Necessarily The
News This show promises
to be everything the current
news is not
ABC News
- McClain Family
0
Band
•- MOVIE:'Topaz' Global
security is threatened when it

-

- Whitey Herzog

C(-4- Midnight Special
ABC News

- America's Top Ten
(I)- Three Stooges
(F - MOVIE: 'Rio Grande'
A tough cavalry commander
awaits orders to cross a river
so he can clean up marauding
Indians John Wayne, Maureen O'Hara 1950
(t6 - Treasures Out of
Darkness

43

0(I)- News
Saturday Night
V - AIA Sports Magazine

-

1:45 A.M.
MOVIE:
Irish
An
'Hennessey'
freedom-fighter witnesses
the death of his wife and
child, killed in a street riot by
a British soldier. He plans to
take revenge by blowing up
the Parliament with the
Queen in attendance. Rod
Steiger, Lee Remick, Trevor
Howard. 1975
tal - MOVIE: 'Penitentiary
II' A boxer seeks revenge on
an old prison enemy who
murdered his girlfriend. Leon
Issac Kennedy, Ernie Hudson, Mr. T. 1982. Rated R.
-

2:00 A.M.

-

Ebony/Jet

Showcase
(23 - Church in the Home

6:00 A.M.
- It's Your Business
o(I)- Mornings on S
- Cartoons

Forum
- Ever Increasing Faith
6:15A.M.
C1)- Farm Digest
- Weather
0
6:30A.M.
151 C2D - Face to Face
••••
- Eyewitness Magazine 113 - It Is Written
(=)- Community Worship
O - MOVIE: 'Victory' Allied prisoners fight their German captors on the soccer
field, but their real goal is escape. Sylvester Stallone, Michael Caine, Pele. 1981.
Rated PG. ,1‘
Accent
O
Spiritual Uplift
- Old Time Religion
Perspective

a-

(I)-

7:00 A.M.
- World Tomorrow
- Jerry Falwell

C

- Movie Cont'd
- Lifeline

2:30 A.M.
- Reason to Sing
3:00 A.M.
V- Hour of Power
3:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Macho
O

escaped
An
Callahan'
prisoner-of-war is out to
even up some scores, but
finds himself up against. a
woman bent on getting revenge. David Janssen, Jean
Seberg, Lee J. Cobb. 1970.

3:45 A.M.

- Dwight Thompson

dialogue
The B&W segments are taken from the early series run,
which dates from 1951 to 1959
on ABC. Before that it ran on
the defunct Durdont network
as "The Art Baker Show."

(I) - Amazing Grace Bible
Class
Cartoon Carnival
Nashville Gospel
Show
Cl) - Montage
Dawn of a New Day
- Sesame
0 (1)0
Street [Closed Captioned]
Tony & Susan Alamo
Robert Schuller
- Tony the Pony
7:30A.M.
O GD 0 alp - Amazing
Grace
(3)- Day of Discovery
(1D - Silhouettes of The City
- James Robison
O Bible Pathways
- Cliffwood Ave. Kids
8:00A.M.
- Jimmy
Swaggart
CD - It Is Written
- James Robison
O - Lost In Space
- At Home With the
Bible
- - Young at Heart
(1)
Trinity Tabemaclea
0CID - Cliffhangers
Sesame Street
o
[Closed Captioned]
Show My People
- Sunday Morning

al-

c3D -

o_
C

-

-

o-

al-

-

-

•

No Limit

TACO JOHN'S

-

so -

041 N Murroy
aoss F•om
pe p F,-,tboil Stadium

•

753-9697
*4*.

Paducah Devotion

-

9:00 A.M.
- Kenneth Copeland
O CE)- Oral Roberts
O Lighter Side
(I)- Robert Schuller
- Rev. David Paul
113 Cl) - World of Animal
Behavior
Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood
Ernest Angley
Jerry Falwell
-

-

(t)

-

- Hamilton Bros
9:30 A.M.
- Two Rivers Hour

9:15 A.M.

- World Tomorrow
o
413 - America's Black

A,41. GERE'D UP — How
old is Richard Gere and where
was he born?
The 33-year-old star of
"Breathless" hails from a suburb-of Syracuse. N.Y. His next
role will be playing the fictional owner of New York's
real-life Cotton Club in a
8:30A.M.
musical drama shooting in the
James Robison
Big Apple later this stitnnter.
Before that is released, you (S)- Kownoth Copeland
Day of Discovery
Can see him in "The Honorary GI)
- MOVIE: 'Rood* OW A
Consul," based on the Graham
boxer finds out that it is
Greene novel.
tostay on top than to
_Laugher
AIRE RAW ADDRESS —
to get there. Sylvester StalWhere can I write to the peltlone, Burgess Meredith, Taka
-pie that make the "Hee Raw" Shire.
1982. Rated PG.
programs?

SOFTSHELL
TACOS

Ofier Good All Doy

5:30 A.M.

1:15 A.M.
- News
1:30 A.M.

4:00 A.M.

•

Z' A special operations unit
tracks down Japanese defectors on a South Asian island
Mel Gibson, John Philip Law,
Sam Neill 1981
(n) - Behind Scenes

1:00 A.M.

12:00 A.M.
GIO - Solid Gold
(1)- Miscallania/ Music
- MOVIE: 'Friday, the
13th Part 3 Four teenage
couples find horror at an iso-

5:00 A.M.

- World Tomorrow
MOVIE: The Blue
O
Max' During WWII, a young
German aviator competes
with other members of his
squadron for the coveted
'Blue Max' flying award.
George Peppard, James Mason, Ursula Andress. 1966.
X0 - Herald of Truth
Oral Roberts and You
- Electric Company
0
- Jimmy Swaggart
10:00 A.M.
- Rex Humbard
- PTL Club
Jim Whittington
Religion
- Kingdom Living
0
Matinee at the
Bijou
- Sesame Street
[Closed Captioned]
• Lone Ranger
ID - Professional Wrestling
$ral Roberts
al
-

0-

-

01)

-

-

-

10:30 A.M.
- Baptist Church
0
O 11) - Face the Nation
- British Open Coverage
of the fourth round is presented from The Royal Birkdale Golf Club, Southport,
England. (2 hrs.)
- First Baptist Church
O - Fraggle Rock Visit the
world of Fraggle Rock underneath the basement of an eccentric inventor.
0CID - Changed Lives
Way of Life
MOVIE: 'Tarzan's
Desert Mystery' Nazi agents
invade the jungle. Johnny
WeissmuNer, Nancy Kelly,
Johnny Sheffield. 1943
- Jim Whittington
▪
Religion
Monument of Faith
Break Through
11:00A.M.

0-

what's happening at toe
movies.
Wall Street Week
Louis Rukeyser analyzes the
'80s with a weekly review of
economic and investment
matters
- Face the Nation
V - That Teen Show

ft_

o (10 - BJ & Gospel
o - Week In Review
()- Larry Jones Ministry
0- MOVIE:'Attack Force

12:30 A.M.

-

-

SUNDAY

0 -

0- Howard Hughes: The
Inside Story The life of this
eccentric millionaire is examined.

SOFTSHELL
• SUNDAY
1 59

2

lated lake 1982 Rated R
News/Sign Off
Dance Fever
V - Youth Special

Staircase' A young mute girl
senses the presence of a
killer who is terrorizing a
small town, but has no way
to express her fear. Dorothy
McGuire, George Brent, Ethel
Barrymore 1946.
(1) - Saturday Night
Live

ED

fa_

LE6(iEft ileTIMESr,-Sliturifiy.luly 9. I983•

_

(re) -

elm -Newsmakers

(1)- America Works
HBO Rock: The Who
Tour 1882 The final concert
of this legendary rock group
is presented.
- First Baptist
a)
Church
- Over Easy [Closed
Captioned]
O i - Ws Your Businrs
6
11:30A.M.
CID - This Week with
David Brinidey
- Prime of Your Life
▪
- Moot the Prows
Saes& PreviewsCo-hosts Neel Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at

-

•

is

• -

12:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Wagon
Train' The story of old time
freighters who were the lifeblood of the Colonists. Tim
Holt, Martha O'Driscoll. 1940
- Jerry Falwell
- Rodeo Pro Tour
USA
- Church of the
0
Russians Part 1 of 2. Professor Bruce ftigdon reports on
the worship practices and
growth of the Russian Orthodox Church. (60 min.) ,
Dawn of a New Day
Washington
0OD
Week/Review Paul Duke is
joined by top Washington
journalists analyzing the
week's news.
-

(I)is

op-

-

431- MOVIE:'Tom Curtain'
An American physicist pretends to defect to in order to
learn a secret equation vital
to an important new weapon.
Paul Newman, Julie Andrews, Lila Kedrova. 1966
MOVIE: 'Wake of the
Red Witch' A feud between
an East Indies trade monarch
and a sea captain ends in the
loss of gold and the woman
they both love. John Wayne,
Gig Young, Gail Russell.
1948
12:30P.M.
British Open Coverage of the fourth round is presented from The Royal
Birkdale Golf Club, Southport, England. (2 hrs.)
MOVIE:'Attack Force
Z' A special operations unit
tracks down Japanese defectors on a South Asian island.
Mel Gibson, John Philip Law,
Sam Neill. 1981.
- Search the Scriptures
- Wall Street Week
0
Louis Rukeyser analyzes the
'80s with a weekly review of
economic and investment
matters.
- Comment on
0
Kentucky

aa

Oco oo

1:00 P.M.

(s) (12)- McDonsld's
LPGA God Classic Coverage
of the final round is presented
from the White Manor Country Club, Malvern,PA.(2 hrs.)
- Championship Wrestling
League
Major
at
Montreal
Baseball:
Atlanta
(ID - Michigan 500 Auto
Race Coverage of this CART
500 auto race it presented
from the Michigan Speedway, Brooklyn, MI. (3 hrs.,
30 mm.)
- To Be Announced
0
- MOVIE:'Walking Tall'
Buford Risser, a tough
Southern sheriff, risks his life
against local corruption and
vice. Joe Don Baker, Ehzabeth Hartman. 1973
cip - Bernstein/
Beethoven 'Missa
Solernis.' conLeonard Bernstein
ducts the Concertgebouw
Orchestra of Amsterdam in
the 'Missa Solernnis' and
Maximilian Schell describes
Beethoven's funeral.
(90
min.)

-

•

o

•
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(1)0a- Masterpiece
Theatre 'A Town Like Alice.'
The surviving women seek
refuge in a village where they
adopt the natives' lifestyle
(60 min.)(Closed Captioned]
- Black Pulse
Those Amazing
Animals
8:30P.M.
(E)0
- Newhart
The Loudons entertain 'the
.e•
most fun couple in the world.'
(R)
- Bryant Productions
9:00 P.M.
EiCtOal(g- Trapper
John, M.D. Gonzo has to tell
a 'macho' friend of his that
his new baby is a girl (R)(60
min.)
O TBS Weekend News
MOVIE: 'Fighting
O
Back' A devoted family man
organizes his community into
a People's Neighborhood Patrol to fight crime. Tom Skerritt, Patti LuPone. 1982
Rated R.
0CID - Lifeline 'Dr. Judson
Randolph.' Dr. Randolph explains the working life of a
pediatric surgeon. (60 min.)
0
(21)
NAACP
Convention '83 Coverage
13) - Jerry Falwell
- Independent Network
News

o

-

-

-

9:30 P.M.
a - Sports Page
/J)- Evening at the Improv
10:00 P.M.
ID CID 11)02i) ES at News
0- Jerry Falwell
Matters of Life
Death 'The 21st Annual
World Eskimo-Indian Olympics.' Coverage of the Eskimo Games is presented
with a special emphasis on
the Games'connection to ancient ways.
0- Wrap Around
10:15 P.M.
(a)
- News
•
ABC News
10:30 P.M.
CID - Rockford Files
(321 - ABC News
Miller and Co.
MOVIE: 'Lookin' to
Get Out'Two small-time con
men head for the Las Vegas
big time. Jon Voight, AnnMargret, Burt Young. Rated
R.
-

CID - Victor Awards
- 700 Club
11:15 P.M.
(3) - Saturday Night
Live
11:30 P.M.
Kojak
O - MOVIE: 'Roots: The
_ Next Generation' Part 2 A
dramatic representation of
the Alex Haley family from
the time of the Civil War to
the present. Olivia de Haviland, Janet Du Bois, Henry
Fonda. 1979.
a - U.S. Pro Tennis
Championships Coverage of
the men's semifinals is presented from the Longwood
Cricket Club, Boston, MA.(4
hrs.)

op-

12:00 A.M.
o - MOVIE: 'Gambler
from Natchez' A man,
whose father was killed after
he was caught cheating at
cards, seeks to avenge his
father's death. Dale Robertson, Debra Paget, Thomas
Gomez. 1954.
11) - Life Anew
12:15 A.M.
- Directions
12:30 A.M.
0CiD - News
0- MOVIE:'Humongous'
Shipwrecked teenagers find
themselves on a mysterious
island. Rated R
- News/Sign Off
- Lordship of Christ
12:45 A.M.
0
- ABC News
- Three Stooges
- I Love Lucy
1:00 A.M.
CBS News
Nightwatch
- CNN Headline News
(V)- Jerry Barnard

0

-

1:15A.M.
e @2l - CBS News
Nightwatch

2:00 A.M.
HBO Rock: The Who
Tour 1982 The final concert
of this legendary rock group
is presented.
2:15 A.M.
O MOVIE: 'The Well'
Mob violence flares when a
child disappears, but the
town bands together when
she is discovered trapped in a
well. Richard Rober, Harry
Morgan, Barry Kelley. 1951.
0(1)- 'Mkt Cobb Goff
3:30 A.M.
•-Jim Bakker
0-MOVIE:'House Where
0 (I) - Nighttime*:
Evil Dwells' An American faVariety
mily moves into a Japanese
Jack Van Imp.
home where a Samurai warPresents Closed Captioned.
rior brutally murdered his
wife and her lover. Edward
News
Albert, Susan George, Doug
fiff) - Larry King Show
McClure. 1982. Rated R.
10:45P.M.
(1)- uv. Tonight
4:00 A.M.
•
- Catholic Mass
- 700 Ckib
MOVIE:
4:30 A.M.
'Emergency
Room'
A
It's Your Business
behind-the-scenes look at life
Great Decisions
and death in an emergency
room. Sarah Purcell, Penny
1:30 P.M.
Peyser, Julie Sommers.
Popl Goole the
Country Club
11:00P.M.
- Madisons Artisans
- °Pon OP
MOVIE:'Escape from
2:00P.M.
Fort Bravo' A Confederate (I)- MOVIE: 'Abbott And
sympathizer rescues her flCostelloin Hollywood' Abonce and other Southern pribott and Costello caper as a
soners from a Union fort.
barber and a potter of. high
William Holden, Eleanor Parclass parlor in Hollywood.
ker. John Forsythe. 1953
Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,

la-

e-

O

gp -

-

•

e 0-C8S

•

-

•-

• f"'"...
•

Frances Rafferty. 1945

o - MOVIE: 'Victory'

eeate 13) is

Allied prisoners fight their German captors on the soccer
field, but their real goal is escape. Sylvester Stallone, Michael Caine, Pele, 1981
Rated PG.
0 030 - Greatest Sports
Legends
Portraits In Pastels
ad) - MOVIE: 'Emergency
Room' A behind-the-scenes
look at life and death in an
emergency room. Sarah Purcell, Penny Peyser, Julie
Sommars.
2:30 P.M.
- USA. Football
Highlights
CI
Stroh's
Thunderfest '83
- Kennedy Center
Tonight 'Medea.' Zoe Caldwell and Dame Judith Anderson recreate their roles in a
special presentation of Robinson Jeffers' modern adaptation of Euripedes"Medea.'
(R)(90 min.)
0
- Wok Thru China
0 - MOVIE: 'Psycho' A
woman encounters a psychopathic young man. Anthony Perkins, Janet Leigh,
Vera Miles. 1960.
3:00 P.M.
CIO - Carter Country

-

EN

0(1)0(-CBS sports
Sundc

y Today's program
features
the
Calgary
Stampede, the Tour de
France Bicycle Race and boxing. (2 ins.)
Major League
Baseball: St. Louis at San
Francisco
Bridge Basics
fl
3:30 P.M.
At The Movies
GID
0
Sportsman
a
- Squats Foot
Gardening
-

aop-

-American

. 4:00 P.M.
MOV1E: 'HarumScarum' A famous movie
star, visiting a Middle East
country, becomes involved in
intrigue and romance. Elvis
Presley, Mary Ann Mobley,
Fran Jeffries. 1965
This Week In Baseball
O- HBO Theatre: Camelot
This magical love story
evokes memories of a better
world.
- Moneymakers
0
- You Can Fix It
MOVIE:'The Egg and
I' A young couple buys a
chicken farm. Claudette Colbert, Fred MacMurray, Marjorie Main. 1947.
4:30 P.M.
O - Jacques Cousteau
GD - Lorne
Green's
Wilderness
ea
- Iron Horse
Last Chance
Garage [Closed Captioned]
5:00 P.M.
al)
•
- News
(1)0- ABC News
O ClID - Here's to Your
Health
0
- Victory Garden
Wonder Woman
U.S. Pro Tennis
Championships Coverage of
the men's semifinals is presented from the Longwood
Cricket Club, Boston, MA.(4
hrs.)
SKID - CBS News

to

-

ob-

a-

0

Oe-

-

5:30 P.M.
CU
- News
(E)- CBS News
- Wild Kingdom
- Nice People
CE0(3)- NBC News
Outdoors USA
(1) American
Adventure
Great Chefs/New
Orleans
6:00 P.M.
(3) (3) - Making of
Superman II
0(10
60 Minutes
Best of World
Championship Wrestling
0
- Voyagers! Phineas and Jeffrey help in the
arrangement of the rematch
between Joe LOUIS and Max
Schmelling (R)(60 min.)
Solid Gold

O-

0

O -

-

ea-

O-

Wild America
'Swamp Critters.' Tonight's
program looks at some
southern swamps and some
of the creatures that live
there. (R)
0tri)- cosmos 'The Persistence of Memory.' Dr. Carl
Sagan examines the human
brain and the nervous system. (R) (60 min.) (Closed
Captioned]
41) - Hardy Boys/ Nancy
Drew
V - Pro AM
6:30 P.M.
Fraggle Rock Visit the
world of Fraggle Rock underneath the basement of an eccentric inventor.
Great Chefs/New
Orleans
7:00 P.M.
USFL
Championship
,Game:
Teams to be Announced
Alice Mel's
enthusiasm as a theatncal
producer drives everyone out
of the show.(R)
0- Nashville Alive
(i)
- CHiPs An excon returns to town to seek
revenge on Pooch. (R) (60
min.)
O - MOVIE: 'Rocky
A
boxer finds out that it is
tougher to stay on top than to
to get there.' Sylvester Stallone, Burgess Meredith, Talia
Shire. 1982. Rated PG.
0 CID - Evening at Pops
'John
Williams Special.
(VV.T.).• John Williams demonstrates his versatility in
performances -of his wellknown movie scores. (60
min.)
0 - All Creatures Great
and Small
- Ernest Angley
7:30P.M.
O(1)0(O-OneDayat•
Time Barbara and Mark's
temporary refuge with Ann
causes an explosion. (R)
8:00 P.M.
11101111a-Japftersons
The Jeffersons and the Willises air their grievances on a
television court show. (R)
Week In Review
(3) a
- MOVIE:
'Getting,
Away
with
Murder' A bet that a successful industrialist made 30
years ago that he could get
away with murder, comes.
back to haunt him when his
friend becomes.police commissioner. Jon Voight. Robert Shaw. Jacqueline Bisset
1976.
-

0

lemma-

emea-

'M-A-S-H'tops TV
ratings for week;
Archie places third
LOS ANGELES (AP)
the original cast but Car— It was like a brief
roll O'Connor left, and its
return to the good old
ratings slipped. This past
days: "M-A-S-H" was
season the show got no
first in the television
higher than 10th place for
ratings for the past week
the week ended Marcb 13and "Archie Bunker's
"Cagney di Lacey," a
Place" was third.
show CBS is dropping
because of poor ratings,
The two venerable
was in second place.
shows, both leaving the
"The A-Team," NBC's
air at the end of summer,
hit midseason replacedemonstrated they still
ment, was in fourth
pack ratings muscle.
place. Rounding out the
They helped give CBS
Top 5 was CBS'"Simon 8i
another first-place finish
Simon."
In the Nielsen ratings for
CBS had five shows in
the week ended July 3.
the
Top 10, including
CBS was at the top of
"Magnum, P.I.," in
the A.C. Nielsen Co.
seventh place. The news
survey with a rating of
magazine show "20-20" in
12.6. ABC was second
sixth place was the
with 11.6 and NBC was in
highest rated show for
third place with 11.2. The
ABC, which also placed
networks say this means
"9 to 5" and "The Love
that in an average prime
Boat" in the Top 10. NBC
time minute, 12.6 percent
had three shows in the
of the country's TV
Top 10, including "Hill
'homes were tuned to
Street Blues" add "FamiCBS.
ly Ties" in a tie for 10th
"M-A-S-H" ended the
place.
1982-83 season in third
NBC, the third-place
place, due in part to its
network the past several
smashing windup of 11
seasons, has made a
years on the air. The 2/
1
2ratings comeback this
hour final original
summer. It was the first
episode on Feb. 28 broke
time since the week endall viewing records. The
ed May 8 that NBC has
series temporarily left
been in third place.
the air and on its return
The lowest-rated show
on April 18 it was out of
of the week was NBC's
the money for a while un"Voyagers!," which has
til it bounced back in the
been unable to rise from
ratings in June.
the cellar all season.
CBS' "Archie Bunker's
Other shows at the botPlace" began life as "All
tom,-in descending order,
in the Family," a show
were NBC's "Quincy,"
that made a profound imthe ABC pilot"Tom Swift
pact on television comedy
& Linda Craig," NBC's
since its debut in January
"Monitor," CBS' "Seven
1971. It also was a ratings
Brides for Seven
hit after a slow start. But
Brothers," and
the show changed, all of
"Voyagers!"
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News programs
newest target
of comedy shows
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By FRANK BLODGETT
Political satirist Art
Buchwald always says
that he doesn't have to
write anything funny, he
just reports what really
goes on in Washington.
He's a bit modest, of
course, but much of what
he says is true. Other
satirists like Mark
Russell and Russell
Baker have learned the
same lesson. This same
notion is the basis for
NBC's summer series
"The News is the News"
on Wednesdays at 9 p.m.
A young, attractive
team of "newspersons"
reports the week's news
live and lets the chips fall
where they may. Of
course they do load the
dice once in a while like in
the report on Vice President George Bush's recent world tour done in
dull travelogue style with
inserts of George Shultz
and Casper Weinberger
doing important things.
The philosophy of the
show was revealed in the
opening commentary of a
recent program: "This is
not the news, but the
truth between the lines —
partly true and partly
false — the real truth is
the commercials." How's
that for honesty?
"The News is the
News" is done in fastpaced news style (well
directed by "Saturday
Night Live's Dave
Wilson). The graphics
and film clips simulate a
real newscast. The commentary, however, lets
as know it isn't. (Things
like telling Yasser Arafat
to quit trying to be what
he isn't and stay a terrorist with a towel on his
head).
Some of the satire is
light, such as a report
(complete with pictures)
:bowing many of the 2,10/
heir styles Jane Palley
has used to try to help ths
"Today" show get better
ratings. Other segments,
while still hunteress,
carry a serious underlying message. An example
was the "military arts"
critic who reviewed the
world's current wan as if
he were a theatre critic.
He noted such things as
"impressive casaulties"
and "mindless strategy"
(credited to Iran) and
referred to world War II
and a "sequel" to World

War I. ( The "hot spot
pick of the week" was El
Salvador).
Pm sure that before the
summer is over "The
News is the News" will
offend someone — in fact,
I suppose it already has
since satire usually cuts
someone to the quick.
But, so far, the show has
avoided the pitfalls of
poor taste so often fallen
into by "Saturday Night
Live" and "Friday's."
Some things, like plane
crashes, are just not funny.
Of course there are
some reports that come
pretty close to bad taste.
A recent one, of particular interest to Kentuckians, suggested a
way for Congress to solve
the problem of having a
stronger warning on
cigarettes. Instead of a
stronger warning label,
fix the pack so it explodes
and blows off your
fingers. That's funny
because it's unexpected
— until you think about it.
"The News is the
News" has a decidely
liberal slant which
always seems to be the
case with news satires. I
think it would be nice if
the conservatives got
their turn too. Surely
James Kilpatrick isn't
the only funny conservative around.
The show is funniest
when it does very little to
embellish the real news,
like the time a cast
member simply attempted to write down on a
chalkboard all the figures
President Reagan used
during a radio talk about
education. The board
ended up in a hopeless
jumble of numbers as
Reagan said "I know all
these figures are a little
bard to visualize." The
live audience was in stitches.
So, if you like to have a
,little fun poked at the
news and newsmakers
and you can stand some
real zingers about the
Reagan administration,
you'll probably like "The
News is the News." It's
very well written and,
while it's not as zany or
theatrical as the old
"That Was the Week That
Was," it does a good job
of showing us some of the
absurdity of the world we
live in.

Billboard magazine announces hot new hits
The following are
Billboard's hot record.
hits for the week ending
Jlily 16 as they appear in
next week's issue of
Billboard magazine.
Copyright 1983, Billboard
Publications, Inc
Reprinted with permission.

4."Never Gonna Let
YouG)o" Sergio Mendes
(Agtm

HOT SINGLES
1."Every Breath You
Take" The Police(A&M )
2."Electric Avenue"
Eddy Grant (PortraitIce)
3."Flashdance, What a
Feeling" Irene Cara
( Casablanca)

5."Waima Be Startin'
Somethin" Michael
Jackson (Epic)
6."Come Dancing" The
Kinks(Arista)

7."Too Shy" Kajagoogoo(EMI-America)
8."Our House"
Madness(Geffen)
9."Is There Something
I Should Know" Duran
Duran (Capitol)
10."Time" Culture
Club (Virgin-Epic)

The Ceiling Fan You've
Been Waiting For... .
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